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SUMMARY OF SENATOR PRX)(IME'S STATEMENT ON OIL TAXES BRF(IE SKINATI FINANCE

COMIITI"r, September 30, 1969

Senator William Proxmire, (D-Wis.) on behalf of Senators Brooks,

Kennedy, HcGovern, McIntyre, Mondale, Huskie, Nelson, Poll and Stephen

Young proposed:

I - Elimination of foreign tax credits for payments to foreign
governments which are really disguised royalty payrmnts, although such
payments would be deductible as ordinary business expenses.

2 - Establishment of a 3 tier domestic depletion allowance which
would &1low the full 27k% depletion allowance on the first $5 million of
gross income from oil and gas properties, 21% on the gross income from
$5 and $10 million and 15% for everything over $10 million.

Senator Proxmire also supported the provisions in the House tax

reform bill that would eliminate foreign depletion allowances and ABCs

and production payments which are bookkeeping techniques to shift income

from year to year to avoid taxes.

This proposal would raise morL than 3 times mre revenue than

Treasury's proposal.

A more radical approach was suggested by Senator Proxmire if the

Comittee decided to discuss capitalization of intangibles. He offered

for the Comittee's consideration a direct drilling subsidy of 25% of

intangible expenses on exploratory wells. According to preliminary estimates,

for every 10 wells drilled by the average wildcatter under such a plan he

would receive about $75,000 mre to explore with than he now gets. Over 10

years the plan would raise an additional $2k billion in revenue while pro-

viding $100 million a year for research into the extraction of oil from

coal and oil shale.

The Proxmire tax package would continue the incentives for the

small independent producers while, at the same time, would prevent the major

oil companies from abusing the tax structure.
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SAUtTZ Films COHNUTTY

OIL TAX RO RIQUIRD

Hr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to testify before

the senate Finance Comittee as it considers one of the met Important

issues facing Congress -- tax reform.

I have lon& felt that the tax privileges of the oil industry

constituted one of the most glaring inequities in the entire tax struc-

ture. However, because the Chairmen and I have spent much time discussing

this general question and the Committee has many other witnesses to hear,

I would like to concentrate on 2 changes in H.R. 13270 which I propose to

protect the small, independent oil producers vho are doing the actual

domestic exploration but which, at the same tis&, would require the major

oil companies that have been enjoying fantastic proftle to pay their fair

share of the tax burden.

My proposal, which is supported by Senators Brooke, Kennedy,

McGovern, McIntyre, Mondale, Mukie, Nelson, Poll and Stephen Young and by

the Kansas Independent Oil & Gas Association which represents 1300 members,

makes 2 changes in the House bill:

I - It eliminates tax credits for foreign taxes which are really

disguised royalty payments on overseas production, although it does allow

such payments as ordinary business deductions.

2 - It establishes a 3 tier domestic depletion allowance. It

allows the full 27i% depletion allowance on the first 5 million dollars of

gross income from oil and gas properties, 21% on gross income between

$5 and *10 million, and 15 for everything over $10 million gross.
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FINANCI 2

Thts proposal which is included at the conclusion of my state-

ment is designed to give the small, independent oil producers the incentive

they need to explore for domestic sources of oil while, at the en time,

closing the major tax loopholes.

Any tax system vhich requires 2.2 million people under the poverty

level to pay federal income taxes, yet allows Atlantic Richfield to earn

over $465 million betwen 1964 and 1967 without paying one red cent in

federal Lncome taxes clearly requires revision. Imagine, gigantic Atlantic

Richfield paid less in federal income taxes than the Janitor who cleaned

this room last night!

Atlantic Richfield is only one example of the low income tax

burden borne by the oil industry. The reason the federal income tax

burden on the oil industry is so low is clearly shown when we realize that

only 44 to 51% of the actual profit of the oil industry is considered to be

taxable income whereas 97% of the actual profit for other manufacturing

cncerns is considered to be taxable income. However, rather than go over

the intricacies of the tax structure here I have included at the end of

my statement a copy of an analysis I delivered on the Senate Floor.

According to the Treasury Department's Tax Reform Studies and

fogOsel~t, submitted to this Committee, the long term revenue loss to the

American taxpayer as a result of the percentage depletion allowance was

$1.3 billion in 1968. If we include the revenue lose due to intangible

expensing, the oil industry received from just these two loopholes a tax

benefit worth $1.6 billion in 1968. This money was spent by the American

taxpayers just as surely as if Congress had appropriated the money -- with
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only one important difference: no one examined the expenditure to sea

who was getting it and whether it wee worth the cost. I think this point

is crucial!

When one compares the Congressional scrutiny of programs costing

far less than the tax benefits of the oil industry, it is crystal clear

that Congress would not have approved anywhere near the $1.6 billion pri-

marily benefitting the gigantic major oil companies. The $1.6 billion in

back door spending on just these two loopholes is 3 times what was budgeted

in fiscal 1969 for Federal law enforcement, 15 times as much as the cost of

running the Federal Judicial system, 3 times the budgeted amount for

school lunch and food stamp programs, 5 times as much as is budgeted for

low rent public housing and 4 times the allotment for the Alliance for

Progress.

There is no question in my mind that these tax incentives are

probably the moat inefficient way of encouraging domestic exploration and

development. Most of the tax incentives are going to the major oil com-

panies which can accomodate themselves to a changed tax situation quite well.

They have the financial uherewthall and knowledge to cope with almost any

change in the tax situation, but this is not true for the independent oilman

who seem to be doing most oi %he domestic exploration and development, if

we exclude the outer continental shelf and Alaska. The small oilmen are

the ones who are really caught in the cost price squeeze. This is not true

for the major#. For example, Standard Oil of New Jersey found enough

capital to make injay, its petrochemical affiliate, the second largest

petrochemical producer in the world without any apparent strain on its

capital resources.
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Mly proposal is designed to enable the independent oilmen to

continue to explore as they have in the past and, perhaps, with renewed

vigor while forcing the major oil companies which have used this gisantL

flow of tax free cash to buy into other business to pay their fair

share of the tax burden borne by all of us. It would also raise more than

3 times as much revenue as the Treasury's proposals.

DO(ISTIC OIL DZILSTION ALL(NdANCS

According to the Treasury Department's tax reform study I mentioned

before, the oil depletion allowance is a most inefficient way to encourage

the domestic exploration for oil. The COMAD report upon which the

Treasury Department based its conclusions indicated that only $150 million

worth of oil at the inflated domestic price was discovered that would not

have been found without the incentive of the oil depletion allowance. In

other words, the oil depletion allowance and intangible expensing pro-

visions cost the American taxpayers over $10 for every $1 of additional

discovered reserves -- and this is figured on the inflated domestic oil

price which is about $1.50 more per barrel then foreign oil delivered to

the United States. So for tax expenditures of $1.6 billion, we encourage

the development of only $150 million in oil reserves. How inefficient

can you get?

The rationale for the depletion allowance is supposedly rooted

in national security. Without the depletion allowance, so the argument

Some, we would not explore for the oil which we need in order to protect

ourselves from possible interruptions in our oil supply.
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This qsth wae destroyed by the CONSAD report. COWAD, after a

detailed study of the oil industry, found that we would experience a more

7% decline is our 1iMid oil reserves, from a 12 year reserve to an

11 year reserve. Surely, if the need arose, we could discover the needed

reserves within 11 years or, at least, find alternative supplies.

Why then should we continue to pay and pay and pay for something

we don't need and only benefits gigantic oil companies fully able to take

care of themeOlves?

The first change i suggest should be made in H.R. 13270 i to

include a sliding scale oil depletion allowance for domestic producer.

so that those most in need of incentives, the small wildcatters, get them.

My proposal is to give oil producers grossing less than $5 million a year

from oil and gas properties the full 27 ? dep-etion allowance, give those

oil producers grossing between $5 and $10 million a year a 21% depletion

allowance and give those oil producers grossing over $10 million a year a

15? depletion allowance. These depletion allowances would be applicable

only to domestic production; they would not be allowed on foreign production

which does not benefit our national security. This would allow the smell

producers the full benefit of the oil depletion allowance and would help

them compete sagaito the major oil cowanies which have all the advantages

big fully Integrated companies have over little independent companies.

Along the same line I would like to endorse the provision in

H.t. 13270 eliminating the mineral production payments and ANC transactions

which allow oil companies to shift taxable income from year to year to

minimize even further any Federal income taxes they night owe.

7
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Finally, I would like to suggest to the Committee for its

consideration a much more radical approach. Much discussion has appeared

about the pros and cons of requiring the capitalisatiom of intangibles.

If the Committee decides to discuss requiring the capitalization of in-

tangibles, I think they also ought to discuss adopting a direct drilling

subsidy. The plan which I have attached to the end of my sttemsnt pro-

vides a direct drilling subsidy of 25% of the intangible costs on ex-

ploratory veils. For every 10 wells drilled, the average wildcatter would

have about $75,000 more money to explore with, yet, in 10 years the Federal

Government would receive about $2k billion in additional revenue even after

spending $100 million a year on research into the 4xtraction of petroleum

from coal and oil shale.

FOREIGN TAX CREDITS ANI) DEPLETION

If national security is really the basis for all the tax incen-

tives enjoyed by the oil industry, I cannot understand why the Internal

Revenue Code gives greater tax incentives for foreign exploration and

development than it does for domestic exploration and development.

Under the present system, royalty payments disguised as tax

payments to foreign governments are written off dollar for dollar against

U.S. taxes owed. The only reason for such special treatment seems to be

that the mineral rights in these countries are owned by the government

rather than private individual as in the United States. If I were of an

ironical frame of mind, I would say that these bastions of free enterprise --

the major oil companies -- were actually encouraging socialism.

8
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Why should U.S. taxpayers be required to pay taxes to these

foreip government, Just because of a quirk in these foreip governments'

law? Make no mistake about it, 50o of every dollar paid by the oil com-

panies Co these foreip countries is paid by the Amrican taxpayer.

What national security Justification exists for that?

This mney paid to the foreign countries is clearly a legitimate

business expense and should be treated as such. The Internal Revenue

Code should allow the oil companies to deduct these royalty payments die-

guised as foreign taxes from their earnings as a legitimte business ex-

pense; but the oil companies should not be alloyed to continue to write

off such payments dollar for dollar against U.S. taxes owed.

Finally, I think we out ask what purpose does the foreign deple-

tion allowance serve? If encouragement of domestic exploration and

development is the purpose of the depletion allowance, then allowing a

foreign depletion allowance is contrary to such a purpose and is clearly

contrary to the stated purpose of the oil import program. I an delighted

that the House recognized this and eliminated foreign depletion allowances

in 1.1. 13270.

Between the foreign depletion allowance and foreign tax credits

we have encouraged the oil industry to explore abroad to the detriment

of dometic exploration. We have, in effect, created a monster. Suppos-

edly, in the name of national security we have enacted tax incentLves to

explore for domestic sources of oil, yet, the way it works there are even

greater tax incentives to explore for foreign oil sources. And, to add

the finishing touch, these incentives are theoretically supposed to lower

the price of oil. Yet, the oil import program end state market proration

9
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laws force the consumers to pay ever higher prices for oil. Thus, not

only does the consumer have to pay higher prices for oil than he should,

he is forced to bear a groet pert of the oil industry's tax burden.

The taxpayer has had it. The middle class, the people who live

on a salary, can no longer remain the forgotten class. They will no longer

continue to subsidise the oil industry by paying high oil prices and by

shouldering the oil companies' tax burden. Let us put the oil industry

back into a free ssrketplece and let them compete. The major oil companies

are not babies who require constant mthering. They are very ?overful.

Let us treat them as such.

Mr. Chairman, my proposal Is, I think, a moderate one. It will

still allow the oil industry to deduct from their gross income their actual

costs of foreign exploration and development and their actual cash outlays

for royalty payments to foreign countries. At the same time, it will

bring in about $2.1 billion a year in new revenue while encouraging do-

mestic rather than foreign exploration which is, after all, the supposed

purpose of all the oil industry's tax incentives.

10
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1 Session S.

H.R. 13270

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Referred to the Committee on FINANCE and ordered to be printed.

Ordered to lie on the table ad to be printed.

AMENDMENT

Intended to be proposed by Hr. Proxmire. Brooke, Kennedy, McGovern,

McIntyre, Mondale, Muskie, Nelson, Poll, and Stephen Young

to 8. a billl

H.R. 13270 an Act to reform the income tax lawo,

viz: On page 273, line 13, strike all through line 18, page 213 and

insert the following:

SEC. * PERCENTAGE DEPLETION RATES FOR OIL AND GAS WELLS.

() GRADUT RATES FOR DOMESTIC WELLS.--Section 613 (relating to

percentage depletion) in amended--

(1) by striking out in subsection (a) "Specified in subsection (b)"

and inserting in lieu thereof "specified in subsections (b) and (d)";

(2) by striking out paragraph (1) of subsection (b) and inserting

in lieu thereof the following:

"(l) DOMESTIC OIL AND GAS WELLS.--The percentage applicable

under subsection (d) (1)."; and

11



(3) by striking out subsection (d), and by inserting after

subsection (c) the following new subsections:

"(d) OIL AND GAS WELLS LOCATED IN UNITED STATES.--

"(l) PEKCEI AGE DEPLETION RATES.--In the case of domestic oil

and gas wells, the percentage referred to in subsection (a) is as

follows;

"(A) 27 percent-- to the extent that, for the taxable year,

the taxpayer's gross income from the property, when added to (i) the

taxpayer's gross income from all other domestic oil and gas well

properties, and (ii) the gross income from domestic oil and gas

well properties of any taxpayer which controls the taxpayer and of

all taxpayers controlled by or under common control with the taxpayer,

does not exceed $5,000,000;

"(B) 21 percent--to the extent that, for the taxable year, the tax-

payer's gross income from the property, when added to (i) the taxpayer's

gross income from all other domestic oil and gas well properties, and

(ii) the gross income from domestic oil and gas well properties of

any taxpayer which controls the taxpayer and of all taxpayers

controlled by or under comwion control with the taxpayer, exceeds

$5,000,000 but does not exceed $10,000,000; and

"(C) 15 percent--to the extent that, for the taxable year, the

taxpayer's gross income from the property, when added to (i) the

taxpayer's gross income from all other domestic oil and gas well

properties, and (ii) the gross income from domestic oil and gas well

properties of any taxpayer which controls the taxpayer end of all

taxpayers controlled by or under common control with the taxpayer,

exceeds $10,000,000.

12



"(2) DOMESTIC OIL AND GAS WELLS. -- For purposes of this section,

the term 'domestic oil and gas well' means an oil or gas well located

on property in the United States or on the outer Continental Shelf

(within the meaning of section 2 of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands

Act).

'(3) CONTROL DEFINED.--For purposes of paragraph (1), the term

'control' means--

"(A) with respect to any corporation, the ownership,

directly or indirectly, of stock possessing more than 50 percent

of the total combined voting power of all classes of stock

entitled to vote, or the power (from whatever source derived

and by whatever means exercised) to elect a majority of the

board of directors, and

"(B) with respect to any taxpayer, the power (from whatever

source derived and by whatever means exercised) to select the

management or determine the business policies of the taxpayer.

"(4) CONSTRUCTIVE OWNERSHIP OF STOCK.--The provisions of section

318 (a) (relating to constructive ownership of stock) shall apply in

determining the ownership of stock for purposes of paragraph (3).

"(5) APPLICATION UNDER REGULATIONS.--This subsection shall be

applied under regulators prescribed by the Secretary or his delgate.

"(e) OIL AND GAS WELLS LOCATED OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES.--In the

case of oil and gas wells, other than domestic oil and gas wells, the

allowance for depletion under section 611 shall be determined without

reference to this section."

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.--The amendments made by subsection (a) shall

apply to taxable years beginning after Lhe date of the enactment of this

Act.

13
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SEC. . ROYALTIES PAID IN THE FORI4 OF FOREIGN TAXES.

(a) DENTAL OF TREATMENT AS TAXES.--Section 903 (relating to taxem

in lieu of income, etc., taxes) is amended by striking out the period at

the end thereof and inserting in lieu thereof the following: ", but such

term does not include any amount paid (whether or not denominated or

imposed so a tax) to any foreign country or possession of the United

States which--

(1) is determined on the basis of the ownership of oil and gas

or oil and gas rights by the government of such foreign country or

possession, or is otherwise in the nature of a royalty payment, or

(2) is determined on the basis of a constructive or artificial

selling price of minerals or mineral products."

(3) Any foreignctaxaas aforesaid or any foreign tax in excess

of U.S. taxes on oil and gas properties shall be deemed to be an

ordinary and necessary business expense within the meaning of section

162.

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.--The amendment made by subsection (a) shall

apply to taxable years beginning after the date of the enactment of this

Act.
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SPECIAL TAX TREATMENT FOR
OIL INDUSTRY INJURES NA-
TION'S SVCVRITY
Mr. PROXMIRR, Mr. President, I am

very grateful to the distinguished Sm-
ator from Louisiana for lifting the quo.
rum call. It is most appropriate that he
should be the man who should do It,
because I am going to speak on oil this

Afternoon. I expected to make a fairly
short speech, ind perhaps it will be short.

Mr. LONo. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. PROXMIRE. Yes, indeed.
Mr. LONG. If my friend the Senator

from Wisconsin can tell me something
I do not know about oil. I am very anal-
ous to hear It.

Mr, pROXMIRE. Mr. President, I
doubt whether anybody can tell the Seri-
aot from LoUtdana anything he does
not know about oil; he Is very expert In
this area, A he has demonstrated tine
and again on this floor, especalY when
he enlightens this Senator

Mr. President, the time has come for
Congress to take dead aim at the notori-
ous depleion allowance, which too long
has Served as an obstacle to tax reform.
The Senator from Louisiana iMr. Loms)
has invited any Intersted Senator to
submit amendments to him committee,
and when the tax bill comes to the fk.,-
ate, I intend to cake him up on his offer
whten the matter is before his committee.

Mr. LONG. Mr. President. will the Sen-
ator yield?

Mr, PROXMIRE. Yes, indeed.
Mr. LONG. The Senator is going to get

a better chance than that. He is going to
get a chance to vote against every bus-
nesman in America. We will give the
enator a broad opportunL,
Mr. PROXMiE. I am sure the Sen-

ator from Loulsiaa will give me every
opportunity that I desire to vote on tax
legislation, and I certainly do not intend
to vote agaimt every buslneinan In
America. I intend to vote against the
surtax when it comes up.

Mr. LONO. Will the Benator yil
further?

Mr. PROXMIRI. Yes, indeed.
Mr. LONG. Does the Senator know

what the biggest loophole IS In the tax
law? What is the biggest tax loophole?

Mr. PROXMIRE. I would like to know
the opinion of the Sr-ator from Louisi-

Mr. LONG. Capital gains. What is the
Senator's opinion on that ore?

Mr. PROXMIRE, I think the capital
gains law, as presently drafted, could be
construed, perhaps, as a loophole, How-
ever, I would not want to, although I am
sure some Senators wuuld, repeal it out-
right, because I think there Is some merit
to it,

Mr. LOINO. Will the Senator yield
further?

Mr. PROXMIRE. I yield.
Mr. LONG. The Democ atlc policy

committee Invited Mr. Stanley Surrey,
whom they regarded, I assume, as the
best tax refonner tiere is in America,
to come down and explain his views on
taxes for them, and he did not even men-
tion depletion among the major items.
He said capital gains is the biggest loop-
hole there Is. Is the Senator prep-r'ed to
vote to do something about capital gains?

Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, the
difficulty with discussng this whole sub-
Ject Is that It to a matter of value judg-
ments. I am shocked and surprised that
Mr. SurTey did not mention oil depie-

tiou, be u I have great respect for
Mr. Surrey, And I think thi Is Oertaly
saoeting that ought to be discussed by
As expert a man $x he certainly is.

Nevertheless, I will not defer in my
judgment A to where reform should
come to ,fr. Surrey or anyone else. It
is not strictly a matter of expertise; It
is a matter of where I think there Is
more need for reform. I think there is
more need in the area of oil depletion
than in most other areas. Furthermore,
I am sure It Is the most DotorioUs loop-
hole.

Mr. In)NO. Mr. President, I am sure
the Senator from Wisconsin is getting
ready to respond to my speech, in which
I showed with charts and tables that
the oil industry pays more taxes than
anyone else.

Mr. PROXMIRE. I am sure they pay
lea than anybody.

Mr. LONO. It took the Senator from
Wisconsin Almost a month to prepare
that speech. I am sure he Is now going
to argue that they pay more taxes than
somebody.

Mr. PROXMIRE, I intend to show
that they pay less taxes than almost
everybody.

Mr. LNO, The point is that the big-
gest loophole in the tax law is capital
gains, and if you had any advice, the
people advising you would tell you the
beet loophole is real estate, but money-
wise, there is more money in capital
gains. o It Just depends on whether you

1969 No. 106

are talking about quality or qu-riatty.
Quality-wise, real estate; quantity-wise,
capital gains, It just depends on what
you have it mind, whether you are talle-
ing about volume or whether you are
talking about percentage points.

Does the Senator know, Aside from
those two, what is the next biggest stel7

Mr. PROXMIRE. May I ay to the
Senator from Louisiana. he can talk
about quality and qualntity all he wants
to, but what I sm saying is we could
reduce the oil depletion allowance and
could increase revenues to the Tr"eaurY
with, I trink, a fairly modest reduction.
by about $600 million. I realize that
there are other areas wheie the return
to the Treasury might be greater. You
might coielder those loopholes. The Sen-
ator has properly pointed out two of
them which would raise more money,
obviously, than if wg would remove the
oil depletion allowance entirely, and I
have not proposed that, nor does ary
Senator that I know of. I am proposing
to reduce it. at most, to 15 parent for
the large producers, and not %st all for
the small ones.

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I am going
to give the Senator al opportunity to
vote on the depletion allowance, as I
promised him. is he willing to do some-
thing about capital gains?

Mr. PROXMI . I will take a long,
hard look at it. I shall not vote for any
amandment until I find out what it is.
It depends on a number of things.

Mr, LONG. You see, Senator, you can
afford. in your position from Wisconsin,
to tax the oil people, just like I can Al-
ford to tax the dairy farmers. We do not
have a great many dairy cowS in Louisi-
sn. We rim some old, catch.a-catch-
can beef cows, but In dairy farMing as"
such we are an importer. So I Cue" I

outld afford to put a real heavy tax on
te dairy farmers.

Mr, PROXMIRE. We just want to be
treated like everyone else

Mr. LONG, The people of the Senator's
Sate a being mated better than moet
people, if I do say it, even those In the
dairy farming busine. The Senators
people get the beneft of this Apa
gau advantage, and so do mine. If the
senator wanis a reform in the tax laws,
I would like some indication from the
Senator front. Wisconsin that he would
be wlliN to vote to do something abolut
capital gains, Whtch is the big one in
terms of dollarE.

Mr. PROXMlRE Let me say to the

1
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Senator from Louisiana thl I will be
very much interested In his capital gains
amendment. I an suxe it will be an
amendment tht will have a great del
of merit; and if I were to guess at this
point, I would ges that I would prob-
ably support It, But I think that the
Senator would certaIny expect any Sen-
ator to want to take a look at the amend-
ment, and sten to the argument o the
fle ator fron Loulana, before he nkes
up his mind.

Mr. LONG. That Is fair. Now, quality-
wise, the biggest advantage there is In

Sbusiness seem to be in real estate.
Would the Senator be wilg to vote
to do something about the tax advan-
tages that exist In the real estate brMi-
ness?

Mr, PROXMI.U, I make the same
wawer as on the other ares, as to real
etate capital gains, I think it Is just a
matter of taking ri good look at the
Amendment, and seeing wiat the very
able staff the Senator has been using
sugera, what their arguments are, and
what Ihe committee report says, and
then Make up mY mind, I just do not
know. Again, I think there is a good po-
sibiity I would vote for that.

Mr. LONG. If the Senator ts interested
in comprehensive tax reform, he ought
to be interested in the situation of the
people who just do not pay anything,
Just zero.

There is old Mrs, Gotrocks; she In-
herited stock in the Houdini Co. let us
say. The stock Is now worth 10,000 times
what It was worth, and It looks as though
she Is going to owe a 77 percent tax on
a mLilion dollars of income that she has
spent.

80 she takes a mlilon dollars worth of
her stock, and puts that over into the
Mrs. Gotrocke Foundation. Mind you,
she has paid no tax on the enhanced
value. When she Inherited the stock, it
was worth only I cent a share, and now
It Is worth $1,000 a share. But she trans-
fers the stock from Mrs. Gotrocks to the
Mrs. Gotrocka Foundation, and as a re-
suit of tranalerring 8200,000 worth OC
stock from her own personal ccotnt to
her foundation amunt-which she stl
control, and votes the stoek-end does
not invest a penny of it in charity, nd
you, she thereby avoids pay t taxes.

It tI not weU to do a ,m=in about
that? That is a complete fmud ad take,
baed on a law that was paed to let
a nun who had taken a vow of poverty
contribute her mOWy to charity.
Is the Senator womn to conan.. it to

the 00se of that Iladebpia nun, so
Mrs. "otrocks bn oon lbte to te

0040OUVO~cltlak ad gt wey with
deducting $200,0o In taxes?

Mr. PRIOXMIm. I believe I would be
vry willing to smort the S torts
AMnIpMe Ti. Th* Senator has maoe a
very able argument In favor of it

One again, I would le to take
loot at the whole amendment beore
listening to the argunt and making
a final cormmlitmen, It sounds as If the
Se"tOr is making a strong can.

Mr. LONO, Mr. lPresident, not all of
the people In the cI business are sw.
cessful. I know a lt of them who have
lost everything that thsy put In it.
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The successifd ones pay roughly one-

third of their ross Income in Federal
Income taxes. That Is Fedetal taxes and
does not count the fact that they pay
many other local taxes. For example,
they tsy 10 percent of their gross in-
come In my State before getting any.
thing, Actually they pay about 43 per-
cent of their gross in taxes.

Is the Senator all that confident that
taxpayers who are paying on that besis
Are favored taxpayers?

Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, at
this point I Inquire If I have the floor.

The PRESIDINO OFFICER. The Sen.
ator froas Wisconsin has the floor.

Mr. PROXMIRE. I say to my friend
the Senator from Louisiana that I will
continue to answer him on that subject
in some detail. However, I think it would
be much more orderly and useful to the
Senator from Louisiana and me If I
might proceed for another 15 or 20 min-
utee before replying further to the Sen-
ator from Louisiana.

Mr. LONG. Would the Senator answer
one more simple question, yes or no?

Mr. PROXMIRE. I will not agree to
answer anything until I know what the
question Is. I will be happy to listen to
the question.

Mr. IAONO. Will the Senator yield for
otle question?

Mr. PROXMIRE. I yield for one ques-
tion.

Mr. LONO. The best I remember, the
last ime we debated the matter, I took
the floor and the Senator left the floor
rather than liteu to roe, Would the
Senator be willing to stay around this
time?

Mr. PROXMIRE. All Senators have to
leave the floor at times, I had been on
the floor for a long time on that ocomdon.
I oame back later.

The Senator Implied that he had
driven me off the floor. I suppose that
In some ways the senatorial winds can
do all kinds o things.

I did have to leave the floor. It is one
of those things that we cannot avoid.
However, I did oome b k before the
3enator finished.

Mr. LONO. On the last occasion, the
Senator refused to yield for a question.
I Aid that If I knew as Utile a the Sen-
ator did. I Would not yield. The Senator
did not yield, and when I took the floor,
he left.

Mr. PROXM . 1 listened to the Sm.
ator for a long time.

Mr. LONG. The Senator did not listenfor .long,

Mr. PRODLIII& I Will give the -m.
Mot cepy ci my speech. U he wishes to,
he mtay flU it. and I wil be Ithited
to asww qumitonm lat .

Mr. LONO. make the mome penmam
When the Senator gets throu I wil
onedw 11 here today or on some future

day. I wi glee the Senator a reponse.
I enJoy tre running debate.

Coming! froM a State that produce
no oil the Senator is anxious that we pay
all the taxs. If I came froms a State that
produced no oil I would be eager for oil
producers to pay al the taxes.

I daresay the dairy farmers are not
paying as much as the oil people.

The running debate will not come to
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an end.

Mr. PROXMIR9. I am sure the run-
nlnx debate will not come to an end.
However, I am convinced that the dairy
farmers of Wisconsin want to pay the
sam taxes a people elsewhere. They
want to be treated the same. We do not
want to Imle any unfair or discriml.
natory taxes an people who produce oil
In Louisiana or elsewere,

I strongly favor some depletion allow-
ane which would be favorable to them.
I favor repealing other taxes. If we give
in on the surtax and do not Irsit and
fight for tax reform, we will never get
ahesd.

Mr. Fveiident, I have always felt that
the oil industry pays too little in taxes
any way you look at It, My distinguished
colleague, the Senator from Louisiana
(Mr. Lona), disagrees and on May 18
made a speech on the floor of the Senate
defending I posit-I

POINTS TO W MA1

Because the subject of the oil Indus-
try's privileged tax position to so complex,
as a guide to my remarks. I would like
to list the points I will make,

Flrt. Both the Senator from Louisiana
and I agree that the oil Industry pays
lew In Federal taxes than other Indus-
tries. The Senator from Louisiana Indl-
caled that the oil Industry pays 24 per-
cent of Ita net income in Federal taxes,
compared to about 40 percent for all In-
dustries. Based on his data, my analysis
indicates the disparity is even greater:
22.2 Percent for the oil Industry versus
44.2 for other Industries,

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, will the Sen-
ator yield?

Mr. PROXMIRE. I will be happy to
yield to the Senator from oulsiana after
I have finished. I replize that the Sena.
tor disgrees with the statement I have
Just made. I will be delighted to go over
It point NA point later on.

Mr, LONG. Will the Senator Yield for
one simple question?

Mr. PROXUMIRZ. I yield for one simple
question.

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, both the
Senator and I agree that the oil people
pay less in Federal Income taxes. If the
Senator wants to use the words -all
laxes" then I shall prove that they pay
more than anyone else.

Mr. PROXMIRE. I am Including
everything when I say that.

Based on "hl data, my anal M ndi.
cates the disparity Is even greater: 22.2
percent for die oil Industry vesmm 44.
percent for other Industries. However, It
book pret net earnings derived from

r0e1port4 the fAguM which ae used
to defile divie , am uaed as the
measure., the oil refining industry only
pMy 11 peMnt of Its ne Income t Fed.
eral taxes, compared to 40.8 percent for

aU etcturing owscerns.
Second. 'ven If we add all State, local.

MWd forfn taxe Including severance.
SROperty, and production taxes, to the
Fdedral taxes pid by the oil Industry, Its
total t burden Is still lower than just
the Federal tax burden on other In.
dustre.

Third, Our tax policy should not In-
tereM with the form of the market
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eosmy, unles ii'eie ia a compelling na-
tional need to do so. A nomnneutral tax
policy adopted without adequate Justi-
ficaston causes mIsallocatIon and waste
of our scare domestic resources and,
thus, Injures our national security.

Fourth. Even if we accept the thesis
that the al industry needs special Inoess-
tive to emptore for oii. the present tax
structure Is an ineficlent Incemalatont,
waxteiul, and umfair way of achieving
this gol. Let me xo over each of those
adjctives beesues I mean each of them.
It Is inefficient because It costs the
American taxpayer over $10 In lost tax
revenue for every $1 In additional re-
serve. It Is Inconsisternt because It give
grter tax Incentives to explore for oil
abroad than here at home. Foreign roy-
alty payments disguised as tam are
written off dollar for dollar agalust U.S.
taxes owed, whereas such payments here
are ony deductibh, from Income. It Is
wasteful because It encourages overcap-
Itallatlon In the oil idustry to such
an extent that It takes $2 worth of cap-
Ital in the oil industry to produce what
$1 worth of capital will produce In other
Industre3. Finally, It Is unfair because It
allows biR Income taxpayer to hide large
amounts of income from taxation there-
by shifting the tax burden onto those
less able to pay.

Mr. LONG. Will the Senator yield?
Mr. PROXMIRE. I wish the Senator

would walt until I finIsh my remarks so
that we may have an orderly debate and
have some continrity In my remarks,

Mr. LONG. I have been reading the
remarks of the Senator. The Senator
has mental. d my name time after time.
The Senator has declined to yield to me,

I will read the speech and I will ask one
simple quoeso and leave. It Is this
simple. Is the oil Industry the only
Industry receiving benefits on foreign
income, or does everybody get such
benmdts?

Mr. PROXMIRE. There Is not any
question-

Mr. LONG. The answer Is yes, Is it
not?

Mr. PROXMIRIt. Comprehensively,
the answer Is yes.

Mr. LONG. So, thi Senator did not
know what he was talking about. He mid
that everybody et It.

Thr Is a man whispesirig to the
Senator. He Is supposed to know some.
thing about taxes. Where did he come
from?

Mr. PROXMIRE. This Is Mr. Martin
Lobel, a very able man who has dons
smne very fine work.
It seems t(, anger the Senator ttat Mr.

Lobel ha whispered to me. He s one of
the mCt eficient mea I have known on
the Hill. If tse Seeator wants to attack
him, I am r it will not bother Mr.
Lobel.

Mr. L ONG. What bother me is that
the lu time e whispered something In
the * t' ,sr, the nator did not
say anything.

I ad the Seitator what he mid this
tme?

Mr. PROXMWE. Some of the advan-
tages of having fiaff members on the
floor Is that one cVn Isten to what th
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5sy ()r :os , have to do what peo-
ple wb sper in one's ear, whether it be
the Sterutor frot Lous&na or Mr.
lxnbel.

I am sure there iave b(cTn things that
the Senator from Loulslana has whis-
pered In my ear that he would not want
me to my audibly on the floor and that
there are things I have whispered In hisi
ear thtt I would not want him to say
audibly on the floor.

-Mr. LONG. That Is a fair proposition.
The SPnator may make his speech and
I will not Interrurt him any more.

Mr. PROXMyItE. Fifth, Con .Pee must
take ImmedIate steps to cure this cancer
In ous economy. Congress must develop
a much more rational and less expensive
means of achieving the siqsed object.
tive of our present system-a secure
source of oil during emergencies.

TAX TACMT

On the basic Issue, Senator LoNo and
I aire,. The oil companies do pay a much
lower proportion of their earnings to the
Federal Government In taxes than do
other Indu.tries.

Senator Low's figures show that the
oil industry pays about 24 percent of Its
net Income in Federal taxes, while the
averae mnsnufaturlig company pays 42
percent of Its net Income in Federal taxes.

However, thefe figure overstate the
actual tax burden on the oil Indmtry be-
cause net Income as defined for tax pur-
pOes does not Include substantial
anottna that have been deducted
through the use of tax loopholes, Net In.
come for tax purpoes or taxable income.
If you wish, is usually lower than actual
income or In the accountants' term, pre.
tax book net Income and the smaller the
basis against which tax burden Is meas-
ured the greater the apparent tax burden,

Thc taxable Income oZ the oil Industry
Is approximately half of Its actual In-
come. According to the Statistics of In-
come for INS, published by the Internal
Revenue Service, only 44 to 81 percent
of the oil Industry's actual Income-de-
pending on how one treats the tax
eedit-Is messidered to be taxable In-
cme, where 97 percent of the actual
inonm of all manufacturing concerns,
excluding the reining Industry, is con-
sidered to be taxable Income. Thus, any
atteMpt to compare tax burdens on the
basis of taxable income Is going to greatly
overstate the true t burden on the oil
Indutry, even If. as my good frind Sen-
ator Logo has cone, we add to the tax-

aleIoWm the amounts excluded on
account of the depletion allowance. The
depleUo allowance Is only one of many
tax loo0pkol e enjoyed by the all Ins-
try. The oil industry also enjoys many
other tax looes suh as Intangible
expesMing which allows the oil Industry
to write of In 1 Year expense that other
industries must caoltalle over a num-
ber of year, Still another Pliviuge
which It enjoys is the ability to write off
siyalty Payments disguised as tax pay-
ments to foreign governments dollar for
dollar against US. taxes owed.

A much more accurate comparison of
the ta burden on the oil Industry as
compared with other Industries can be
obtained from the actual Income figures
of the various Industries published by the
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Securities and Exchange Commimion
and the Federal Trade Commission.
These figures I want to emphasize rep-
resent the actuPl Income of the Indum-
tries; these flgeos are the onev used by
the companies thmselves when report-
Ing their income to their stockholders.
Based on these figures, all manufactur-
ing corporations paid 10.8 percent of
their pretax earnings In Federal taxes In
1988. whereas In 1968 the petroleum re-
fining industry paid only 11 percent of
Its pretax earnings in Federal taxes.

Mr. LONG, Mr. President, will the
Senator from Wisconsin graciously yield
one mote time?

Mr. PR1OXMIRE. Very well; I yield.
Mr. LONG. Would the Senator mind

correcting his remarks and say "income
tax"? It ts Federal income taxes on
which these people receive a break. In
terms of overall taxes they pay more
than anybody eLe does. As to came partic-
ular tax, the petrolt um Industry does get
a break. It Is the only way they cart op-
erate, considering that they are the most
heavily taxed of all taxpayers in America.

So when the Senator says "Federal
tax," would he be willing to say "Federal
ooraate income tax" or "Federal per-

sonal Income tax," as the case may be?
Mr. PROXMIRE. I shall talk about the

total tax burden In a minute. I do ex-
elude, it Is true, the Federal excise tax.
My assumption is that that is a tax pald
by the user of gasoline. When the Sena-
tor from Louisiana and I go to a gasoline
station and buy gas, we pay taxes, The
dealer indicates the amounts of Federal
excte tax and State tax.

My computation, according to the way
I have figured the tax, is of the amount
borne by the us.r, not by the Industry.

Mr. LONG. The Senator is excluding
State taxes?

Mr. PROXMIRE. That Is correct. I am
speaking only of Federal taxes.

Mr. LONG. Would the Senator mind
explaining who pays more money to
friendly foreign governments than any-
body else on earth, so far as industry is
concerned? I en speaking about friendly
foreign governments. Who pays more
taxes to them than anybody else? The
Senator can my it in one word, Can he
say what Induatry It is?

Mr. PROXMIRE. That depends on the
kind of taxes the Senator is talking
about. Is he referring to Income taxes? U
he wants to construe royalty payments
as taxes, as the petroleum Industry is
able to consLrue them, so far as the In-
terral Revenue Service Is concerned, It
is true that the petroleum industry does
umks higher payments: that is true. I
do not have any fures to ver~ty t*%t
If the Senator tells me that that is the
fat, I will ase tWt It is.

Mr. LONG. One of the ropresentative
of the biggest overseas oil compoy I
America-I think It Is the biggest i
ecmptny In Amerlea-is a friend of mb
who has the same name as mine. &I-
though we are no relation. He is a Texan;
I am from Louiiana. I spoke with him
about reducing the depletion allowance
for overseas oil.

He said, "benator, you can reduce it
all you want to; but after the foreign
governments set through 'putting It to
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ws, we have so man tex. tax r 
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gurrs in detail. M analysis Indicates

to carry over we will not owe any that Senator Lomt inadvertently over-
money here. Cut our foreign depletion stated the total tax burden on Atlanticall you want to and we still would owe Rtichfleld anti, I would assume, on the
you nothing. The same, however, would other oil oompaniles reported
not be true of some smaller companies." Par example. acord to Senator
And what dos the other fellow pfy to Lowo's table. Atlantic Richfield paid no
foreign government&? All other cotnttt Pedesel taxes on a net pretax Income of
tax the foreign operations of their com- $145,259,000 in 1067. It supposedly paidpanies on a more generous basis than we 10.5 percent of its Income, or $15,254,000,
tax oun-or in some cases do not W In foreign and State taxes. It also sup-
them at all. I think the Smator frem psedly paid 22.6 Percent. or 932,91,000,
Wioonmain knows that, does he iot? It of Its isoome In severance, production.he does not, he ought to find it out. Let and property taxes However, even if we
the senator's assistant .whier It In hk assume that the foreign taxes am really
ear. taes and not disluised royalty pay-Mr. PROXMI[tE I will ask Mr. Lobel to mints, these percentages greatly over.
take a set on the couch state the tax burden on Atlantic Rich-

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. field.
S Lxx In the chair). The Senator from
Witconsin has the floor. Does he yield to In order to find out a t ecel e of
the Senator from Louisiana? Its net Unone Atltic Mckifleld paid In

Mr. PROXMIRE. No; I shall continue taxes we have to find out what i4 net
with my speech. Income Wa before taxes. This Is done by

Mr. LONG. Does the Senator taking the after tax net Income and add.
that he Is not going to answer my ques- l# the amount of taxes Paid by
tla? Attanttc Richfield.

Mr. PROXMRS. No; I shall not yield I can understandhow the Serator from
further until I have finiahd my speech. Lousanam (Mr. Lowa) became onfused.
which will be in a reUtively few minutes. omtIw to Atlantic Ricthifeld's annual
If I m not interrupted. report for 1067. Its Pretax income wa the

As a matter of fact, even If we use Sen- figure quoted by the Sertor from Loul.
at: Lor's figures, the dispeaty between sian $145,259,000. However, It also
the tax burden on the l Industry and stated that its after tax hcm was
other Industries is greater than he has $130.005,000. This means Ut AtlanUc
Indicated. An accurate comparing of rel- Rihflbdd only added back the foreign
ative tax burdens requires that we ex- and! State taxes, It did not add back the
clude the oil lindusTy from the f gurg semerance. production and property taxes
for all Industries. otherwise the low tax which the Senator from Louisiana (Mr.
burden on the oil Industry which has LoNe) ha Included in his chart. It we
such a large Percentage of all induces' add back all the taxes paid by Atlantie
profits will drag down the avernge tax Richfield to Its after tax Income, we find
burden on all industries. Likenwi I that Its total tax burden is much lower
have added back into the figures for t than indicated,
oil industry the ePPsrokmta amount of Atlantic Richfield paid the following
tax revenue lost because of lnt ib percentages ot its total prax Income In
expenslng. On this basis, using Senator txes In 107:
Lowg's own fges, we find that the ped.. s e .....................
eral tax burden on all industries, exclu. State anAl foreign e '"as............
sin of the oil industry, amounted to 44.2 ele a-e, production, and property
percent of their Income, while the tax M- .............................. Is 5
burden on the oil industry, which is ad- This mean that Atlantic Richfield
mittedly overstated, amounted to oanly paid a grand ta of 77.1 percent of its
22.2 pecnt. income In il taxes, Federal, State, local,

TOTAL TAX NVaUn and foreign. Compare te with just the
I now come to the subject of the totally FWe tax burden borne by the average

tax burd.n. The Senator from Louisian manufatcturtn company ot 40-plus per-
has Just raised the point about taxes by ant. AndI they, too, must pay State and
foreign governments, local tWas does the oa industry prtt-

ivmn If we include fltatem anadloal a at a higher rate because of their
foreign taxes to the Pederal Income rMtr rToll taxes, nd so forth,
taxes paid by the o0l idustry, the oil In- TAX pot= eoLsduatiy pays e in taes than meint - Although the analysis of Senitor
duties pay In pedera taxes aoe . Logo's ftuM ahmos conclusively tint

Senator Loea Inisrted a table begtn. us. oil Industr does not pay my who
nine on Pae ami In die May i 0ow- newr the amount of taxes, Federal, State,

am" l acoals Mowlin *A % l 110 011, or foreign, paid by other Industris,
W"504 n, lacE 21ag Stat, oeel, ftog, we ougt not to become lot, In fiures,sld Peden as of same of the Nam We ought to look behind the figures We
rmiers The fiues Incud 011e1w110, Ought to examine the tai polialsi which
PRducton and perty tim whh, Allow th o Industry to escape taMs SeastOr Lo quite orrctly pointed Paid by other Industries, what the en-
out, my previous figures did not include, sequences am and whether they can be

Because I have a sni stdff, I could justWIed.
not go through all the figure ais Senator The Federal income tax Is perhaps the
Loe's Finance Camittbe staff did. best measure for comparing relative tax
However, because the amount of taxes burden In vaious industries since It Is
Paid by Atlantic Richfield amems to be a by far the most Important tax on return
bone of cantention, I did examine thos to invested cOWtal. As such It should be I
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as neutral As oe ible; that is, the return
to capital Ivested In one Wa1 should not
be taxed more heavily than capital In-
veted In another u.rs.-unless there Is an
overwhelmn rinaticnAl need.

In the United States, our economic
policy has been to rely upon the market
forest to allocate scarce economic re-
sources vn to intrude upon the market
forces only when there is a compelling
ned to do so. Unequal tax treatment
ls a clear intrunon upon market fores.
It Fleral taxes treat income from a
certain industry more favorably than
other industres, over time under com-
petitive conditions, capital will flow into
the favored industry until the return on
capital In that industry is equal to the
return from capital invested In les fav-
ored inustries. This leads to a misallo-
Cation of scarce capital, inflatIonary
pressures, and waste.

If I may quote from Professor ri Zoo-
nonrncs Walter J. Mead's, testirorty be-
fore the Senate Antitlust and Monopoly
Subcommittee:

The effect of favored tax treatment is to
reduce tax costs fr oil .ompaolin relsur
U ftins In ,tlsr indoes'le., These ineennaits
taken oget"e sbntsualty ale the e-
pected slie-takx profit rats oil OiIndustry
expinwaslom andC deelpmst ra es in what
Would otherwise be submarginal uses of
scarce capital. luvestmeant In Petroleum ex-
plortilon and development is indeed e.
panded to the point where the ster-ta re-
turn Is epnrelmately equal to that which
may be rpotasa On Alternative uses ofowtim, ..

Oil lad ey spokesmen have defended
Mir 'relo eubsies with the question "Ii
we near Aul tJe subldies which our ectir
auwj, why is our rates of return on Invested
Oa4tal not substatally higher than other
rocsubeldt"d Indusulfes?" The aswer so
'l quesei ie that a subsidy w11 raise U
Prit sate at the point In Um at which it isstai-sL

ie sft, heweer, ars served aay with
tine a preducers react to their more -pte-
Able situstao by exp"ing Into othegin
Nubamslo a ares. ris epenson leads to a
Seems ia the rie of return Ward a norns
yield a to resource "lsellocason on well.

Mr. Prtident, wha I am saying is
that the subsidy to the oil Indutry does
not rust In higher pofits. It results In
msallocation of resources a more capi-
tal enters the oil Industry. to take ad-
vantage of the tax privileges which the
Industry enjoys.

The etoeed Just ioue tee the e"a
tre at enjoyed by te al Industry is as-
donal selUrSy, althoU0t the reseat attek on
the Tre sry CDeoptAt c naleloned
tudy l the l 4 osplsssa all wanle by the

11114-tlcat Oil ens Os Aesosiasemn
mut s be baed on O Nthe reae tat It
e ehange the Capleuaf alliance the pie

at gamu will go up.
T1he eatedels chanted so loag by the oil

Wdusb' thAt they artually bel"ies is that
f the ol Industry doe net hav all thas pe-
1t5 tax breaks and roher .eamental in-
Vrisens into the nrA on behalf o oil then
M *calay would be In sttsh-we
mle berni utterly depedt for oil upon
ume tatO In th1e Wl41e best who am past
wlUn fa that to hApe so they caa shut

FIrst, a few facts about the domestic oil
industry ought to be established. It Is a
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ver9 healthy Pd powerful industry by
any criteria. In 19U the combined net
prolita of the 12 tarjest UtS. oil companies
was just a fraction under $5 billion. Fach
of those 12 companies, moreover, has set
new profit records in each of the last 4
yesrs. Jut 4 yeats ago. the profits of
these 12 companies totaled $3.7 billion.
During that short span of time. they
have, thus, Increased their profits by
Just under $1.3 bllon-a 33.5-percent
Increase.

According to a survey by thw First Na.-
iorial City Bank of New York published

In its April 1910 Monthly Economic
Newsletter. a total of 2,250 manufactur-
Ins companies showed a net income of
$26 billion in 19M. Of the 2,350 com-
panies, the 09 oil companies had a total
net income of $6.1 billion or almost 25
percent of the after tax earnings of the
entire list. And, aecordlng to the same
survey, the oil companies as a group
enjoyed the second highest return On
sales of 9 percent, almost twice the aver-
age return for all companies surveyed.
Although the oil Industry's return on in-
vested capital was 12.8 percent, just
wider the 13.1-percent average for the
entire 2.250 companies, this Is the result
of our tax policy az wa indicated In
Professor Mead's testimony. What hap-
pens is that capital comes into the hands
of Industry to achieve that purpose.

Even if we accept the thesis that our
national security requires special Inceia-
tivea to encourage domestic exploration
for oil, the prent tax incentives are
inefficient, inconsistent, wasteful and
unfair ways of achieving this goal, I will
not touch upon the other governmental
Intrusions Into the marketplace on be.
half of oil which acoentuate the waste
of scrce capital such as the mandatory
oil import program lrid State market
Ploration laws which guarantee high oil
prices, because I have spoken about them
before However, I do not think we ought
to forget that the oil Industry Is the
beneficiary of many governmental fay-
on In edition to all those tax breal.

No one, least of all myself, would deny
that national security should be our
prima conrdeation. However, all the
governmental dixtortiots of the free
marketplace to benefit the oil Industry
have actually been impairing our nation.
al security. Our national securty re-
quires that we have a strong economy
which In turn requires that we do not
waste out resources. Here we have gov.
ettmental policies which affirmaitvely
courage waste of scarce capital and,
I might add, depletion of our natural re-
anm PAall, Irony of Ironi, In the meno
of national secrity.

Almost al the tax benefits enjoysd by
the oil Industry are tax credits, These
se general policy tools which benefit any
eettty that qualities under the partleu-
)ar tax provision. Direct approp atious
or exPenditures, on the other hand, can
be as selective or as broad as Congress
wishes.

The tax policies we have now are sup-
posed to courage the exploration for
domestic sources of il. yet theUy are so
general the oil Industry reeves tax
benefit foe aciiviu they would have
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oxde-taken even without the tax breaks,
In other words, slihoih tax credits are
supoced to subsidize the exploration for
oil they also sub'die l1 tie oth r ac-
tivities of the oil compoaites which they
would hae undertaken even without the
tax subsidy.

The oil depletion allowance and In-
tangible expen ig In 1968 coat the
American taxpeos $2.25 billion In lost
tax revenm, cordi-' to the Treasury
Departmer.,'i Tax Refoem Studies and
Proposals susnltted to the Pinance
Committee, However, In order r to be fair
to the oil I:,dustry, 1 think I ought to use
the estimated long range revnue loss of
$1.6 billion a year. This $1.6 billion was
spent Just as If Congress had appropri-
ated it with one big difference: Congrres
had no say trInow It was .spent. The big
problem with such "back door spending"
Is that It Is seldom reviewed by either
Congress or the executive branch, accu-
rate data on Its costs and benefits &re
often difficult to obtain, and too fre-
quently It Is wasted on activities which
would have been undertaken without It.

This point may be seen easily when we
compare the congressional scrutiny de-
voted to the money spent because of the
depletion allowance and the money
directly expended for other projects coat-
Ing far less. The $1.6 billion in back door
spending on the oil depletion allowance
and Intanglble expensing is three Wes
what was budgeted during fiscal LVOV for
Federal law enforcement, 15 times as
much as the out of running our Federal
judicial system, three times the budgeted
amount for school lunch and food stamp
programs, five times as much as Is
budgeted for low-rent public housing,
end four times the allotment for tUe Al-
liance for Pros ress.

The peroentme depletion allowance Is
an extraoedInary tax benefit because It
permits the t&-iree recovery of an aver-
age of lv limes the original Investment
In an oil well. For this reason, the per-
centage depletion deduction Is a subsidy,
not merely a mechanism for the recovery
of Capital Investment. In adlton, that
portion of the percentage depletion de-
duotion which represents ordinary tax-
free recovery of capital Investment costs
is usually recovered more rapidly than
would be allowed by the usual deprecia-
tion methods which other Industries are
required to use. Thus, percentage deple-
tion confers two benefits: deductions
about 19 times in excis of actual costs.
and accelerated deductions of Initial
coats.

It is Aso remarkably inefficient. The
TreasM DeparUnet estimated In Its
study:

Tha Federal Golvasnenmt Is paying. In tax
benefits, about $1. billion f rsoures

- which the market values at 00.1$ blioen.
'-niffeek we ar paying over $10 for

every $1 in additional oil reserves.
But, says the oil Industry:
If we a iaw the depletuo salowale our

reem wtli disappear ad we will aae
dependent upon thoes who conrel middle
eastern oil.

The Treasury Department analysis In-
dicates that this Is Just not true If the
depletion allowance were completely
eliminated. "se Treasury Department
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reportestimates that Instead of a 12-
year oil reserve te would only have an
l-year reseiie. Surely, this is enough

time to compensate for any conceivable
Interruption of our o!1 supply.

Fina'ly. I night add, the depletion
allowance fees the fires of Inflation. We
saw, just a few months ago. how the oil
companies rained their prices for crude
oil In order to geat a larger depletion
allowance and thus hide more of their
Income from taxaior

The Intangible expensing provisions of
the tax code ate also estraordinary be-
cause they permit the Immediate tax-
free recovery of most of the costs of ex-
plorins and drilling for oil. Other In-
duvtris can wily recover their cspilal
investments over the approxinate life of
the Capital equipment. For example, a
farmer il Wisconsin who buys a tractor
can only recover his capital Investment
In it over a period of years as the tractor
wears out. If. horwcer, he had enough
money to invest in ol esploration and
drilling, he could recover his capital In-
vestment In I year.

As a matter of fact, the American
cntumer does not even get the benefit
of the lower oil prices that lie should
from these tax subsidies. TheoretIcally,
the oil depletion allowance, Intangible
expensing, and all the other tax loop-
holes beitfling the oil industry, are sub-
sidies paid for by the American tax-
payer in Incresed taxes and should re-
sult in lower oil prices, Yet, the anachro-
nistic State market proration laws--laws
which forbid the oil companies In Texas
or Louisiana to pump at more than 50
percent of capwAity, and. as a matter of
fact. Texas just cut their allowable pro.
duction of 400,000 barrels for July, be.
cats that Is all the oil companies
wanted to buy-keep the price of oil at
artifically hlih levels and thus deprive
the taxpaying consumers of the lower
prices they should be getting.

I can think of no better way to saum
up the deficiences of these twx provi-
ons than by quoting from the Treas-

ury Depastment's tax study which I
mentioned before:

Percentase depletion is a relatively Inmll.
seant mlthod of sneosruaing exploration and
the resultant discovery of new dsietic re-
serve Of liquid Petroleum. This Is in pert

due to tha low senItivity o desired reserve
levels to the price subsidy repesnted by
pereenlees depetion. and In past to te in-
elllelacy of the allowaisce for this purpose,
aloce ovw 40% Of It paid tr foreign peceuc-
tlon and non-oerlng Interests in domestic
producton.

The report went on to note, and I think
this is very ignificant because the re.
port IS the flit IMaUil anAlylls of the
coat of an's qscal tax privilege to the
Amertcan Wpaem--

Ti tsstWgaoss reviewed during the
couse it the study wee n subtantIl agree-
inat Met tie current situation was e of
9oon0e Inestlcency, and that sie chanes
were almost ertwe to be belwcis al to the
s011"y 4s the bag run.

Let me repeat that:
e nelent -e almost certain to be

benencti to the economy in the lon run,
There are so lany changes. Mr. Prasi.

dent, downward In which the depletion
allowance woud be reduced
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Although the supposed Justillcatlon for
all of oli's tax loopholes is the alleged
need for more incentives to explore for
domestic sources of oil, our tax policy is
contrary to such a goal, because it gives
greater incentives to explore in foreign
countries than here at home. Thi seems
unbelievable, but It is-true.

Royalty psyments which are disuised
as taxes to foreign countries, particularly
In the Middle East, the area which is
most likely to cut off our supplies of
foreign oil, are credited against U.S.
taxes owed. This means that every dollar
pald by the oil companies to these foreign
countries In disgUIsed royalty payments
is $1 les they owe to the US9. Govern-
ment. Yet, such payments here in the
United States are only deductible from
ordinary income, not from the amount
of taxes owed by the companies

The American rosuuier and taxpayer
Is being taken both ways Not only 14 he
bearing a great part of the oil Industry's
fair share of the tax burden, because of
these great tax Incentives to explore
abroad, but he is also prevented from
benefiting front all this Inexpensive for-
eign oil. because the oil import program
limits the amount of the Inexpensive for-
el'n oil that can enter the 11.8. market.
All this ts done in the name of "national
security."

Surely, this type of thinking could not
pass the muster of Any rational man.
The only reason that the over $1.5 billion
in taxes Is being spent this way is that
Congress has not really reviewed the oil
tax situation since = ,, when the deple.
tlon alowanc, was st st Its Present level,
This Is the gxvL fault of tax credits.
They are not subject to continuing scru-
tiny and Justification. They grow and
Imbed themselves in our economy until
any connection with their original ra-
tionale Is purely coincidenLal.

Surely, Congress can devise some much
cheaper way to provide for a secure
source of oil during emersgencies. Be-
tweeu the oil import program and all of
ol's tax loopholes, the American. eon-
suaaer and taxpayer is being forced to
subsidize the oil Industry by over $7 bil-
lion a year, It is unbelievable that we
cannot devise a much cheaper and more
effective way of protecting ourselves
from emergency interruptions of our ol
supplies.

WAsrzyr.
Because all these special tax privileges

have riddled the economic fabric of our
country, gigantic sums of scarce ea-pi
tal have fallen throuh these loophole
and been wasted. I have already touched
upon this point before and do not wiat
to belabor It, but I do wish to point (nut
the findings of one of outr kidln tax
exprts, Arnold Harberger. Writing for
th1 Joint EcoioDMc committee In its
study, entitled "Federal Tax Policy for
goononlc Growth and Stability." he in-
dicated that It takes about $2 worth of
capital investment in oil exploration to
produce as much product a& $1 of capi-
tal Invested in other industries. This, In
effect, confirms Professor Mead's state-
ment about the uncalmic conditions
In the oil Industry because of the oil loop-
holes. As a matter of fact, Prmfesor
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Adelman of MI'T estilmats Ihst If tlese
economic inefficiencies wi Ich are ell-
Couraged by our tax laws could be elimi-
nated, the PI ice of oil could drop by as
much as $1 a barrel. Professor Steele of
the University of ltfs~rton went even
further He indicated Uiat about 95 per-
cit of our percent output would still be
produced If tlhe price of ol dropped from
ItA pre.ent level of about $3.50 a barrel
to $2 a barrel.

How can we encourage these uneco-
nomic conditions in the name of 'na-
tional security"?

UNr~ja

Our tax policy Is supposd to be fair.
Fairness In taxation means two things:
First, taxpayers with similar incomes
should pay similar taxes, ared second.
Persons with higher incomes should be
taxed more heavily than persons will)
lower income&

Our tax policy so far as oil Is con-
ceined is not fair to the American tax-
Payer. Those taxpayers who derite their
income from oil Pay lower taxes, If ay,
than those who get their income from
other sources. This is 'lot fair. The source
of the income should not make any dif-
ference a to (he amont of taes laid.
Why should a person whoe Izcore is
from wRges or salary have to pan more
in taxes than sosueose who gets his In-
Caie from oil?

Second, all the oil tax loopholes allow
many high-income taxpayers to escape
from paying taxes or from paying their
fair sbaxe of taxes. 'IsW was pointed out
dramatically by former Secretary of the
Treasury, Joseph W. Barr, in testl-
mony before the Joint Economic Com-
mittee. One hundred and fifty-flive in.
dlividuals wilh adjusted gross incomes
exceeding $200,000 in 1957 paid no Fed-
eral income tax.

Now. I do not claim that all these 15
Individuals with incomes over $200.000
who did not Pay any Federal taxes relied
exclusively on the oti tax loophole to
escape taxation; but I do ay the oli tax
ProvLsJons are one of the moat important
loopholes through which this income
escaped taxation.

I think that we in Congress should also
pay close attention to the statement of
Henry H. Fowler, Mi. Barr's predecessor
as Secretary of the Treasury:

Under presnt law, 2,2 million famlUes with
Incomes below the poverty level are required
to pay Fadersl Inrome taxes ... On the other
hand. theve ae a sizable number of Indlvidu-
ala with very bigh incomes who pay ItUe or
Do Income tW. Indeed, although the Fderld
Usioes ta In designed and understood to be
prorISIva, the fact Is that nuy persons
with inOe of 51 million or more actually
pay the sam effective eats of tax As do per-
eons wIth Incos es only i/s0th as large.

How can we in Congress allow & system
to continue which taxes 2.2 million fam-
ilies with incomes below the poverty level.
yet allows people with incomes over $200.-
000 a year to escape paying my taxes at
all? Why should those below the poverty
level be forced to pay the taxes that
should be paid by the oil barcr%?

WK MUTrr DO Ore1"m

If I may quote from the Department of
the Interior's study, "US. Petroleum
Through 1960":

(Oovernment) ba Sougbt to encourage
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discovery of oil and gs by favorable tax
treatment, by limiting IMpOrtm, by makiLg
public lands •vavllble or mIneral lealilg.
and by reiulating prrOdUtion to provide Order
Anld Stability while av4ding the physical
Wa4t of r ources. In doing me it has Involved
Itself In matt*ts of both supply and price.

We have achieved the goal stated by
the Interior Department's report; we
have encouraged the discovery of oil and
gas. But at what cost?

The cost to the American consumer
and taxpayer for Just the oil Import pro-
gram and soe of the tax loopholes is
in excess of $1 billion a year.

The justilcations for such excessive
coats are unconvincing.

I ast unanimous consent that articles
by Patrick Young of the National Ob-
server and Spencer Rich of the Washinig-
ton Poet be pinted in tile RncosD at the
conclusion ol my remarks.

The PRESII)INO OFFICER. Without
objection, it Is so ordered.

(See exhibit 1,)
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, both

of these reporters are fine, hardnosed
newspapermen beholden to no one and
both of these reporters reached the con-
clusion that the oil industry's defend e of
its favored position has not been per-
suAve.

I cannot believe there is riot a more
efficient and less expensive way of pro-
vlding for a secure supply of oil during
emergencies than ths. present system,
The cost of the present system has run
away becauo its costs have not been
visible. I can asure you that If Congrexi
had to make a direct Appropriation for
such a program the costs would not be
anywhere near $7 billion a year. Cer-
tainly we need oil for our national it-
curity. but we need l:ts of other things
for our natiorici sec~rlty. too One of
these is a strong economy which does
not waste Its resources.

I think quite clearly that the oil In-
dustry should be placed on an even foot-
Ing with other industries The oil tax
loopoles should be closed. This would
go far toward quelching the Impending
"taxpayers revolt" by putting falmems
back Into the tax system.

To conclude, I think then we ought to
find out. as the Shultz study of the oil
import program seems to be doing, what
are our actual needs for oil during emer-
gencies. We should then ascertain what
is the most efficient, inexpensive way of
asuring that supply. It might be a grant
to develop the technology needed to pro-
duce oil front oil shale economically or
It might be cheaper to discover oil pools
on Federal land and then keep that oil
In reserve until needed.

Whatever solution we decide upon. one
thing is clear: The preent privileged
position of the oil industry must go.

BxsiNr I
lprom the National Observer. May 20, 19J
Tots UNIsUIS OvMa or AN lPsozTa: HoWTax 101119" RAlTE NOIIANHIV THIS OM BOSS-

(Nos.-This to te last of a series of rt-
cles that ezptors firsthand and In depth the
Oil Industry's eisgulas pslOUon and preros-
tiVes in AsIc" today. The artircAe w~e
prepared by at&& writes August Orlbbin,
Michael Mailoy. and Patrick Toung and
senior editor URdwn A. tobeets, Jr.)
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In the late Nineteenth Century, the arnas-

Ing of great wealth from oil wae enhanced
by the easy ethics of the ag. In mor recent
times, many ow il fortunes have arteen
and swelled. and they have swelled in fair
measure because the Industry enjoys an a -
sortment of tax breaks that no other bust-
nes an match.

Consider:
AtlanUc Richfield Co reported Incomoe be-

fore texes of 437,942,000 In the years 190
through 1967, but the company paid no Fed-
eral Income teas.

Standard Oil of California reported Income
before taxs in I of $618.06.000 and paid
06.80000 In Foderal corporate income taes,
or 1.2 per cent.

How can this b done? How t It possIble to
earn ao much and pay Uttle or no Federal
Inorvme taes? The answer is that the Fed-
eral tax structure provides a host of unustal
let sanctuaries for the 041 Industry.

Thee. tax sanctuaries are related to the
coutltveial M chlpurt plan. by which
Occidental Petroleum Cori hopes to erect a
huge refinery In the tiny town of Machlas-
port at the northestern tip of Maine. The
plau represents a sophisticated attempt to
hurdle the Pederal Import quota system for
oil. It Is the Import quota system, which was
axplaeed In detail In The National Observer
of May 5. as well as restrictions on domestic
production, which were exained In The
Natboal Observer of May 12, that'combine
with petroleum's special tax breaks to give
the UVA. oii Industry a unique status Il the
economy-and to force the American con-
surner to pay artificially high prices for many
oil produce

it t this unique etatus that the battle over
Machlsport has placed In the spotlight. and
the Industry te preparing to meet assaults
from any direcUon,

CaNH KM CHANIT ftkICOTi
Uncommon tax advantages provide the in.

dusty with an uncommonly large cash flow,
which the Induotry argue t required for Its
pigantic and often chancy operations, What
are the-C tax advantages?

Take a loot at the more Important ones:
PertCenle deplHon

Oil and natural gam well operators may de-
duct 275 percent of the gross revenues of
each property before paying taxes, unless this
figure totals more than 60 percent of the net
Income of the property before deducting the
depletion allowance. Thus, If grow rerenus
on a property total 0100,00. the producer
may take 027.,00, before figuring his ta...
so long as the not Income of the property
after expenses is 46,,000 or more If how-
ever, the net income was, say. 050.000, the
producer would be limited to 50 per cent of
that. or 025,000.

Inff noeib-l drilling cost
Thee Include such costs of developing a

producing well as Wages, fuel, prepare. haul-
ing euppile, and other expense. that do oot
have a salvage value. These 'Intangibles"
may be deducted from grose revenues the
first year, Similar expense Incurred by other
manufacturers must be capitallod and writ-
ten off over a number of years.

FPoegs le credit#
U.S. companies operattng abroad may

claim credit for taxes pald to foreign gov-
ernorn et on nearly a dollar-for-dollar ba-
sis Thus If a company owed 076,000 to Uncle
8am on Its profits earned In, may, Saudi Are.
bta ond had paid O0,000 In tase to the
Saudi Arabian government, the foreign-tlx
credit wmlld eliminate the taxs on that
operation due the U8 Treasury. Critics.
however, say that taxe paid Middle East
government by U.S. oU rompaies ae based
on aertficle prte, and that some of these
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taxes should be treated A expenses of doing
business and should nrt be allowed to fully
wipe out the companle' U.S tan debt

Wesferste Hcmisphere trade deduction
7hM provision allows U S -owned compa-

nles doing 96 per cent of their bustnese out-
slde the Unlted States but within the Wear-
ern ilemlphsre to a special deduction In
figuring their Federal ta.x In effect, It re-
duces tile tax rate by 14 polite, currently
from 52A per cent to 369 per cent This
Is done before any foreign taa c'dlt* or
depletion alloaaxvoe we taken. It Is a peo-
vision that mosui favors companies In the
businee of extrarUng mineral. Like oil.

These enotlsarles are used In combination
with still other advantages. An example will
Indicate what a resourceful acoountuit mlht
do for his oi man client.

Assume tue oilman drills a well that costa
0100,000 and produces gross revenues of
#100,000 In Its first year. Between 75 and 60
per cent af his experee will be Intalgible
drilling cost, which can be written off In
the first year. These Include rental of a
drilling rig and the salaries of c'-ewlell
Asuime Intangible cost Of $80.000 iid pro-
duction coot of 05,000, The gow Income
of 0100,000 minus MoDo In Intangibles and
prodution costs would leave an income of
$15.000,

But he would not pay Income taxee on
$16.000; he would pay tilem on $7,000

Here's why: The depletion allowance for
.011 and gas Is 7 6 per cent of tire goss In-
come. but thie may not exceed 60 per cent of
the net Income of tile property. In this ex-
ample, the depletion allowance equals 17,-
6O But the oilman, because of the 50 per
cent limit, could claim only 07,600 li de.
pletion If he chose this method. therefore.
the oilman would have a taxable Income of
07800.

The next year, however, assuming again a
gross revenue of $100.000 and production
coste of $0,000, the oilman could take his
full percentage depletion allowance of 127,-
600 and his taxable Income would be 187,6(h).

But a technique known as "cerved-out
production payments" would save the op-
erator many tax dollars. In his first year
of operation, the ollman's Intangihle costs
limited the amount of depletion he could
claim to $7.00. But If he sold his second
yer's production in advance--that Iso. vur-
Ing his first year of operation-he would have
a first-year grose Income of $200,000 And a
groew Income of $20,000 minus Intanxibles
and production coRts of 086,000 would re-
sult Ins first-year net Income of $6,000

The percentage depletion allowance
would equal 66.000 (276 per cent of $200.-
000) and the oilman would not have reached
the limit of SO per cent of net Income, or
87.600. Thus, although his gross income for

the JIM year was 1200.000. he would have a
taxable Income of only 00,000.

There is yet another aspect of this de-
vice. Sloce the oilman has already received
payment for the OIl he produces in his second
year of operation, he will have no Income
at all In his second year But be will have
production coots of 8,000, which he cnn then
report as an operating lose, And so. he will hi-
able to cLam a tax refund from Ut Gov.
ernment on this 'losea" by carrying it to
earlier year Without affecting his deplatinol
allowance, or by applying the "Is" to in.
cods. from otber sources.

The net affect of tIs maneuver is that
the olian would have table incom
selling the producUon payment-of 00100
In the first year and nilnu 536.00 In the sec-
ond year. Without the sale of the produe-
tion payment, his taxable Income would be
07.600 In the Srat yeau and 087A00 In the
seteed yer. The sale of the production pay.
meant thus reduces his taxable Income for the
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two years by 012,500

There is anot4ire form of production pay-
nent called the -ABC deal," It dors mwt leol
itself to simple explnation, but perhaps a
sample offered In a US. Treasuy Depritt-
nmint report makes the effect subclently
clear.

"In a recent AIR' trrsoactiol," reports the
Treasury Department. "a major oil company
purchased all the coal properties of another
corporation, subject to a reserved produc.
tion payment of 0460,000.000 payable out of a
large percentage, of the net profits to be
derived frm the operation of the coal prop.
ertes by the buycr. Under present rules. the
buyer excludes from Income the $460,000,000
of profits derived from its operation of the
coal properties nnd paid over to the holder
of the production p)ment.

'"his feature alone represents a Federnl
Inome tea saving to the oil company t np-
proximately 0175,000,000 over the payout pe-
riod, or an annul tax saving of between
510,000,000 and 018000,000 per year depend.
ing on the actual length of the payout pe-
tod. (It wan eatinvated that It would ttke
7 to 16 years to discharge the production
pay rent rnut of profits derived from tile r,p.
ertl.'o of coal properties.)

"In 'dditlon, all of the costs of mining
the ctAil ted to dischacge the production
payment v-re deducted by the buyer even
though It capl.s'ood those cost. on Its books
as a cost of acquirlt,, the coal properties "'

The Treasury says that In 1066, AlE
transactions totaled 01 81 billion ifor all et-
tractive industrlepl and 'esolted In n los. of
revenue to the Federal C government of $111-
000,00. Carved-mut Vlmldctltn payments
totaled 8840,000,000 In .9f6 -up from 4214.-
000.000 In I9l6. -and coet the Federal Gov-
eminent p'.000 A In revenue

MlOM T1I Z JoHrMa,4 TILAs

These figures ar taken front reports Issued
by the Treasury Department during the
Johnson Adminetration; the report In-
cluded a long liet of ta-reform proposals.
They make up four volumes titled Tax Re-
ferm Blds eel Propeal US. Treasury
Department. The f"rt three volumes are
reasury Deparment studies, The fourth Is

an exaau n of tax provisions arectng
the oil ani gas tnduetry. prepared fo' the
Treasury by the COM8AD Research Corp. of
Pittsburgh.

Neither the Johnson nor Nison admins-
tratone hes endorsed the far-rang"ng re.
forms sought by Treasury apeclalists But
the reports were sent to Capitol Hill and re-
leased jntly by the Houe Ways and Mens
Committee and the Senate Finance Coil-
mittee.

Included In the Tremury's reports is this
conunent:

"In effect, the price of crude oil In the
United ot Is being underwritten by im-
port controls, by sto controls on produc-
tion, a by favorable tax portions . . .-

The ol Industry's tea advantages affect
not only It& law privileged competitors but
the whole natoal economy as well.

The CONSAD report staas: The oil and gas
producing Induatry accounts for about 1,1
par cnt of the Cross NaUtona Product.
I Reckosias at ana annual rams of 4"A4 bUllon
In the flawt quarter o 196.1 By most oonven.
tlona ateidarda It is not a highly concen-
trated Udustry. but with so enormous ou
Output, each Of the largest frms i a gllt
tn sle a0momy, Te five top tnesuc pro.
d uoss stogn r acount for 20 per cent of
the output, the top 20 for 60 per oet,

According to the U B. Bureau of Mins. the
value of crude oh at the wallia" In I7 was
$0.4 bUllain, &ld the value of natural gas wAs
029 bi.lloa. The value of natural &.ts Uqlids.
liquid fu l* exat i t from natural go, was
1 2 billion. The value of prOducts shipped

from US. reflnerles In 1967.-the latest year
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fot which figUUS aTe AoSjlae-wa W2
million.
T! oil Indusr concedes that It LI very

big ntt very important. laged, its ala and
relnt',' ' are often cltwl by indwaiy
opt( racit to defend Ies preferential trFeS-
rci,' "y tliso se ea1, Jult am they are riled
to d, o'i the Import qtuti etema and stae-
#I '" I vOtli'4 LA domesuc piluctill.
Wh..t LI.. loduetry prefers o4 tW eimnpltads
are _1'. 'py profits

n ider some stislltires contained In the
"Motly &0t o s C Lettee" fur Arll of M
year, published by the First National City
Pank of New York Ctty. A surety of 2JO
mntufacturing ocipanm,. divided Into 41
categories, showed a net Income In IM rf
$25 billion, Ninty-nine oU producing A"
refining caixpatilo had a total net Iacn
ist yeor of 1i billion, or &lmt 25 Per

cent r4 the lawta earnt of lh entire
list of 2,.0 c(inpanies.

Slgnulat, n.", to the petrentea of ra-
ton on sas. alo calculated In the Fir Na-
lional City Dink study. FUty-five aircraft
ad apace onapinle bad a rmurn of 25 per
ect, level auto and truck mBUanaciturf
hed &A pw cent. Nilrty-two printing aM
publishing arns recorded a return on mae
of 02 per asat.

The go peteceum cosepsoes? They en-
loyed a retun on asaes of g O per cant.
Only ine drug Industry scored higher, with
42 drug makers repLrUng a return on sales
of 9 5 por cent.

The oil Industry. however, does lut place
as much impranos on the figures s It
does on those that refleclI rate of return
on investment 4 , Indeed. the First la-
florn City Bank reports tat the average
rats at return on net worths for the 2*0
coapassles surveyed was 13I per cert in
19., up frets 136 per cent in I147 The
to oil company, however. had a return, on
net worth In 1I of I9 per cet. 0n-
paned with 2.A per cent In 1.M. so in iseee
of rtirn on investment, the oil Lndustry
Is slightly beow tWe nat tio average.

Buena rilmen, moc er. sy the Claeirnc
Is greater thean It msa because the fiurm
do not refl"ct what it actually cots to is-
lAWr xteate Oil.

" U 11 ca pnlsw Agured in what It ts
costin them to reptas thebr Ol, It conid
cut thst return on Investment by one-
hali, declare Minor Jamseon, Jr. esecu.
tin vice proidernt of the independent Pe-
tir sum Aesoclatlon of America.

It is at this point tat the debate over
pieoeatial tax treatment for the oil In-
dotty approach the heart of the matte.
Met Independent economiM hve a reedy
snwer for Mr. Jarrameon.

Prof. Walter J. Mead, profso of oco-
otice at the university of Ce.l'ftlits.
Santa Marbe. told the Senate ebcoau-
mittee in March of thin year:

"The effees of favored tax Wtent Is
to reduce tax col or oil rompn es reoa.
tire to firms In other Industries. Tess
me enes taken togther substadallYra is

-ib sapeted after-sax profit ntes en o11
taduis7 epICorailoi and development in-
vsatmente In what would Otherwise be sub-
marinal urn of sem capital. Investma t
In petroleum explortscat and development
Is Indeed erpnded to the point *Wh the
after-tat return Is approximatsly eqiall to
that which may be obtained on alternative
uss Of opitl.1 .. .

"011 Indusy spokesmen have defended
th4r var,ous subsidies with tlh quetkm
'II we receive all the ilbldies which our
critics aille, why is ow ra" Of return on
tiveasd capitl not ebtaatialiy higher
than other nsstiselond innterl The
asecer to this questma is th t a subsidy will
rate the profit tabs at the point in m e at
wih It Is coeitfrrsd.

"i Sseits, however, are ended away
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with Ume as prVverera react to their ree
prfltable situa.lion by expanding into rifler-
wise subtasurglnali areas This expansion eads
to a decline in the rate of return toward
a nornal yield lid to resourte nitscllocatUo
asI wi."

And here lProlessor Med Ade an interest-
,t o erstval:.' in tle light of the tndus-
try's pnrticulerlv vist0 troules earlier ill
year.

"Thea oi spllaire cue In the Slanta Bar-
bara (CuLanl Is directly related to the sub-
aldy ajeteso. LOW#e wire iiurdiiesid coil
drilling occurred In fhi California offshore
sIte because such operations were made
proflilable by the sUh11dW legislation Under
free, market coddi'ive, oil prices would be
substantially lower, tax cosis eubti~allyi
higbr In the oil Industry, ad Ut profit
Inducement to buy lese in the Channel
would probably be nc ing.

"To develop oil from such couroes Is to ue
up newis chronic value than lo produce.
In addlUo to thin probable cste of re-
surONel. we heve the enternal cost (aptly
called spilloverr cost' even before this iii
spilla 4ea se) of environmentsl pollution "

Oil industry spokesmen speak fteluently
about dofmetle vee paid &a a percentage of
gros revenue, The Petroleum tndnetry Re-
sach FVoundatton, for example, recently pub-
fished a report showing that the industry
paid 5 1 cnte on earn dollar of from revenue
In I arid 19186 This isInude Federal. stAte.
and local tWpm. but erclider state nd Fred-
eral product tlaxs The study chewed a11
business corporations paid an ererago cf 4 A
cno e ach dollar or grow revenue.

So, set forth In these term , the oil Indus-
try pays sil-tenths of a cent per griom-
revenue dollar more thn the average of all
Industries,

Dut the comipasisun Is In gross reventle, and
doe not take lilto consideration the cOst Of
doing bJulieo, Thus It ia company doing 010
billion a year volume had business r ts of so
billion. It would probably pay lee in taxe
than a 610 blllom-a.yesr hu elne's with cnsta
Of billion. Theil o Industrysa ratio Of ex-
pe s to pees revenue Is townr than that of
many Other Industries.
mha oil Industry contends that in I5 it

wee responsible for 9101 billion in taxee
Testifying before the House Ways and Mnsm
Committee, M A. Wlight. chairman of Hum-
ble O11, a ubisidlary of Jeray Standard, de.
clared:

".AgrePte tax payments on oil industry
operation In 1064 were 10 t billion, includ-
Ing 68 billion of eucls and sales taxes on
oil products. These piments provided 0 per
cant of lil receipts of the edtrall, state, and
local govesvment'.

But that 65 billion Mr. Wrlht refers to
W-11 not paid by the oil companies it was
paid by. among other custonae, the mo-
tortsas who buy gasoline at the Industry's
thoisand of filling stations.

Now consider dta from the Tresurys'
tea-reform study, which showed "etimates
Of the effective tax rates actually paid by
corpor tions, as a group and for seeral in-
dustyl." Mere an the INS figures on Ic-.
tual (Fled"r) tex on total net Income:"

I In percent I
A l i .du --- ------------ ... 37.5
Petroleum . . . ..--------------------- 21.1
Other mineral Industries--- ......... 24 3
Lumber ----- ..................... l. 6
omnrclil banks.. . ..---------------2 4.4

Other inatufacturing ................ 3.
Only Mutul savings banks (3 per cent)

an savin10 and loa aeosnailoos (14g pn
cent, among ins categories considered. had
lo efcite tax Me then the oil Industey.

Omen contend the price of panti has
b n remarkably stable In a period of son
ae, tnflalcesB. according to the OU an
Oe JournlT of April 14. 111 . the average
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price of regular Kaliie--execludlng tios--
has Increased 7.4 per cent since April ibi1.
wid 55 per cent since the last werk in
December isS.

Its many tX privileges give the oil ivdle-
try tremendous cash flows snd thus very
great financial levetgs Sote critics argUe
that this gives oil en unfair advantage over
competing Industries But the lidirrtry In-
alls the nature of Its business retqies thAt
heavy cash flow.

"It Is sential bs6asee so much of our
investment Is such high risk that it tn't
bankable," ays John J. Scott. ieneraI coun-
lI of Mobil Oil Mr. Scott cited na an exain-

pie Mobil's operations In Veneuela, Prior
to snd during World War 11, Mobil invntei
between 45.00.000 and $00,000,000 In that
country before ittling any return on I in-
vesumnt. "If we did not have the cash flow,
we could not heve done it." Mr Scott says

What would happen to the Industry's 'ii
reserves if the dep etion allowance rnd de-
ductions for Intangilbles were elilmilated?

Frank Ni. ikard, president of the Amer-
lean petroleum institute, ofler this reply:

1 clan tell you one thing that Is spec-
taciular: The ile of the Investment In ex-
ploration and development the Industry to
going to have to make tn meet the needs oh
the Arnevlcn ijeple ov the next 1 years.
As a rough estimate, domestic oil explors-
Uon and development outlays will have to
be Increased about h0 per sent This mesns
going fromn a little les than 64 6 billion an-
nually up to somewhe e around fl orw S7 bil-
lion, An Industry that has to make sIch a4
hig boost in Ite spending baa to make profit
to do its )ob."

Roins Industry sources my oil needs more
tee breaks, not loss Harold U McClure. Jr .
president of the Independent Petroleum As-
soclautn of America. cited figures before
the House Ways and Wane Committee that
showed a 40 per cent reduction In the num-
ber of wildcat test wells drilled in 1968 com.
pare with the number drilled In 105,

"It should be r#cntnlrd,' sild Mr M.-
Olurs, 'that part Of these derveace can he
Attributed to wider wall spacing &n In-
crossd i ecl eeito In all phases of drilling
si producing operations."
It's Interetling that Mr. McClure should

use the year 1Isi As a comparative figure
for loss drilling operations. Says the
CONSAD report: '-he number Of wells being
drilled reached a peek in I5WM11. but has
sine declined steadily be-van wIts 1949 level,
ovr 30 per cent below thl peat."

Mr. McClure told the senator further
To r-imphlailse the degree of rlk, only

2 out of every 100 new fild wlid.at drllld
are likely to Aid a field lrge enough to be
pro itsble. ... TIo sum up the sltuetlon as
to Incentives for petroleum exploration and
development In the United Stas, ther I
an obvious need for nore--not les--ron-
nomic stimuli." A wildcat i an operlmental
or eopioeatoy well.

Mr. McClure uses the term "economic
siUmull." In the oil businees them are stimuli
within smui. It Is not only the major
tax privileges themselves that benefit the In-
duetry: it is ailo the accountIng itovlutions
that they make possible. A good @ample of
such an Involution can be found In the uses
to which the depletion allowfane te put.

Simply stated, oil carnpanles shift expenses,
for ax purposes, to the wellhead, where
depletion may be claimed, from refinery or
transportation costs that do not quality far
this deduction.

I a ciSea spsiech recently. Den. William
Prommirs, Wiectsiella Democrat and critie of
oll-tidisdtcy privileges, described the answers
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,he received from the Intrio@rf p D art
ho questions he had posed:

"Apprrrnlly," said Senator PrOMint, "In-
telnor had madv a Analysis which 4e00m
strate.; that Integrated crpanse shift In-
come from refining and marketing to OR
prwdrlctll'i Ii order to minimlie ta lebUl-
tin by nialmlling ;ercentsp depletion.
Tu, 'isllysie Is correct as wee ehown by

el0oe-'e eent action In Increasing the price
it'. ,1' I iy orr.ie oll hy O cents a b t-
rel.

"Pince Teaco, prodof vocst of the snide
oil it reine, the increased ost on the 11.00
net barrels a day It busY frim Otsiders Will
be 'r" than offset by the larger depletion
allosntce It will claim on the oil which It
illt, to Itself. Apparently, Texsso felt the

19 per cent of Its income paid In Federal
income those in 1967 WAS too high."

While Senator Proxmire singled out Tost-
co as an example, that Company In hardly
alone In tling advantage of the tax laws
as they ar on the books.

One of the laws on the books permits alI
companies to deluct from their U. oax
obligation the Income talte they pay to for-
elgn government. To get as much revenue
as possible from the oil onpani s. oil na-
tions in the Middle East and elrewhere bas
their lax scholule on posedd prioe," which
are set arbitrarily and are almost always
higher than the actual price the companies
get for their oil.

The result In that American companies
must pay foreign govervunent more in taxa
than they would If the taxes were figured
on the true price for which oil can be sold.
Thus, a portion of th foren tax is con-
aldered by many critics as not a tea but a
royalty. Thereoe, so the uument goes.
US. comtpaniea should be permitted to de-
duct from their US tas only that pei
of foreign tae that as truly taxe 'Me
other part, which would be considered as
royalties, would then be figured as just an-
other bualre expense.

The oil companies, who ar being over-
charted by foreign governess, don't like
the system of posted prices any More than
the US . Treasury Departmsent does, but they
may there's nothing they can do about it,

The Rouse Ways and Means Committee
has shout two dor il of various o"
tht de with reforming t h tax structure
as It affects oilL ne Rouse bill v"ii3=1 *--
Ibate entirely the depletion allowance s it
relates to foreign wells: Mans's dmund
Musie hI Introduced e similar bill.

Sp. Usury Sem, Wissonai Demsocrat
uls tItrodced a major ax reform package,

oe secti O which would drop Oi eN pa
depletion allowacss, Pen tl 371l Per ant,
An allowances for 41 sOuse minerals, Prs-

itly at 25 per cant, down to Is par anut.
In Introducing his bill on Jan. 2 i t

year. Mr. Roue told the Rouse: "Ideally,
percentage depleion should be replaced with
cost depletion. BUt since we are not living

In an Ideal World, this title proVidee Only
that the all depletion Ailowane be reduced

Inla than one-hilf, nom 217. per cent to
per rent, the percentage now applicable

to ove 40 other minstis"
Mr. Roeti and hi. supprtoeM are not overly

opttmiatic abott changing oil's depletion
allowance, especially n1ot that Preident
Nixo ti relteted his support St the &I-
lowehce n It #tnds.

Nlvrlhlens, says Mr Reton, "There In a
general snutimat among taxpayers that
they an getting a little depleted too."

Its the Americaen system of making law,
It Is far easier to *ecabllsh prerogative. than
to aboiish or reduce them. To the bene-
fActary, preferential treatment beccenee first
a comfort, then a custom, and finally a ne-
'wilty, And the progression eart be carried
still on# step further, What of the nation's
best interest? The late iam taybturn was't
the only friend of oil to know when to turn
solerny and face the American flog.

nl DanIFtTON ALLOWANCe
The 273 per cent d4plet n allowance for

oil sad natural VAe i probably the bet
known of all business tax exemption. Herees
how It came to be:

lte Sixteenth Amendment, which became
effective on March I, 1013, made It legal for
Congress to meas Income taxes. The Reve-
nue Act pesed on O c . 1i3, provided that
in rrsputing income subject to taxation,
producers of ore and all other natural de-
poslt could claim a depletion deduction not
to extend 5 per cent of the gross value of the
output at the mine or well

In 191l the law TAe changed, removing
the limlltation, but specifying that the total
depletion allowable over the life of the prop-
erty could not exceed the capital originally
Invated, or, it Abe purcthse of the property
wVa Made before march 1. 171S, the fal
market value 44 Of that dte.

A wend provision was Introduced In 1915
allowing "discovery value depletion," The
estimated discovery value was substituted
as the value to be smotloisd for all well
found after Marh 1, 1911. It weasn until
ION that discovery value depletion was r.
placed by today's system of percentage deple-
tin for oil and natural gas.

Under the IM law. any oil or gA producer,
or anyone with a flaenchis Interest In a well,
tan dedu 27.6 per cent of his pose income
rtlisd from the se of oil or pa, but thi
must not *seed N per rmt of the net In-
come of the propertY.

Why 27* per conto ecaus the Mouse of
RepreeoxatIves wanted the figure to be 28
per cent and Sate wanted No per ot
The 27 per aot Spa's f oil eand gas is
the highest depletion alloiace: Other min'
etals receive 7mailer aloWane, metal, for
Instance qualiy fore Is pecnt.

The 6S. Treasurty Departsnent reports
that. on an average, petroleum producers
recover 16 times the cst of their producing
wall through percentage deplton.
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(By Spencer Rich)
The oil Industry, under sharp attack by

economists brfo r &nile stbcommittle
for a system of subsidale that may cost the
public anywhere from 02.7 billion to 87 NJ-
'ion a year, go In sca whacks of Its own
at hearings ove' recent weoks,

But the Industry fIld to answer several
c the most damaging charge leveled by
earlier witnesses, lie ran for continuation of
at Isat come lush benefits must be rated As
plesible but not yet quite convincing.

The basic outlines of the dispute ar well
known by now. The Industry enjoys a num-
ber of lax benefitl-lncludlng a depletion
allowance and the overseas tax crdito-that
Are available In equal measure to no other
Industry.

The net benefit to the InduatY In atles
saved s a result Of ths special prnvtcon
may he as much As 41 billiOn a year.

In edition, an Import quota systm started
In lis limits tot annual Imports to About
one*'fth of the 8 billion barrels of oil con-
sumed in this country annually.

More important, It kepa low cost Middle
Eastern crude oil. which could be sold at
62 a barrel delivered to the Eastern Seaboard.
out of the country except in quota amounts.

Together with production lisnaOce Im-
posed by the slta of Teen and Louisiana,
which produce three-quarters at U S. o1, the
Impowt yem keeps the domestic price of
oil doliverod to the Sea Onset ax nearly WO
a barrel-or about 51.80 more a barrel then
the potential price of impofte SI.

toomiSte sUmated that as a result of
this differential, the publIs pays anywhere
from 2 7 billion to 0I-2 billion more for Its
oil than would be the e It the world price
of oi we In effet In the UZ

Industry witnoses-inlullg Macold i-
Olure Of the Independent Petroleum An.,
which represents ellar domestic operators,
M. A. Wright of R1umble Oil (Standard of
New JeM's operating subsidlary in this
county) end R Dunlap of Sun Oi-
Justifled this wyetesn as necary to main-
ta Us. nationw security.

Without the fiaciall Incentives provided
by I breaks as Import harden. they mid,
US. discovery en development of new
d0masA ticol resrve would fall off anyd the
U.S. would soan be dependent upon foreign
nations for in unaco pt"hly large portion o
Its upplIes This WOuld intke It vulnerable
to diplonile bleokimal, they contended.

WrIght f Mumble esiad that with
cohtinsad import barriers, reaed slightly to
allw nore toretg oil In s us, neeDs In-
creased this Nation would be able to supply
IT per cot of its neds from domestic
rIrees by 1i". With import controls re-

moved, he said, the figure would drop to 46
par cant, Which he aid wee too low for na-
umas purity.

San. PUlp A. Hart. ID-Mich.). who
presided over the herigs as chairman of
the berAt Afttrust Subcommittee. kept
dlging into tLsW unient at dfrereut iul-
nerable spol, as did Scene of his staff mM-
here, by the time the latset Innings were over,
he bad succeeded In otmeldereby reducing
it cogency.

Foe example, lat kept going back to the
potential of the nation's huge kiwwn
reseves of Oil sme. Whic contain at lent
coo billion barrels of potentially recaorable
rtt-e"oer to yase supply, 'The shale, locate
mainly In Colorado, cennat now ha Converted
lno oil at a cousmercial proce and for this
reason Iidury spoken pooh-pooIed it
sa Possible national security rearest.

But t did hot raily aweir tits point
Hart nsmed to be iakinll: the iaein than
an if we knew bow to onvert It we could
cave a subatLial mtount of spInding on

Seem: 0e146.
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now exploration for well oil Why not allow
much Mncs ImportrL, '.il Into the country.
"Vl a few bllliofl dollatsa A Ytl end deVote
t. P4LcIc.t l) thalt t irsicklal the problem of
mAkilV. the alole convertible Into oIl a
COn1ll ,tlI IVe I/fICe?

I IcT ilecretatry Walter J Mickel has
eitlkt.,.: It would coot S1 billion to echlisov
i - ,, . 4 develOpylent breakthrough on
eltk ilt eveI I it cost five time that fig.
tue. V o .- ld still be equal to wnly a illngle
year's added osls resulting from Oil Import
barriers The same argument goes for eff(rA
to ,loert the Nation'e nmodve coal reser ves
O (Il d gas The Inwterlor epartaiogt 1i

apenctinlg only $13 mIllion thI y~r on rS-
116"ch (n shale Pad ctl tlqutfactliou ald
gisflcation.

Iale and tts chief eoonomist, Dr John
Wair, alao kept bringing op W,3 problem of
tax lncenttne to domesic exploration, and
the Induntry never answered

It the puirpe" of the whole systern of tax
ble'-kA and Import brrTers ls to provide U a.
copaitr| ,s wlth Inicentives to devote mtotey
to exploring for oli here, then why keep In
existence tax benefltls that encourage money
to be dIverted Into over ne discovery?

Abu ot 23 per cent of depletion a~lowancee
claimed by US, comtptnles covers overaieo
hodingt rin addlIon, US law perrite oil
vonlipllle- to subtr it-dollar for dolt&r-
front their U 8 texes any *aes paid to foreign
govern Itents

RoyAlilex cnn only be deducted friSr tao.
tule Inctne, lut t41161 cdn be taken directly
)if the ten bill In the frill anolint pajd

One apparent result i that a very high
prelhrllon of totel charges to U 8 companies
by f rtln government are olasslfled as

atnxes' by Cho" governments, while a much
smallir pl'elon e 04llK royaltei.

Another unafaorcd queos to Fs how
much security thes 17 Is totaUy iUling,
NoWAedy seemed to hav any hazd fttures-
wurked out on a galloe0 day laste fiver -
otte ctlvit46--on hOW much oil the UN.
really needs to prot,4t Ie welfte Mue It
really be S0 per cent? Or could It be ieess

Industry witnpe0 conceded that at pews.
et rates of dIscovery and Increas ng de.
mend, the US will be Increelngfi It* imports
over the lent generetlo anyhow The In-
ference of Industry crItIcs wa obvIous-why
not Increase the 0 a little jastar and sme
ell that money by estttng a bit more low
cost foreign crude now?

The exact character of the national s-
curity problem was also a little vague Wright
of Humble appeared to concede at one point
that It was not really possible to Inslt that
domestic production remain high In order
to plan for nuclear war.

That kind of sltuatlon would alter con-
dltlons so radically that normal calcllatioa
of oil need would probably be meaningless

But thin. Sen Edward M Kennedy (D-
Mass ) Indlceted, It would be a whole new
til game. In anything short of an l1-out
war. it argued at last some U.S. eupplte
from shrod would be anvallble: from
Canada, Venetuele and Caribbean nations,
which Dow supl)ly the US, with nearly all
Its IMP ts; or from one of the many new
producers whose desperate race for markets
Is floodIng the world with oil and causing
what spears to be a long-tern downtrend
In oil prices everywhere but In the Unitd
States

The Hart hearings are now recssed and
the dispute Ii movIng to a new arena. In
About a week and half. the CAbinet Coin.
rnlttee OIl ImPort., headed by Abr
0ecretary GeorTge P SchultW. will begin i.
celving dciumer's arguing for and egalnst
the present Import Program. It is to come
Up with reoommendatione on the future of
the pror am In sIx months.

Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, I iug-
g"t the absence of A quorum.
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MEMORANDW4

A Ten Year Program of Mineral
Exploration and Research Activity

Revised

This memorandum establishes a framework for a ten year Federal
program of mineral exploration and research work. This program is
designed to reuirect to the areas of greatest need the increased
tax revenues which would be produced if intangible drilling and
development costs were capitalized rather than expensed.

Present tax situation. Under present law, intangible drilling
costs may be expensed currently. See section 263 (c) of the Internal
Revenue Code. This special tax privilege applies both to exploratory
wells and to development wells drilled in established fields. The
first year revenue gain that would be realized if drilling costs were
capitalized rather than expensed is approximately $750 million. See
attachment A. This revenue gain would decrease gradually at'a rate
of about $50 million per year as increased tax deductions were claimed
with respect to capitalized drilling costs. However, a long-term
revenue gain of about $300 million annually can be anticipated as a
result of capitalization of intangible drilling costs for tax purposes.
See attachment A.

Present direct exenditures. Estimated fiscal 19(0 appropriations
for the United States Geological Survey, the Bureau of Mines, the
Office of Coal Research, and the Office of Oil and Gas are approxi-
mately $195 million, of which approximately $100 million is for the
Geological Survey, approximately $80 million for the Bureau of Mines,
approximately' $13 million for the Office of Coal Research, and the
remainder for the Office of Oil and Gas. See attachment B.

Tep . Under the proposal, intangible drilling and
development costs would be capitalized and recovered through depletion
over the useful life of a well. Over a ten year period, this change
would increase tax revenues by $5,250 million. See attachment C.
Simultaneously, a program of Federal research assistance and Federal
assistance in exploratory drilling would be commenced. This research
And exploration program will cost $300 million per year. These funds

will be used for the following purposes:
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a. Increased geologic mapping, including
mapping of Federal lands on the outer
continental shelf .............. $50 million

b. Research on techniques for extracting
liquid fuels from coal and oil shale:

Oil shale. . 50 million
coal........A million

$00 million $100 million

c. Payment of 25 percent of the intangible
costs incurred in drilling domestic ex-
ploratory wells for petroleum and
natural gas ........... $150 million

U* UL..........4 300 mil on

Drilling payments under the proposal would be includible in gross
income for tax purposes. As used above, the term "exploratory wells"
refers to wells which are classified as exploratory by the American
Association of Petroleum Geologists. Approximately 8,000 such wells
are drilled annually. See attachment D. The total cost of drilling
and equipping such wells is approximately $775 million ramually (of
which about 0 percent is attributable to intangible costs). See
attachment 1.

Results of Proposal. The result of this proposal will be to focus
Federal assistance to the mineia..c ind,'.atrita on the areas of greatest
need, and to eliminate Federal assistance for vLw priority projects--
such as development drilling in established oil and gas fields. The
proposal ill more than double Federal assistance for exploration and
research, from the present $195 million annually to approximately

00 million annually. Over a ten year periodothe proposal ill
produce an additional $3 billion to finance Federal exploration and
research assistance for minerals producers, and will simultaneously
result in a permanent increase in Federal tax revenues of at least
$,25O million. See attachmmt C.

The individual ildcatter who makes a business of drilling
exploratory oil and gas wells will be substantially better off under
this proposal than under existing law, because the net cost of his
drilling program will be decreased. This is spelled out in detail
In Appendix F. Consequently, the proposal should provide a substantial
stiwlus to exploratory drilling by wildcatters.
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January 14, 1969

7 Tax Expenditures: Government Expenditures Made
Through the Income Tax System

/
the Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury for fiscal year 1968

.Zeludes an exhibit which presents Government expenditures for 1968 ade

through the income tax system (Exhibit 29). The availability of the budget

for fiscal year 1970 enables us to present an updating of tax expenditures

'to cover the fiscal yearn 1968, 1969, and 1970 on a basis consistent with

the 1970 budget data and classifications. The following statement is a

condensed and revised version of the exhibit in the Secretary's 1968 Annual

Report with the updated figures.

Purpose of Analysis*

This analysis extends the budget to include Government expenditures made

through the income tax system. The present Federal income tax structure con-

tains a large number of special deductions, .credits, exclusions, exemptions,

and preferential rates designed to achieve various social and economic objec-

tives. Most of these special provisions serve ends similar in nature to

those served by direct Government expenditures or loan programs, and they

affect the private economy in the same way. In a specific functional area

the Coverment may have direct expenditures, direct Federal loans, Federal

insurance or guarantees of private loans, and interest subsidies which repre-

sent alternative methods of accomplishing the purpose which the special tax

provision seeks to achieve or encourage. This analysis, together with the

fuller presentation in the Secretary's Annual Report, will permit a better

understanding of the amount and allocation of resources on both the outlay

and revenue sidi of the 1970 budget.
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Extractive industries may choose between tuo methods of recovering

capita) costs invested In the development. of natural resources. Under one

method, actual outlays to the extent not immediately expensible may be

deducted as "cost depletion" over the productive life of the property, much

as other businesses may take deductions for the depreciation of capital goods.

Alternatively, businesses in the extractive industries may deduct a pro-

scribed percentage cf gross income (at rates ranging from 2T.5 percent for

oil and gas to 5 percent for certain minerals, but not more than 50 percent

of net income) where such "percentage depletion" exceeds "cost depletion."

Percentage depletion is not limited to the cost of the investment as is

cost depletion. The basis for "cost depletion" is reduced to the extent

o,rt9in costs are recovered through expensing of e -ploration and discovery

costs and intangible drilling costs. There is no comparable reduction in

*percentage depletion" to allow for costs which are allowed as expenses.

Royalties from coal or iron ore deposits are treated as capital gains.

Table 4. Natural Resources

Tax expenditures (in millions of dollars) 1§

Expensing of exploration and development costs 30 1/
Excess of percentage over cost depletion

-- Cspital pins treatment of royalties on coal and iron ore
Total

Budget outlays plus tax expenditures (in billions of dollars)

Budget outlays: ~~11
Expenditures 1.7 1.9 1.9
Net leaning * * a

Tatal 1.7 , l9
Tax expenditures 1.6 1.T 1T

Total budget outlays plus tax expenditures -- " --
- --Tax expenditures as percent of budget outlays 94% 90% 90%

17 In the absence of the expensing of exploration and development costs and

percentage depletion, the first year revenue effect would be $T5 li. /
and $1.5 billion, respectively. The difference from the estimates shown
vbich are based on long-run effect is due to the fact that taxpayers with

- -.- dneral properties would initially have little or no tax basis because ot
deductions In prior years.

*r1as than $50 dMllion.
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ATTACK EUMT C

Financial. Results of a Ten Year
Program of Mineral Exploration
and Research Activity Coupled
with a Requirezcnt that Intan-
gibles be Capitalized for Tax
Purposes.

Increased
Tax Revenues

750 million

700 million

650 million

600 million

550 million

500 million

450 million

4o million

350 million

350 million
$5,250 million

Exploration and
Research &roriations

300 million

300 million

300 million

300 million

300 million

300 million

300 million

300 million

300 million

300 million

3,300 million

Permanent Increase
in Federal Revenucs

450 million

400 million

350 million

300 million

250 million

200 million

150 million

100 million

50 million

0

2,250 million
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1

2

3
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5
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7
8

9
10
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* bond public-lnd
leasing power
.Tsa l )r , x Ir of Interior favors
"lwing comipltive bidding to wild.
cat'lands In tl& federal domain In
sonti circumstances. 'But, according to a statement filed
with the Public Land Law Review
Commission (PLLRC), this ncthod
would be used only when competitive
interest is shown by noncompetitive
offers. competitive bidding is the
mwas provided by statute for sling
federal offshore leases. On federal
lands onshore, It is limited to proven
structures.

Interior's comments were made as
part of the commission's massive re-
view of mineral leasing law. Changes
will be recommended to Congress
when the tLac winds up Its work
Dec. 30. 1970.

Mitchell beliche Interior solicitor,
also proposed that the secretary be
gin broad discretion in leasing
matters now defined by statute.

The proposal would slow the sec-
retary "to permit exploration and hase
Or sell deposits in the manner aind

. ender terms and conditions det-rmined
best under various circumstances."

Tbis would leave room for nego-
dated grants for special purpose such
as to foster starch or encourage
exploration and dvlopmanL

lb secretary could choose from
smong various methods to obtain fair
market value-such as bonus bidding.
rental bidding, and royalty bidding and
could adjust other sale or leasebold
erms accordingly.

The proposal in effect calls for the
sertary to manage the federal do.
main under general statutory san.
dauds, saresing his ilidjtive' rater
6= act passively wumft Inflexible

aisier ao expMd support for
* Consolidated oil an as or all

minea leasi laws, kto a single

SRemoving all creae Ilmitais
n easehold intreM.

SPerWitting corporate holding of
las where alien stock ownership
"reatt a nonreciprocating country does
so t xceed 10%.

* Ext nding the primary krm of
&a ommitd to a federal unit plan
foe the life of the aiL

Ne. of wildfals

Area 1969 19658

. ........ ... ..... 80 S96
Alid.onlinent . ........ 770 768 :1.3

Gull CO .. .................... ss4 601
...... ...... ... ............ 1, 34 1,047

W est oast ............................. ' 114 I 146 , .
o111 ........... .. ... .......... .. ! s19 W : .

_ ' .. . .... .. ..... . .. . .. . 48 2 .....15..,

Perky dri ing rate tops
lIst year's 6-month pace
TIE SNDUSxtV could very well push
well completions above 1968 totals if
the rest of 1969 is as good as the frst
half was. If successful in t o p p i ng
198's total of 32,914 completions, It
will be the first advance in yearly com
pletion totals since 1964.

The American Petrolcum Institute
reports that well completions in the
U.S. were up 5.71 over the 1968
flist half Total footage also was up
to 4he tune of 8%.

And this total drilling pin comes
despite a slower second quarter than
in 1I. Second quarter totals in the
U.S. stood at 7.170 wells compared
to 7,282 during the am period of
1968.

The final total for the first 6
months, however, stands at 14,149
wells completed compared with 13,382
during the first half of 1968. Footage
diled in the U.S. passed 69 million
ft compared to 64.7 mflin in the
firt half of 1W68.

ut ral story bs the healthy
wildest revivaL Wildcatters drilled
4,121 ts during the first half cow.
pred to 3,758 in th 1968 period.
This s an increase of 9.7%.

Explorers got more for their efforts,
too. The gucces ratio In exploration
during the fiat 6 months was 18.8%
compared to 17".$ In the same period
of 1968.

D01" looking up. Along with the

first half totals, there are other good
signs in the wind for the rest of 1969.

The number nf active rotary rigs in
the U.S. this year has shown a steady
increase and the curve upward looks
stronSer and smoother than in the past
couple of years.

Oldahoma and T e x a a have reg-
istered increases in wildcatting so far
this year. Texas explorers put down
1,229 wildcats during the first half
compared to 978 in the same period
of 1968. Sooner drillers have finished
271 exploratory holes compared to
19S in the first half of 1968.

Kansa hasn't caught up with last
yeses completon rate yet but is ex.
pectad to any week now.

Rocries toe. The Rocky mountain
states also are sharing in the increased
activity. Wildcatting in W y o m i n g.
Montana, Colorado, Arizona, North
Dakota, South Dakota, and Utah Is
Up 39.3% over lat year's count.

Mom increases am expected for the
rensalnder of the year as drillers conu-
dnue to probe Wyoming and Moo-
ana's Powder River basin and into

eastern Colorado's Lu Animas arch
cMunteL

Drilling records in Wyomins this
year could fall across the board, with
Increases In total wells, wildcats, and
footage. Montana'as statistics also are
climbing au activity continues around
Bell Creek.
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Totol cxploratpry wclls drilled in the Unitcd Statcs- April.Junc 1969

Totl C r1Maive T0t. .,lrilteQ Y/els
bplcralotj Wells La.wt).iune ..-

Stitt or diablt Wells Feob3e Wells re-t41e Wells Faoot)e W lls 1o501. - -gei Wills flosl
Alabors .............. ................. 4 31,942 4 31,942 14 131,31 31 13,317
Alaska ................ ......... ...... 4 24.465 4 24.O5 8 49,26 5 63,744

O .esms .............. ......... ...... 4 24,4f5 4 24,065 8 49,261 */e R/o
Of hh e ............. ...... ... ...... .... ...... .... ...... .... ...... a/ 114

wltoet ........ g ........ 1 V 6 11.754 7 23,314 8 24,345 1 9947
Arbams ............ 5 2.541 2 18,23 •20 103,906 21 149,746 48 275,334 222,634

Californi .......... 34.766 5.026 58 313,735 64 353.528 106 617,313 4 871,58
North ............. I 5,062 I 5,026 21 141,779 23 151,867 36 238,470 20,951
Central Coall.l ...... 13,239 ...... 8 46,502 9 59,741 14 81,028 16 101,413
Ent Central ....... 1 8,851 ... 27 116,892 28 125.749 47 251,191 63 316,228
So. ............. 2 7,608 . 2 8,563 4 l/173 1 42951 11 91185
Offavao .............. ...... 1....... ...... . ...... 3 ,673 11 30,735

Colorado ........ .. 8 46.581 4 22,766 83 454,010 95 523,357 140 743,436 87 44.239
florida . 11,987 5 39,102 6 51,039 6 51,089 2 22,508

.... ...... 1 ,580 1 7.580 I 7.580 ......is,.s. .' 6 16,05 ...... 47 102,2% 53 118,331 1o 235,844 102 221,533
Indiana ..... ..... 3 5,457 2,770 30 46,404 35 54,631 62 1,625 61 81,742
lows .............. ...
Kansas.......... 35 123,825 3 10173 326 842,549 254 9767 499 l876A7/ 573 1,978,333
wuk'ty .... ...... 6 10,495 6 14,467 48 82,071 60 106.989 103 183,702 176 f22.148

.Wslart ............. 1 133,268 28 374,511 142 1,467,786 182 1,975.565 370 3,932,828 433 4,9-;9,034
North .............. ...... 2 16,400 15 83,850 17 100,250 65 393,836 50 282.674
Soth .............. 9 V,178 24 334,293 102 1,121,672 135 1,5q4,148 238 2,778,340 205 2,603,582
Olfsloe .......... 3 35,090 2 23,813 25 262,264 30 321,167 67 760,672 176 2.112,718
iitan ............. 1 4.838 .. ...... 33 106,074 34 110,912 62 209.346 68 227,38

349515 . ,! 636.654 88 686169 170 1,318,88 159 3,23 ,19W S I .. .. ....... .... ...... ...... ... ...... ... ...... !,1673 4 6.5
tM .. ........... 1 64,589 1 4,011 76 418,699 *85 487,399 182 1,000,756 163 614,72
b ............ 2 10592 ... ...... 51 240,458 53 251,050 87 418,392 119 6213.922

vada............... ........ ...... 1 7,004 1 7,004 12 66,223 . ......
Now Mexico ......... 13 817,654 4 37.2?? 69 478,712 86 603,598 105 703,141 69 438.180

Eat ............. 10 . 71,731 2 32598 61 454,953 73 559,282 84 645,874 63 421.680
Wast .............. 3 15,933 2 4,624 8 23,759 13 44,316 21 57,267 6 16,500

€work~a O .5........ ,718 3 9.325Noa ~ot I..................17 * 'J, 124,9d 2 ,12 39 305,382 20 123,413
*A. ................ ...... S 6,370 4 20.078 1 36,248 21 98,433 30 117.423Ot Aw .......... 20 122,85 7 1384 84 440.971 115 635.600 271 ,586.2 195 1,36742P~snnstuaa3......... 2 3.297. 8 30,169 10 33.466 22 75,456 36 .,334
Soth Dakb ........ ...... 3 15,110 3 15,10 9 38,129 ... ......
Toollwe ............ ...... .. .604 1 560 2 1,164 7 5.921 11 17,713
Toms .............. 8 7 524,395 49 494,344 465 ?.857,937 601 3,876,676 1,229 8,031,268 978 6,192,635

ftI .......... 1,350 ...... 25 t!2,659 26 114,009 62 281,448 31 103,955
Owt. 2 ........ . 1 9,859 . 13.759 41 306,411 44 330.029 77 578.82 84 621,827

Ot. 3 ............. 6 36,639 10 109,040 63 486,004 79 631,683 155 1,245,019 132 1,079,545
DIst 4 3............ :1 70,880 10 78,780 80 462,037 101 61,5697 219 1,468,780 130 682,4)7
DisL S .......... 1 7.663 8 91,837 21 157,8831 30 257,381 48 434.953 39 349,972
iSt. 6 ........ .. 6 42.799 5 45.111 30 207,967 41 295,877 75 548,110 59 387,218
iit 78 ............ 3 58,725 2 %.198 65 220,208 80 283,131 150 529,898 125 445,813

Oist 7C .. ' ......... 5 27,016 2 14,180 35 135.576 42 176,772 89 383,557 98 534,864
klL8 8......... 19 25,929 4 73,000 25 162,367" 48 361,296 101 783.531 80 644.487
Oi. 11A ...... 5 '19,204 ... ...... 26 211,189 31 250,33 74 572,893 49 324,509WK I ............. 7 0.967 3 241 26 133,240 46 242.448 109 524,371 . 420,049
1it. 10 ......... 2 13.364 2 2548 4 34,147 8 3.359 16 141,740 27 • 241.703
onshore, ........... ... 1....... I . 24 230,251 25 243,601 54 543,98 21 186.276

0, 1 I IM. ....... 4 20095 5 2.956 22 92.40 20 93,82
M i k . . ... . .. . . ... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ,. . . . . . i . . ,. . .. , **2 1 . . ,. . .

,4 "' i-., 0 4,M 13 58,555 i09,673 41 214,677 40 1i.8
WloWn .............. 28 1 4 27,01 105 724,004 135 * 950,905 353 2,492,527 205 i,1,61$

Tatl--r31.bhe. 11169- "3 1,524,567 129 1.443,380 1,691 8,712,599 2,073 12,383,546

Ta-.tiI-Jun, I.. 247 1.575,745 150 1,217,201 1,660 9,840,047 2,057 12.702,913
Cm TOtI-191 ..... 9 91 3"1,300 216 2.205,849 3,341 19,646,665 4,121 24,883,814 4.121 24,133,814
9w Tobl-1ii. 411 3.474.248 241 1,904,553 3,099 11,251,463 3.750 21,870,264 3,758 21,670.364

elachades mq mltei completion wells which produceji a from or-c or more sonei but oi1 from at |3cst one zone. tincludes multiple
uyletion wel wbLci produce gas frot 9ll tones. as wells also loclude soicaled conJensate wells.
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Joinit A-99Cri~thmi survey
(Sec ion 2)

Estimated Expendituoeq & Receipts

of U. S. Oil and Gas Producing Indutry
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TABLE I

ESTIMA'TEi) IXIENI)LTUIRES FOR FINI)LNG, DEVEI.OP NG,
AND PRODUCING OIL AND GAS IN IIIE UNITED STATES, 1966

EXPENDITURES'

1. Exploration:

s.
b.
C.
d.
C.

f.
,g.

Drilling and Equipping Exploratory Wells
Acquiring Undevelciped Aceia)Lease Rentals and Exp. for Carrying-Leases
Geological and Geophysical
Contributions Toward Test Wells
Lan d Dept., Leasing', & Scouting
Other incl. Direct Overhead

$ 775
-57--'

180
378
28
70

128

2j 136

2. Development:

a.

b.
C.
d.

Drilling & Equipping Development Wells
Lease Equipment
Improved Recovery Programs
Other incl. Direct Overhead

e. Total Development

3. Production:

a. Prod. Expenditures incl. Direct Overhead
b. Production or Severance Taxes
c. Ad Valorem Taxes

d. Total Production

4. C & A Overhead Not Reported Elsewhere

a. Allocated to Exploration
b.' Allocated to Development
c. Allocated to Production

e. Total G & A Overhead

5. Drilling & Production Platforms

6. Total Expenditures'

1,557
459
187
119

2,322

1,895
430
212

195
168
310

673

113

.7 7.781

Expenditure items are identified by numbers and letters
which are the same as those on the 1966 questionnaire
for Sectioq 2.

Exclusive of federal, state, and local income taxes; pay-
ments of interest; payments for the retirement of debt;
and payments to owners as return on investment.

38
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APPFNDIX F

Effect of Proposal oi OlI and Gas Wildcatters

The best way to compare the present system of subsidizing
exploratory drilling through intangibles deductions with the
proposed program of direct payments is to compute the net cost to
the individual operator of incurring intangible drilling costs
under both systems. (The net cost of incurring tangible costs is
not affected by the proposal, and, therefore, need not be consil-

,ered). To be realistic, such a conparison should take both un-
successful and successful wells into account, because wildcatters

i drill many more unsuccessful wells than successful wells.

Under the present system of subsidizing drilling through the
tax system, an investor who incurs $100,000 of intangible costs is
able to expense those costs in the year incurred, whether or not
the well is successful. This expensing saves the investor $50,000
in taxes if he is in the 50 percent marginal tax bracket. Therefore,
the net cost to the investor of incurring $100,000 of intangible
costs is $50,000.

Under the direct subsidy proposal, the investor who incurs
$100,000 in intangible costs for exploratory drilling would put
up $75,000 and receive a $25,000 direct payment (which he would
include in income). If the well is not successful., he would
expense the $100,000 intangible cost as a dry hole cost. His net
deductions are $75,000 ($100,000 less the $25,000 included in income).
The tax saving on the net deductions is $37,500, assuming a 50 percent
marginal tax rate. Therefore the net cost of the dry hole is only
$37,500 ($75,000 less $37,500S. The driller of the unsuccessful well
is therefore better off under the direct subsidy proposal, because he
is out-of-pocket only $37,500, instead of $50,000 as under present
law.

If the well is successful, the investor will again put up $75,000
and will receive-a direct payment of $25,000 which he will Include in
income. The investor will capitalize $100,000 in intangibles and will
recover the capitalized intangibles through depletion over the useful
life of the yell. (The capitalization of intangibles may increase the
total depletion deductions claimed, but this effect will probably be
small and will be ignored in this analysis). Therefore, the net cost
of drilling a successful well will be $87,500 (i.e. $100,000 in intan-
gibles, less a $25,000 direct payment, plus a $12,500 tax on that pay-
ment). The net cost incurred by a driller of a successful well will
therefore be greater by $37,500 under the direct payment proposal than
under the existing tax subsidy system. These increased costs will
normally be paid from the proceeds of production from the successful
well.
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However, as wildcatters frequently polrt out, most exploratory
wells are not ,uccessful, and, as shown abov2, the net cost of a
dry hole under the direct subsidy proposal is less than under
present law. For this reason, the driller of exploratory wells
will be better off under the direct payment proposal when we consider
both his sucessful and his unsuccessful wells.

For example, If we assume that one :xploratory well in ten is
successful, the average driller of ten exploratory vells would
experience a decrease in his net cost for hi entire drilling
program under the direct payment proposal. On the nine unsuccessful
wells, the investor would be better off under the proposed system to
the tune of $12,500 per well or $312,500. On the one successful
well, the investor would be worse off to the extent of $37,500
($87,500 less $50,000). Thus, over the ten well program -- nine
unsuccessful and one successful -- the investor would be better off
to the extent of $75,000 ($112,500 less $37,500). This should provide
a substantial stimulus to exploratory drilling by lessening the finan-
cial risks that are inherent in such drilling.
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SUMMARY OF THE STATEMENT OF
SENATOR GORDON ALLOTT
BEFORE THE
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
SEPTEMBER 30, 1969

A. Contrary to the statement by the Treasury, the amendments

to section 613(b) and (c)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code on pages 273 and

281 of the bill, pertaining to oil shale, should be retained.

1. Changing the point of application of the 15% depletion

allowance to the first point at which it is of any use, i. e., after

retorting, is a minimum reform.

2. This reform is equitably required to bring the oil

yielding rock within the range of treatment already given

comparable minerals.

3. Only with this reform will it, perhaps, be possible

to even initiate private development and availability of this vast

oil resource for future energy needs of the country. Such

development is now prevented by applicable tax laws.

B. The House passed bill neglected a required reform. Molyb-

denum, which until recent years was a little known metal, has not been

specifically named in section 613(b)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code.

1. Section 613(b)(2) provides the depletion rate for all

non-ferrous industrial metals used as ferro-alloys except for

molybdenum. The failure to specifically so designate it for

that section causes it to fall in the category of unnamed metals

which receive a lower depletion rate but which are different

than molybdenum.
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2. The apparently unintended discrimination should

cause a Committee amendment to place molybdenum in its

proper category but the emergence of this metal as one with

many vital and unique modern-day roles, such as for rocket

motors and in new electronic procedures, evidences further

the exigency of making this change.

C. The effects of one of the foundation tax reforms in the House

passed bill require the serious consideration of this Committee. The

proposed revision to section 4943 of the Code (beginning at page 34

of the bill) would work gross inequities on some existing private

foundations in requiring them, in effect, to divest themselves of all

stock in excess of 2016 of any stock they own in any business enterprise.

1. The purpose of the amendments, to restrict foundations

to charitable ventures and eliminate a tax shelter, would not be

served, but to the contrary, the justification for auy special

treatment of foundations would be frustrated.

2. As examples, in Colorado there are two existing

foundations, which would be adversely affected with no

resulting correction of a tax inequity, the El Pomar Foundation

and the Helen G. Bonfils Foundation. In both instances the

intentions of the transfer of the stock as well as of the creators

of the Foundations themselves would be frustrated and the

Foundations rendered unable to accomplish their purposes.
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* STATEMENT BY
SENATOR GORDON ALLOTT
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
SEPIEMBER 33, 19k9
RE: H. R. 1300, TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969

Mr. Chairman, I af oreciate the opportunity to appear before you this
morning to discuss three provisions of H. R. 13 7) which are of paramount
concern to the Rocky Mountain Region.

These are:

1. The proposed change in the point of ai plication of the
oil shale depletion allowance.

The change in the depletion allowance for molybdenum.

3. The inequitable ramIfications of those provisions of
H. R. 13, 70 which require divestiture by all foundations
of the voting stock of a business enterprise.

I. OIL SHALE DEPLETION ALLOWANCE

I invite the Committee's attention to the proposed change in the .oint of
a plication of the oil shale depletion allowance which is found on page 6G1 of
H. R. 13. 70. This provision amends section 613(c)(4!) of the Internal Revenue
Code to permit the depletion allowance on the oil shale to be taken after the
retort process. This important change is accomplished by simply adding a
new subparagraph "(H)" to section 613(c)() which defines those treatment
processes considered as mining.

Mr. Chairman, this is a sample of oil shale as it comes out of the
ground.

Obviously, rock in this state has no commercial value. To apply a 15%
depletion allowance on rock in this state is meaningless. This oil shale must
undergo complicated and expensive retort processes in order to derive the
liquid kercgen necessary for the production of oil. Only after the completion
of the retort process, therefore, is there a glimmer of economic value. The
House bill recognizes this economic reality and would apply the depletion
allowance to the post-retort state of processing.

This is but an infinitesimal fraction of the enormous reserves which are
found in Colorado, Wyoming and Utah. It is estimated that in Colorado 800
billion barrels of oil lie embedded in the oil shale formations. A great portion
of this treasure-house of energy resource Is owned by the Federal Government.
Despite the fact that these fantastic reserves have been known for over a
hundred years the development of a viable oil shale Industry remains a complete
nullity.

This country has failed to develop an economic method of converting
this rock Into liquid petroleum. Costs of production have been too great to
offer industry the incentive to invest the necessary capital to develop
commercial production facilities. As was pointed out in the 1967 hearings
before the Antitrust and Monopoly Subcommittee, the magnitude of investment
for a 50, 000 barrel per day mine and retort facility exceeds $100 million.

Failure to develop realistic and equitable Federal tax incentives has had
a direct bearing on the unwillingness of business management to commit the
huge blocks of capital requisite for the development of an oil shale industry.

Mr. Chairman, I want to assure members of this Committee that
industry has not been timid in the expenditure of capital for research and
development to determine the most feasible method of producing shale oil from
oil shale. It has been estimated that at least $100 million has been spent by
both private industry and the Federal Government to test the economic feasi-
bility of oil shale production.
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These research and development expenditures have only succeeded in
proving that it is economically infeasible to produce shale oil under the
present tax structure. The retention of the House proposal would be the first
step on the road to providing the necessary economic incentives to create a
viable oil shale industry.

Mr. Chairman, the Administration ham opposed the retention of this
provision in the House bill. The Addmnaistration has proposed additional
incentive "should be granted in terms of the research and development objective."
The Administration feels this proposal would constitute "an important breach in
the principle that percentage depletion is to be computed on gross income from
mining, not manufacturing to any extent. "

Mr. Chairman, I believe these objections simply are not in accord
with the facts.

First, as I previously stated, government and industry have invested
nearly $100 million In oil shale research and development. Accordingly, to
suggest that further research and development efforts should be expended
simply overlooks the realities of the present situation.

With regard to the Pdministration's second objection, under existing law,
treatment processes are considered mining for the purpose of applying the
depletion allowance to ores or minerals which are not customarily sold in the
form of the crude mineral product (26 United States Code 613 (c) (4) (D)).
Examples covered by this section are: lead, zinc, copper, gold, silver,
uranium, fluorspar ores, and potash.

Mr. Chairman, present tax law even considers the loading of coal or
sulfur for shipment as part of the treatment process. The House bill only
extends the treatment process to include the retorting of oil shale. As such,
it is only "half a loaf" as compared to coal and sulfur since even after retorting
the shale oil is not acceptable as refinery feedstock because retorted shale oil
is hydrogen-deficient and requires hydrogenation before it is acceptable to a
pipeline.

I point this out because the proposed definition of "treatment processes"
specifically excludes hydrogenation, refining, or any other processes subsequent
to retorting as they may apply to oil shale.

For the present, however, I only ask that the House passed provision be
retained to include these other necessary commercial processes necessary for
marketability of the product. Let us see what effect this provision will have
upon the possibilities of creating an incentive for the development of an oil
shale industry. IL the present provision does not provide sufficient inducement
I may be back.

Mr. Chairman, despite the importance of the recent North Slope discovery,
projections indicate a requirement for a mix of conventional and synthetic fuels
in the future. Because of a long lead-time involved, action Is necessary now to
provide the tax climate to assure existence of an adequate oil shale industry
in the 1980's. The tremendous capital outlays, the development of advanced
technology, and the long lead-time should allay any sudden fear of a flood of
shale oil on the market.

Mr. Chairman, this provision in H. R. 13.70 is an investment in the
future energy needs of this country and a hedge against potential interdiction
of foreign supply lines. As such, to paraphrase Nell Armstrong's famous
exclamation from the moon, this would be the first small step for oil shale
development in the Rocky Mountain Region, but it would be a giant leap forward
for the economic development of this most important energy resource.

Mr. Chairman, for these reasons, I urge the Committee to retain the
provision amending section 613(c)(.*), f( und on page 281, line L of H. R. 13270,
as passed by the House of Representatives.
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Mr. Chairman, at this point in the hearing record, I would like to
have inserted the statement of the Colorado Governor's Oil Shale Advisory
Committee on this same subject.

(Statement attached)

Ul. MOLYBDENUM DEPLETION ALLOVANCE

On another subject, Mr. Chairman, and with the Committee's
indulgence, I should like to point out one inequity in our tax structure which
the House bill fails to correct.

This involves the question of equitable depletion treatment for
molybdenum.

Mr. Chairman, molybdenum is the only non-ferrous metal to be
excluded from the _-j depletion allowance category set forth in section
613(b)(?) of the Reve1!e Code. Under present law molybdenum receives
15% under the provisions of section 613(b)(6). It is my belief that due to its
unique properties, it should receive the same depletion treatment afforded
those industrial metals enumerated in section 613(b)(Z). Molybdenum is the
only ferro-alloy not included in this section.

As you know, the House bill would reduce the depletion allowance on
section 6l3(b)(;) industrial metals down to 17%. Molybdenum would be
reduced under the House bill to 1101.

I want to mike it clear that the objection I raise here today is the
continued diacririination against molybdenum. My concern is that this
continued disc rimination r-jainst molybdenum is due to an oversight and perhaps
a lack of Infermatioa with regard to the strategic uses and unique character-
istics of this metal.

Mol)bdenum is a vitally important metal which is chiefly used by the
steel industry as an alloying element. Over 80% of molybdenum produced is
used in this alloying with iron and steel in making tool steels, stainless steels,
and a wide .;ange of constructional alloy steels, as well as special steels for
corrosion resistance and elevated temperature service. Molybdenum also has
smaller but growing use in such "space age" applications as rocket motors
and electronics. Molybdenum was classified as a strategic mineral under
the Korean excess profits tax and it has been stockpiled as a strategic and
critical material by the United States Govorrunent.

At the present time molybdenum is entitled to only a 15% percentage
depletion allowance, whereas all the other important ferro-alloys used in
making alloy steel are entitled to /3%. These other alloys are chromite,
columbium, manganese, nickel, tungsten, and vanadium. There appears no
reasonable basis for this discrimination. In fairness, molybdenum should be
.ncluded in the '3% category. Equity would seem to require that it should be
treated no differently than other ferro-alloy materials and, therefore, it
would be appropriate at this time to transfer molybdenum to section 613(b)(2)(B)
of the Internal Revenue Code.

UI. REQUIREMENT OF DIVESTITURE BY ALL FOUNDATIONS
OF VOTING STOCK OF BUSINESS ENTERPRISES

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I should like to direct the Committee's attention
to certain inequitable results wbich would develop if the proposed revision of
section <93 of the Internal Revenue Code actually became law. The provision
in question is found at page 3, of H. R. 13170. This section provides that if a
foundation owns more than ZO% of the voting stock of a business enterprise it
must divest itself of sufficient stock to bring such holdings to no more than 20%.
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Mr. Chairman, we have several unique foundations, the charitable
purposes of which would be severely imperiled if this proposed change actually
becomes law -- among these are the Helen 0. Bonfils Foundation and the
El P rar Foundation.

In 1961, the Helen 0. Bonfils Foundation received a gift of a 42.5 stock
interest in the Denver Post, subject to the restriction that the stock was to
be sold at a fair price to a trust for the benefit of the employees of that news-
paper as the employees purchase interests in the trust. The object of this plan
was to insure that (a) the value of the stock would be devoted to charitable
purposes and (b) the Post would survive as a vigorous and independent newspaper
owned by its employees. More than ,.00 Post employees have purchased
interests in the trust in expectation of the full implementation of the plan.

The Post stock was thus received by the Foundation subject to a plan
requiring complete disposition of such stock in a manner serving the public
interest in maintaining independent newspapers, Accordingly, no substantial
legislative purpose would be served, while a desirable and socially useful plan
would be frustrated, if this stock were required to be disposed of at a rigidly
fixed time schedule as contemplated by the provisions of the House bill dealing
with this subject.

This situation will be more fully explained by former Ambassador
Arthur Goldberg when he appears before your Committee on October 8.

Mr. Chairman, the El Pomar Foundation of Colorado Springs is another
Colorado foundation which may be severely hampered in its charitable activities
if this divestiture provision of the House bill is enacted into law.

Created under the provisions of the will of Spencer Pnrose in 1937, the
El Poar Foundation contributes to public, educational, scientific, and other
benevolent purposes in order to encourage and promote the well-being of the
inhabitants of Colorado. The entire state has been the beneficiary of this
unique and worthwhile foundation.

One of the principal assets of the Foundation, however, is the El Pomar
Investment Company which in turn owns and operates the Broadmoor Hotel.
The directors of the El Pormar Investment Company have consistently placed
service to the community and the general welfare of the Inhabitants high on
their list of priorities. Like the Green Briar and the Homestead, the Broadmoor
has placed primary emphasis on the excellence of its service and facilities,
far above the level whicL would be maintained to maximize profits. I am sure
that those of you who have stayed at the Broadmoor will undoubtedly agree with
me that this is an outstanding asset to Colorado.

I am very concerned that under the proposed revision of section '9<3
suggested in the bill, the El Pomar Foundation will be required to divest itself
of its relationship with the Broadmoor Hotel.

I have been particularly impressed by the arguments developed in
opposition to the enactment of the proposed section 493 as they relate to the
El Pomar Foundation. Because these arguments are developed in greater
detail by Mr. Russell Tutt, President of the El Pomar Foundation, I should like
to ask that his entire statement be included at the conclusion of my remarks
on this subject.

Mr. Chairman, in conclusion, I believe that there is a great deal of merit
in enacting certain limitations on the activities of foundations which are
clearly beyond the realm of charitable or benevolent concern. On the other hand,
I do believe that amendments to section -93 might be adopted to assure that
this section is structured in such a way so as to assure that foundations exist
for charitable purposes and not for perpetuating donor control or for tax evasion.

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee, I thank you for your
attention on these important matters this morning.
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ATTAC iENT

STATEMENT OF THE COL:)RADO GOVERNOR'S OIL SHALE

JAoDVISRY COMMITTEE BEFCRE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

September 30, 1969

The Colorado Governor's Qil Shale Advisory Committee urges the Senate
Finance Committee to retain the provisions of House Bill 13270 insofa:r as such
bill applies to the depletion allowance provided for oil derived from oil shale.

I. HOUSE BILL 3270 ELIMINATES THE PRESENT .IMEQIY WHIH

RESULTS FR )M THE TREASURY'S CONSTRUCTION 2F sECTIT

613(c)(4) -OF THE 1954 REVENUE CODE THAT THE RETORTING D F

OIL SHALE IS NOT A TREATMENT PR.:PCESS CONSIDERED AS

MINING WITHIN THE MEANING )F THAT SECTION.

Treasury has discriminated against oil produced front oil shale in favor of
oil from conventional sources by holding that the 15 percent depletion allowance
applies to crushed oil shale rock rather than retorted oil. There is no market for
the crushed oil shale rock since the vast quantities of rock required for the pro.
cessing of oil from shale are too great to permit transporton of crushed oil
shale significant distances from the mine portal. Therefore, the only way to deter-
mine the value of such crushed rock is to attribute to it that portion of the value of
the first marketableproduct (retorted oil) which the aggregate cost of minin and
crushing bear to all costs necessary to obtain such retorted oil. Since min and
crushing constitute approximately 50 percent of the total cost of processing oil
from shale prior to hydrogenation or other refining, the crushed oil shale rock has
a value of approximately 50 percent of the value of the retorted oil. Thus the effect
of Treasury's position is to accord the oil shale industry an effective depletion
allowance not of 15 percent, but of approximately 7-1/2 percent. The deterrent
effect of Treasury's position upon would-be investors in the oil shale industry is
obvious.

Students of the industry look forward to oil shale as a supplemental source
of crude to shore up the dwindling domestic reserves. It is inequitable to burden
the new industry with a depletion rate which represents less than half of the rate
Intended by Congress and an ewn smaller fraction of the rate available to the con-
ventlonal oil industry.

Treasury's present position not only discriminates against oil from oil
shale as compared with conventional oil, but will result in discrimination between
different methods of processing oil shale. Each process for the retorting of oe
shale will result in a different depletion allowance, &pending upon the relative
cost of the process to the ggregme costs of mining and crushing. In the event that
the extraction of oil from shale by an "in situ" process becomes feasible, the
inequitios created by the Treasury's position become even more apparent. Since
no mining or crushing would be used, the depletion allowance would have to apply
to the value of the retorted oil.

The elimination of the inequity by the House Bill is consistent with the
intent of the drafters of Section 613(c)(4). It achlevess the result which Senator
Byrd hoped would be affected by the Secretary of the Treasury in enacting Section
613(c)(4)(H). In explaining the final bill to the Senate, he said:

T. The conference agreement also adds a new subparagraph
(H) to provide administrative flexibility in the applicson of this
provision by providing that the Secretary or hi. delegate may by
regulation provide for the allowance of any other treatment process
which Is not specifically denied in the other subparagraphs of para-
graph (4). Your M e hoe ft the fecretj w use this
subprHrash to ua ." treatment inoar as osible under the
different procesoing teohasues and with rearmet t con *titie
minerals." (Usderlining supplied for emphasis.)
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Since Treasury has failed to avail itself of the remedies provided in Section 613
(c)(4)(H), we urge the Senate to eliminate the inequity by adopting the provision
already passed by the House.

U. THE HOUSE PROVISION IS CONSISTENT WITH THE INTENT OF

CONGRESS IN ENACTING SECTION 613(c)(4).

Oil shale is clearly a mineral intended to come within the ambit of
Section 613(c)(4)(D) as one "which is not customarily sold in the form of the
crude mineral product." Retorting is a substantially equivalent process. , ,
'used in the separation or extraction of the product or products from the ore
or the mineral or minerals from other material from the ran* or other natural
deposit."

A process virtually identical to the retorti f oil shale is te furnacing of
quicksilver ores now included under subparagraphWTTof Section 613(c)(4). The
inclusion of retorting of oil shale as a treatment process considered as mining,
therefore, does no violence to the spirit or the letter of Section 613(c)(4).

M. HOUSE BILL 13270 WILL NOT DEPRIVE THE TREASURY OF

REVENUE.

Although the commercial production of oil shale is in the final states of
development, there is no shale oil production yielding revenue to the Treasury
at the present time. Accordingly, enactment of the House provision dealing with
oil shale will not adversely affect revenues of the Federal Government. Indeed,
enactment of the House provision will eliminate one of the present major obstacles
to the development of a new domestic industry needed to supplement domestic
sources of petroleum and will add a substantial source of revenue for the United
States Treasury.

EU *EE*tDtD
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Znierlcan Mining Congress

of the

American Minino Conaresi

Before the

Senate Finance Comwittee

Depletion Ratj. Percentage depletion deductions have been provided
by Congress for some hard minerals since 1932. Under present law virtually
all mAnerals are entitled to percentage depletion. Prior to 1932, Congress
recognized that mineral deposits were irreplaceable, wasting assets by pro-
viding depletion deductions based upon the discovery value of the mines or
deposits. The depletion provisions have been reviewed frequently by
Congress, and attempts to eliminate or reduce percentage depletion have
always been rejected.

Demand for minerals in the United States is expected to increase to
four times the present level by the year 2000. Worldwide demand will in-
crease even more. Since mineral production in the United States is not
expected to increase nearly as much, we must also increasingly rely on
foreign sources for minerals,

The mining industry will -equire tremendous amounts of capital invest-
ment to meet the future demand. Mining now requires more capital per employee
than any other industry and its ability to attract capital will depend upon the
after-tax rate of return. If the industry is to generate the capital to meet the
increased demands of the future, then the present depletion rates should not
be cut.

Effective Dates. We suggest that all the tax-imposing provisions of the
bill be applied prospectively only.

intna Explorat~on. In view of the changes in sections 615 and 617, we
urge that taxpayers who have elected to treat their exploration expenditures
under section 615 be given another opportunity to elect section 617 treatment.
We also suggest that, in explaining the mine exploration expenditure provisions
of the bill In Its report, the Committee make it clear that expenditures after the
development stage Is reached are to be treated as development (or production)
expenditures.

Submitted by Fed W. Peel, Chairma, Tax Ccmittee. Contd.....
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Mineral Production Payments. We believe that if proceeds from sale of
mineral production payments are treated as lo jns for purposes of depletion com-
putations, the mining industry should not be prevented from accelerating income
for other purposes on the same basis as othor taxpayers.

Depreciation. We suggest that buildings constructed by mining companies
t- house their mining and beneficiation facilities and for related operations be
permitted to continue to use double decl'ninq balance and sum-of-the-years
digits depreciation subject to full recapture of depreciation as ordinary income
against profit on sale. We also suggest provision in the law for the depreciation
guideline lives so taxpayers may use usefull lives at least as short as guideline
lives without regard to a reserve ratio test.

"Hobby Loss" Provision. We urge that, if section 213 is retained in the
bill, it be revised to make it clear that it does not apply to unprofitable
activities carried on as segments of an overall trade or business conducted
with a reasonable expectation of realizing profit.

Foreign Mining. We suggest that the entire subject of foreign tax credits
and changes from domestic depletion rates be put over for consideration when
the Treasury makes its comprehensive proposals on taxation of foreign income.
Any changes in our tax laws that would discourage American mining firms from
securing and developing foreign mineral deposits would be contrary to the
national interest.

We urge rejection of. section 431 of the House bill. Taxpayers get no
double benefit from incurying losses in foreign countries. We also urge rejec-
tion of secticn 432 of tho House bill. This provision would penalize taxpayers
paying bona fide foreign income taxes by presuming conclusively, without any
inquiry into the facts, that all the foreign taxes on mining income are royalties.

We also urge rejection of the Treasury's alternative to section 432 and
rejection of the idea of a 60% limit on creditable foreign taxes on mining
income, which is mentioned in the Treasury's statement but no recommended.

Conclusion, The American mining industry has a vital role and has per-
formed it well unier our present tax system. It has an even bigger job to do
in the future, and it would certainly be inadvisable to set up tax barriers to
block the accomplishment of that job by changing the present tax treatment of
the industry.
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_24merican Mining Congress

Statement

of the

American Mining Congress

on H. R. 13270

by

Fred W. Peel, Chairman, Tax Committee

to the

Senate Committee on Finance

September 30, 1969

Mr. Chairman:

My name is Fred W. Peel. I am the Chairman of the Tax Committee

of the American Mining Congress and I appear before you today to present the

position of the Mining Congress :n the provisions of H.R. 13270 that are of

particular concern to the mining industry.

The American Min.ng Congress Is a trade association founded in 1897.

Its membership is composed of (1) United States companies that produce and

process a majority of the nation's ferrous and nonferrous metals, coal, and

industrial and agricultural minerals, and (2) United States companies that manu-

facture mining equipment and supplies. Its headquarters are in Washington,

D. C. It coordinates the efforts of the mining industry to present to the
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Federal Government its views on developing and maintaining a strong and

healthy industry.

DEPLETION RATES

In the form in which it passed the House, H.R. 13270 would reduce

the present percentage depletion rate for minerals now eligible for 23% to

17%, a 26. 1% reduction; for most minerals now eligible for a 15% rate to 11%,

a 26.6% reduction; for minerals now eligible for a 10% rate, a reduction to

7%, a 30% reduction; for clay, shale, and slate now eligible for a 7-1/2%

rate, a reduction to 5%, a 33-1/3% reduction; and for sand, gravel, and

other minerals now eligible for a 5% rate, a reduction to 4%, a 20% reduction.

The changes in percentage depletion rates made by the House bill

should be considered in the light of (1) the problems of the past that the

depletion provisions of the present law were designed to solve; (2) the extent

to which the provisions of present law have become integral parts of the basic

economic structure of the industry; and (3) the role percentage depletion can

be expected to perform in the future.

History of Taxation of the Mining Industry

When the Corporate Excise Tax Act of 1909 was enacted, mining com-

panies contended that profits from mining operations were not subject to ordinary

income tax because the miners were disposing of their capital assets--the

mineral deposits being wasting, irreplaceable assets. The Supreme Court
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decided, however, that the profit was taxable as ordinary income, notwith-

standing the fact that the minerals could not be replaced as manufactured

inventory could. Stratton's Independence v. Howbert, 231 U.S. 399; Von

Baumback v. Sargent Land Co., 242 U.S. 503. These decisions set the

stage for the subsequent problem of fitting the disposition of irreplaceable

mineral deposits into an income tax system designed primarily to tax profits

on replace! le items. The Supreme Court also held that mining companies

were not entitled to depletion deductions under the 1909 Act since there was

no provision in the Act for such a deduction.

Ever since the enactment of the first income tax law in 1913, the

mining industry has been allowed a deduction for depletion. The Revenue

Act of 1913 limited this deduction to 5 percent of the gross value at the mine

of the minerals produced. The Revenue Act of 1916 abandoned the 5 percent

of gross value limitation and allowed a reasonable allowance for depletion

not to exceed the market value in the mine of the products. This Act also

permitted the taxpayer to computa his depletion deduction on the basis of

the cost of the property or its fair market value as of March 1, 1913, whichever

was the greater.

The Revenue Act of 1918 continued the allowance of a depletion

deduction based on cost or the March 1, 1913 value, but in addition provided

also for discovery depletion with respect to mines "discovered by the tax-

payer on or after March 1, 1913 and not acquired as a result of purchase of a

proven tract or lease, where the fair market value of the property is materially

disproportionate to the cost." In such cases the depletion allowance was
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based upon the fair market value of the property at the date of discovery

or within 30 days thereafter. Discovery value depletion was the forerunner

of the present percentage depletion provisions of the income tax laws.

The Revenue Act of 1921 amended the discovery depletion provision

to limit the depletion allowance based on discovery value to the net income

from the property. The Revenue Act of 1924 further limited the depletion

deduction based on discovery value to 50 percent of the net income from the

property.

The Revenue Act of 1926 incorporated the concept of percentage

depletion into the tax law for the first time. That Act substituted a percentage

depletion deduction for oil and gas wells of 27-1/2 percent of gross income

from the property, limited to 50 percent of the net income from the property.

This deduction was in lieu of discovery value depletion. The administration

of the discovery depletion provisions had been difficult and complex. The

Senate Committee on Finance recommended the percentage depletion approach

"in the interest of simplicity and certainty." No change was made in this

Act in the method of computing the depletion deduction in the case of the

mining industry.

Apparently as a result of a "Preliminary Report on Depletion" prepared

by the staff of the joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation In 1929 that

was critical of the application and results of discovery depletion, Congress

extended percentage depletion to metal mines, sulphur, andcoal mines at the

respective rates of 15, 23, and 5 percent in the Revenue Act of 1932. Discovery

value depletion was no longer allowed for those minerals. Mines other than
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those entitled to percentage depletion aU had the choice between cost

depletion and discovery value depletion.

There were no further changes in the depletion provisions until the

Revenue Act of 1942 extended percentage depletion to fluorspar, rock asphalt,

and ball and sagger clay at the 15 percent rate applicable to metal mines. The

Revenue Act of 1943 also extended the percentage depletion provision to a

new group of nonmetallic minerals at a 15 percent rate: flake graphite,

vermiculite, potash, beryl, feldspar, mica, lepidolite, spodumene, talc,

and barite. With the exception of potash, the e^Aenslon of percentage

depletion to these minerals was for the war period only. This Act also incor-

porated into the tax law for the first time a definition of "gross income from

mining" on which the percentage depletion deduction was computed. This

provision was an outgrowth of controversies between the mining Industry and

the Treasury Department over what operations were mining processes for

depletion purposes.

In 1947 Congress made permanent the extension of percentage depletion

to the nonmetallic minerals that had been granted percentage depletion in 1943

for the duration of the war and added the names of the following minerals to the

list entitled to the 15 percent rate: china clay, bentonite, gLlsonite, thenardite

or sodium sulfate, trona, pyrophyllite, and bauxite.

In the Revenue Act of 1951 percentage depletion was applied to about

30 new noiunetallic minerals at rates varying from 5 to 15 percent. This Act

also changed the tax treatment of both exploration and development expenditures.
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When the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 was enacted, all minerals

were granted percentage depletion at rates varying from 5 to 23 percent

except soil, sod, dirt, turf, water, or mosses or minerals from sea water,

the air, or similar inexhaustible sources. With the extension of percentage

depletion to virtually all minerals, the discovery depletion provision was

dropped completely.

In the 1954 Code and at times subsequent to its enactment, the

percentage depletion rates for various minerals were increased. Except

for the changes in the rates and except for an amendment clarifying the

definition of "gross income from mining," there have been no substantial

amendments to the depletion pr)vJzio~is applicable to the mining industry

since the enactment of the 1954 Code.

Revews of Percentage Deletion

The percentage depletion provisions have survived constant attack

since they first became part of our tax laws. Full scale efforts by the

Treasury Department to eliminate or reduce the benefits of these provisions

were made in 1942 and again in 1950. On each occasion the Treasury's

recommendations were rejected and percentage depletion allowances were

extended to additional minerals.

The percentage depletion provisions were Incorporated into the 1954

Code, which was the product of a thorough review of the whole income tax

system. Finally, Congress rejected proposals made by the administration

in 1963 that would have had the effect of lowering the depletion deductions

of all of the mineral industries.
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A discussion of the several previous reviews of these provisions would

not be complete without reference to the recommendation made by the President's

Materials Policy Commission, the so-called Paley Commission, in its June

1952 report. This report said:

In short, the device of percentage depletion as an
incentive to minerals exploration is not without its limita-
tions. But no alternative method of taxation has come to
the Commission's attention or could be devised by the
Commission which, in its judgment, promises to overcome
these limitations and still achieve the desired results,
particularly not without seriously dislocating well established
capital values and other arrangements in the industries con-
cerned, with highly adverse effects on supply. Taking the
practical situation as it finds it, the Commission believes
that any radical alteration of the existing tax arrangements
would be undesirable.

To summarize--the present percentage depletion provisions are

traceable to the very beginning of the federal income tax. They are a part

of our fundamental tax structure and have a sound economic Justification.

It is important that this background be understood by those aiming at per-

centage depletion as one of the targets for tax reform. Not only were there

good reasons for Congress' enactment, but percentage depletion has become

an integral part of the economics of one of our most important industries.

The Mining Industry Today

In the year 1967, there were over 15,000 metallic, nonmetallic, and

coal mines in the country. See Appendix A for a breakdown of metallic and

nonmetallic mines by size and mineral. The mining industry produced

tonnages in 1967 valued at over $10 billion with 350,000 production workers.

Their wages and salaries in 1967 totaled almost $2.5 billion. The mining
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industry's contribution to the overall economy was well expressed by Hollis M.

Dole, who, as Assistant Secretary--Mineral Resources, in the Department of

Interior, testified before the Subcommittee on Minerals, Materials and Fuels

of the Senate Interior Committee on July 9, 1969 that:

U.S. minerals provide only some 3 percent of
the Gross National Product. But this Is only the beginning--
it is only the point of an inverted pyramid which depicts
our industrial economy resting upon a small but absolutely
essential minerals base.

The impact of that 3% GNP directly results in 40% of the
GNP and indirectly accounts for nearly 75%.

Let's look at it another way: if you were to select 100
men as representative of the work force directly dependent
upon minerals production in the U.S., you would find that
it requires only 3 of these men to mine the ore but it takes
14 to produce the metal and 83 to fabricate, distribute and sell
the ultimate product. If we could get our "man in the street"
to appreciate some of these facts, we would be making a good
start.

Future Mineral Reuirements

The Bureau of Mines has predicted United States mineral demand to

increase by more than 4 times by the year 2000, whereas domestic mineral

production projected on the basis of 20-year trends can only be expected to

little more than double by the end of the century. The Bureau of Mines is

also predicting that there will be a fivefold increase in worldwide demand

by thro year 2000.

According to the latest Bureau of Census median projection, the

population of the U.S. Is expected to reach 320 million people by the year

2000. As the standard of living of the expanding population increases, so

does the per capita consumption of minerals. These factors are expected to
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account for a doubling of mineral demand by 1985 and further expansion to

more than 4 times present demand by 2000. This is not surprising since, over

the past century while our population grew more than 400 percent, our minerals

consumption grew more than 4,000 percent. By the year 2000 per capita

demand for minerals in the U.S. is expected to rise from $150 per year to

approximately $420.

The following table has been compiled from the Bureau of Mines

projections of United States demand and production for some of the basic

minerals in the years 1985 and 2000. Also included are the projected

requirements for these same minerals by the rest of the world based upon

a projected world population climb to 6-1/2 billion by the year 2000 coupled

with expectations of increased per capita consumption.
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FUTURE MINERALS REQUIREMENTS
As Projected by U.S. Bureau of Mines

for the years 1985 and 2000

(In million short tons)

MINERAL
ELEMENT U. S, DEMAND U.S. PRODUCTION REST-OF-WORLD DEMAND

Projected Projected Proj ec ed
R .uirements Upon Trend Of Requirements

Last 20 Years
1967 1985 2000 1967 2000 1967 1985 2000

3.7
1.5

85.7
.7

2.1
1.2
3.8
3.4

17.3
9.3

.001
1.3

54.5
364.9

13.9

11.6
2.6

118.0
.8

3.4
1.8
6.4
6.3

32.7
18.0

.05
2.4

88.0
470.0

34.4

29.9
4.0

144.0
1.1
5.1
2.4

10.5
10.8
60.4
32.0

.2
3.5

130.0
5S0.0

64.2

0.4
.9

54.8
.3

2.0
.1

5.4
2.7

16.5
9.1

.001

.5

(In million pounds)

88.9
29.2

9.3

0.4
2.1

38.0
-0-

3.7
-0-

8.8
5.9

28.6
12.6

.049 V

.3

167.9
87.4
13.5

5.8
4.0

298.9
2.4
6.5
7.1
7.6

10.3
35.4
18.0

.001
4.0

82.5
614.0
52.5

12.0
8.5

573.0
3.8

12.0
13.9
21.3
2Z. 5
66.2
51.0

.08
6.0

122.0
850.0
96.1

23.2
11.8

807.0
S.0

16.7
18.8
36.0
38.0

102.0
92.0

.2
8.6

170.0
1000.0

126.5

0

- / Milliom of long tons
Z/ Based on AEC procurement only

Source: Compiled from Bureau of Mines Commodity Statements. January 31, 1969

- 10-

Aluminum
Copper
Iron
Lead
Magnesium
Manganese
Phospborus
Potassium
Sodium
Suiphiw
Uranium
Zinc,

Molybdenum
Nickel
Tungsten
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The predictions of increased consumption are understandable when one

c nsiders the increases that have already taken place. For example, 20 years

ago the United States consumed 12 pounds of aluminum per capita; today U.S.

consumption is approximately 41 pounds per capita. Over the same 20-year

period, Japanese consumption of aluminum has increased from 1/2 pound to 15

pounds. Copper consumption in the developing foreign countries is increasing

at about the same rate. If the rest of the world should increase its per capita

consumption of copper by the year 2,000 to our present level, this would require

annual production of 15 times the amount now needed.

Our primary concern is with future United States demand. The increasing

gap between United States demand and domestic production, of course, will have

to be supplied by imports. Pointing out the growing interdependence of domestic

and foreign sources of supplies in what is becoming a world natural resources

economy, Dr. Walter R. Hibberd, former Director of the Bureau of Mines, said in

September of 1966:

Experience indicates that in mineral-related areas about 60% of the
investment flow abroad is to cover depreciation, with the remaining 40%
going into expansion. In view of this ratio, it becomes clear that a
high level of capital input must be maintained to avoid jeopardizing the
total value of these foreign investments. Studies also indicate that the
net return on foreign investments must remain close to recent levels.
Only in this way can enough new capital be generated to sustain invest-
ment rates that can assure a continuing ability to meet expanding de-
mands for products ...

This problem is intensified and complicated by the shifting economic,
political, and social patterns that accompany other changes in our
world ...

As with the United States, the appetite of West Europe and Japan for
mineral raw materials has outrun the capacities of economically viable
indigenous resources ...
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Today, virtually every industriallsed country is actively searching
the world for mineral resources that can be developed to help supply
their home demands.

In view of the particularly long lead-time in the mining industry, the

projections of increasing gaps between demand and production are of serious

concern. Lead-time is particularly important in the search for and development

of foreign mineral deposits. Should the Congress, upon review in e few years

of any additional tax burdens placed on U.S. mining abroad, decide that the

additional taxes were a mistake, the opportunities which arose in the interim

will have been lost forever, and the U.S. as a nation will become increasingly

reliant on foreign-controlled sources of raw materials.

As the report of the Palsy Commission made clear in 1952, the problem

of meeting future demand for minerals is not one of the existence or nonexistence

of mineral resources. Instead, the problem is whether the United States might

find itself priced out of world markets for minerals or be forced to rely on less

desirable sources. The one meaningful criterion is the cost of producing a unit

of a given mineral. This criterion is central to consideration of the tax treatment

of the mining industry today, because the tax treatment cannot be considered in

a vacuum; taxes are not the only cost increase the mining industry faces. In-

creasingly, the industry will meet federal, sate, and local pollution control,

health and safety requirements, inoreasing acquisition costs--in addition to

higher taxes--all at a time when it must somehow find ways of profitably extract-

ing the lower-grade deposits that remain.

Tax Treatment and the Future

For most minerals the tremendous future demands will be handled by a

four-pronged approach:
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I. More extensive (and intensive) exploration,

2. Mining lower-grade ore deposits,

3. More research in mineral recovery methods and mining methods, and

4. More int.,sive investment input in mechanized facilities.

All four of these solutions require more capital--much more capital. As

far as the accessible areas of the world are concerned, the deposits that reveal

themselves with surface outcrops have already been discovered. Today a

minerals exploration program usually starts with aerial photos and may continue

with geochemical surveys, aeromagnetic surveys, electromagnetic surveys,

ground magnetometer surveys, induced polarization, gravity surveys, and,

eventually, diamond drilling or trenching. All of this adds up to tremendous

expenditures. Furthermore, these exploration techniques have by no means

eliminated the risk that the exploration will be unsuccessful. The process is

risky as well as costly.

Mineral deposits are irreplaceable and, by and large, the best ones go

first. Thus, as we attempt to meet the increased demand over the next 30 years,

we will necessarily be forced to go to less desirable deposits-that Is, those

with a lower percentage of mineral content, those that are more difficult to ex-

tract because of a higher ntio of overburden to the mineral, and those that are

less accessible and more distant from markets.

Research and experimentation in methods of Improving the efficiency of

the recovery of desired minerals from crude ores and the improvement of mining

techniques have helped the mining industry to maintain production even though

the richer mineral deposits have been depleted.
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In general, the great production efficiencies have come from increased

mechanization and use of large-scale equipment. If the mining industry is to

fill the increased di a id for its products from less desirable deposits it will

have to turn to heavier and heavier capita I investment. The mining companies

included in .ltn magazine's most recent survey of the 500 largest corporations

had capital assets of $134,000 per employee--by far the largest investment per

employee for any category of industry. This figure of $134,000 per employee

is understandable when you realize that some companies are now hauling ore

from open pits in trucks that carry over 100 tons a load. A 100-ton truck may

cost as much as $185,000. A dragline operated by two men may cost as much

as $10 million.

The magnitude of the total investment needed to put a large-scale,

mechanized mine in operation is so great that it presents unique problems of

availability of capital. For example, the Kennecott Copper Corporation re-

cently spent $100 million in a program at its Bingham Canyon open pi -opper

mine in Utah merely to maintain copper production at its past levels. The

Freeport Sulphur Company is considering a program for an Indonesian copper

deposit in a remote area, where transportation facilities will have to be built

as well as mining facilities, and it is anticipated that the cost will be in

excess of $100 million.

The long lead-time--which means funds expended may not begin to yield

a return for years--intensifies the Industry's capital problems. For example,

American Metal Climax, Inc. is engaged in a project to bring the Henderson
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molybdenum mine, located in Empire, Colorado, into production. The total outlay

will be approximately $200 million. The mine will have a capacity of 50 million

pounds of molybdenum a year. It has already been in development for 4 years,

and it will not be producing until the mid-1970's.

In connection with the rising cost of mining, it should be pointed out that

additional costs have already beon Imposed upon the mining industry in connec-

tion with pollution control, mine reclamation, and mine safety. Mentioning

these facts should not be construed to indicate that the mining industry is

opposed to reasonable regulations in these three areas, but merely to direct

attention to additional cost factors that already must be taken into consideration

by a mining company in determining whether to go forward with a projected min-

ing operation.

The decision to undertake a mining operation is made, in Its simplest

terms, by comparing the rate of return--after Income taxes--on the funds that

must be tied up In the project with the after-tax yield if the funds are invested

in something else, taking into account differences in risks. In making the

necessary projections before a new project is undertaken, a company will make

its computations of after-tax rate of return and cash flow on the basis of the

deductibility of preproduction expenditures and on the basis of the depletion

allowances.

If depletion deductions are cut. some of these projects simply will not

pass the test of an acceptable after-tax rate of return at present price levels.

In the long run, failure to develop new sources would cut mineral supply. The

effect would be to slow down the development of the whole economy and by
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imposing higher costs for minerals would eventually result in passing on the

additional tax burden to the mineral consumers.

It would be a great mistake to view the mining industry as a static

industry where the government could reap a windfall in tax revenues by

cutting beck on deductions on existing operations after the mining companies

were committed to these operations on the assumption that the present tax

treatment would continue. Entirely aside from the unfairness of such an

approach, it would be self-defeating because the mining industry Is not a

static industry. Our economy is dependent for the foreseeable future on the

mining Industry making the Investments necessary for a tremendous Increase

in production. We operate in a fresh enterprise system and we depend upon the

after-tax rate of return to direct the flow of capital Into one industry or

another. Even if the managers of the mining companies wanted to make

unprofitable investments in further increases In production, the capital

would simply not be forthcoming. Investors would no longer be attacted to

the Industry. The mining Industry must be able to offer investors at least a

rate of return that is competitive with other Industries. It should be able to

offer a better rate than other, less risky investment prospects. To put it

simply, if the country expects the mining industry to generate the investment

capital to meet the increased demands of the future as it has successfully met

increased demand In the past, then the present depletion rates should not be

cut.
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In view of the phenomenal projected mineral needs for both the

United States and the rest of the world, it seems clear that to achieve any

progress we must move forward from existing policies rather than to cut back.

Clearly, a cut in depletion would Increase costs, rendering already low.-grade

domestic mines ven less economically viable, and making United States-

owned foreign ventures less competitive vis-a-vis foreign-owned enterprises

seeking the valuable deposits in the emerging countries. This nation can

ill-afford such a "giant step backwards."

The importance of the after-tax rate of return is illustrated by the

example of one company that has reported to us that it went into a uranium

mining operaLion several years ago, at a time when uranium had an uncertain

future, on the basis of a discounted cash-flow rate of return analysis that

showed the turnn on a 1, 000 ton-per-day operation would be reduced by more

than 75 perce.at if the 23 percent depletion allowance for uranium were not

taken into account. The company reported that It undoubtedly would have

decided to discontinue the operation in the absence cf the depletion deduction.

Another company has estimated that Its sales price for uranium would have

to be Increasod more than 10 percent to maintain the same net after-tax

income if the -percentage depletion allowance were to be eliminated. Another

company that has opened a relatively small copper-zinc mine in a depresse!

area--an operation that required an initial outlay of more than $4 million--

reported that under the discounted cash flow method it uses to evaluate

invest nents, it is doubtful that it would have undertaken the project if it

were not for the percentage depletion deduction.
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Perhaps a more striking example of the impotance of the present tax

treatment is a case described to us by a company that was considering develop-

ing a copper deposit in an African country. This country required, however, that

the mine be owned and operated by a corporation organized under the laws of

that country. The effect of this would have been that when the income from the

mine was first subject to tax by the United States it would be subject to tax

as dividend income and thus would not be eligible for a percentage depletion

deduction. The company eventually decided to withdraw from the project, though

it had spent several hundred thousand dollars on it, because the inability to

use the percentage depletion deduction reduced the after-tax return to the point

where it was no longer an economically viable investment. This deposit was

subsequently developed by foreign companies.

The present tax treatment of the mining industry has been built into the

investment structure of the industry, and into its price structure. Decisio:s to

open new mines or expand existing mines have been made on the basis of the

present provisions of the Internal Revenue Code. The prices charged for

mineral products and, Indirectly, prices throughout the economy have been

determined by the supply of minerals evoked by the present tax structure.

Annual surveys of the First Naticnal City Bank for the years 1960 through

1968 show an average profit after taxes as a percentage return on net worth

of 11.2 percent for the mining industry compared with 12.15 percent for manu-

facturing industries. It is clear from these figures that the owners of the mining

companies are not getting an undue profit after taxes because of their tax

treatment.
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It would be ironic if the Senate should cut back on depletion rates for

the mining industry in the same Congress in which it passed S.719. In passing

S.7 19, the Senate has endorsed the principle of recognition of the national in-

terest in the American mining industry. Surely the first token of that recognition

will not be an increase in tax burden aimed directly at the mining industry.

We strongly urge that depletion rates applicable to the mining industry

under present law be retained by this Committee.

Inconsistencies in Depletion Rates Under the Bill

The blanket reductions were made without regard to the fact that coal

logically should have been in a higher rate category than 10% bebre PU re-

duction was applied since all other fuels have higher rates and the general

category of "other minerals" has a rate of 15%. For example, if coal were to

be treated as entitled to a 15% depletion rate before any cuts were considered,

then even the 26.6% cut proposed in the House bill for minerals entitled to the

15% depletion rate would leave it with depletion at the rate of 11%.

Even those minerals that were excepted in the House bill from the cut in

the 15% depletion rate (gold, silver, oil shale, copper, and iron ore) were ex-

cepted from the cut only with respect to domestic deposits. Since we are con-

cerned with the scarcity of these minerals and since we must rely on foreign

sources (except in the case of oil shale), there is no reason for cutting their

depletion rate in the case of foreign deposits.

Technically, it is not clear what the provision in the bill for a 15% rate

for domestic gold mines and silver mines actually means. With occasional

exceptions, gold and silver are produced in this country as by-products from
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mines whose products of principal value are lead, zinc, or copper. While

historically the reference in the law to "metal mines" has been interpreted as

providing a depletion rate for metals not otherwise provided for by name in

the Code, this interpretation is proposed to be overturned in the pending pro-

posed regulations under section 613. These proposed regulations would

treat as eligible for the present 15% rate for metal mines all mineral products

from such mines, whether these products are metals or not (unless the products

are eligible for a 23% rate under section 613(b) (2) (8)). If this interpretation,

which we think is erroneous, should be applied to the House version of H.R.

13270, the 15% rate for gold or silver mines in the United States would pre-

sumably not be available for gold and silver produced from other metal mines

in the United States. For example, the rate of depletion on silver from a

lead-zinc mine might be cut to 11%, even though the depletion rate on the

lead-zinc itself would be 17% (23% under present law). Furthermore, under

this interpretation, the effect of the language of the House bill would be to

reduce the depletion rate on iron ore from a domestic mine from 15% to 11%

where the iron existed in the ground in combination with other metals if the

predominant value of the product from the mine was of the other metals or

minerals. This is not a theoretical example; it occurs where iron sinter (which

is in direct competition with the iron in taconites) is obtained from sulfide ore.

This is a technical problem that could be solved by deleting the word "mines"

from proposed section 615(b) (3) (A).

EFFECTIVE DATES

The bill as it passed the House is inconsistent In its treatment of effec-

tive dates for the various provisions. Retroactive application of taxes should
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be avoided wherever possible. Otherwise, some taxpayers will be taxed under

provisions of which they had no knowledge. This is true even though a provi-

sion is made effective on the date of some announcement by the Ways and

Means Committee or on the date that some proposal was made by the Treasury

Department. All taxpayers cannot be expected to keep in touch that closely

with legislative developments. In fact, in a complex area such as the tax

law, taxpayers find it difficult to keep up with changes actually enacted into law.

An example of a retroactive effective date is the one proposed with re-

spect to mineral production payments. Treatment of such payments as loans is

made applicable, in the House bill, to production payments created on or after

April 22, 1969. Another example is in the application of recapture rules to

section 615. These rules would be effective for exploration expenditures after

July 22, 1969.

We suggest that all the tax-imposing provisions of the bill be appliLd

prospectively only.

MINING LQRATION

The bill makes the so-called recapture provisions of section 617 appli-

cable to expenditures after July 22, 1969 to which section 615 applies. It also

allows foreign exploration expenditures to qualify for deduction under section

617 subject to a $400,000 limitation on total expenditures. The net effect of

the two changes is virtually to eliminate the difference in tax effect between

section 615 and section 617. Under the bill, both sections will apply to foreign

as well as domestic exploration expenditures (within the $400,000 limitation)

and deductions under both will be subject to recapture--that is, the amount of

exploration deduction previously taken on a property that becomes a producing
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mine will be recaptured either by immediate inclusion in income or by denying

an equivalent amount of depletion deductions for the mine. The only difference

remaining between section 615 and 617 treatment is that there will be an overall

limit of $400,000 on deductions. under 615, Including domestic as well as foreign

exploration expenditures, wrisrras domestic exploration expenditures in excess

of $400,000 can be deducted under section 617.

Under these circumstances, it would be unfair to hold taxpayers to an

earlier election to deduct exploration expenditures under section 615 instead

of under section 617. The reason for electing section 615--i.e., no recapture--

disappears under the bill, so I (payers should no longer be bound by their

earlier election of section 615 now that the terms of the provision on which

the election was based have been changed. We urge that taxpayers be per-

mitted another election between deducting exploration expenditures under

section 615 and under section 617.

In revising the Code provisions for mine exploration deductions the

Committee should take this opportunity to make it unmistakably clear that ex-

penditures after a mine reaches the development stage are not to be treated

as exploration expenditures for tax purposes. Instead, they are either develop-

ment expenditures or production expenditures after the mine has left the

exploration stage. It would seem unnecessary to labor this obvious point in

view of the statements in this Committee's report on the 1950 Act when the

predecessors of the present sections 615 and 616 were enacted, but there has

been a persistent misunderstanding of Congress' intent, culminating in an

Interpretation by the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit in its opinion
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in Santa Fe Pacific Railroad CO., v. United States 378 F.2d 72 (7th Cir. 1967).

Regardless of whether or not the Court reached the correct result on the facts

in that case, the opinion misinterpreted the consequences Congress intended

to be drawn from the shift from the exploration stage to the development stage.

The opinion in the SaloF case reached the remarkable conclusion that, having

provided for deduction of exploration expenditures (within limits) during the

exploration stage and having provided for deduction of development expenditures

after the mine reached the development stage, Congress meant to treat tax-

payers as having exploration expenditures after the exploration stage had

ended that were not deductible either as exploration expenditures or as de-

velopment expenditures.

A fair reading of the Treasury Regulations under sections 615 and 616

bears out our interpretation. See Regs.§§l.615-1(a) and 1.616-1(a). We

suggest that the Committee state in its report on the mine exploration

expenditure provisions of this bill, that expenditures after the development

stage is reached are to be treated as development (or production) expenditures.

MINERAL PRODUCTION PAYMENTS

We believe that we should bring to your attention a discriminatory

effect that would result if the provision of the House bill that would treat sales

of carved-out mineral production payments as loans is adopted in its present

form. Production payments are a type of advance sales. The abuse in the use

of carved-out production payments was cited in the Ways and Means Committee

report as primarily involving the impact of the 50 percent of net income limitation

on the percentage depletion deduction. The discrimination arises from the fact
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that all other taxpayers have the opportunity of accelerating income for other

purpos, s through advance sales. Under the loan approach in the House bill,

this right would be taken away from the mining industry where advance sales

are accomplished by carving out and selling mineral production payments.

The American Mining Congress believes that if proceeds from sale of

mineral production payments are treated as loans for purposes of depletion

computations, the mining industry should not be prevented from accelerating

income for other purposes on the same basis as other taxpayers.

DEPRECQIATIO

Section 521 of the House bill would deny 200% declining balance and

sum-of-the-years digits depreciation on new real estate construction (other

than housing). The provision in the House bill appears to go far beyond the

alleged abuse at which it is aimed. Industrial buildings constructed by the

business firms that use them have not been used for quick write-off and

resale at capital gain rates. Any possibility of abuse in the case of industrial

buildings can be guarded against by providing for full recapture at ordinary

income rates of all depreciation deductions previously taken against profit

on disposition. It is not desirable to discourage investment in such buildings

by denying the depreciation deductions in early years that are provided by

present law.

We suggest that buildings constructed by mining companies to house

their mining and beneficiation facilities and for related operations be permitted

to continue to use double declining balance and sum-of-the-years digits de-

preciation with full recapture of excess depreciation as ordinary Income against

profit on sale.
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We also suggest preservation of the simplicity and certainty of the

depreciation guideline lives by law so that taxpayers may continue to use

useful lives at least as short as guideline lives without regard to the reserve-

ratio test. Taxpayers who wish to establish useful lives shorter than guide-

line lives should be allowed to use the reserve-ratio test to establish their

eligibility for such shorter lives.

SECTION 213 OF THE BILL

Section 213 of the bill is designed to curb the use of so-called "hobby

loss" deductions to offset income. While the problem is one of deduction of

expenditures that are for the personal enjoyment of individuals, it is not clear

that the provision in the bill would be limited to individuals. If it applies to

deductions by corporations, then there is a serious danger that it will, at the

very least, create an unwarranted presumption of tax avoidance that will have

to be rebutted in lengthy disputes with Revenue agents in the case of many --

conceivably nearly all -- mining companies. This problem with the House bill

arises from the failure of the bill to provide a workable standard for recognizing

losses incurred for the personal enjoyment of individuals and from the fact that

the bill would apply to an "activity" carried on by a taxpayer, withoutt defining

"activity". If an "activity" means something less than a trade or business,

then many "activities" carried on by mining companies in the course of conducting

their businesses might be considered as carried on without a reasonable expec-

tation of realizing a profit. We urge that, if section 213 is retained in the bill,

it be revised to make it clear that it does not apply to unprofitable activities

carried on as segments o: an overall trade or business conducted with a reason-

able expectation of realizing profit.
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FOREIGN MINING

Percentage Depletion on Forein Mines and Deoits Should be Retained

While the House bill does not repeal percentage depletion on foreign

mines and deposits in the case of the hard minerals, amendments have been

offered to this Committee that would do so. Furthermore, the House bill has

cut the depletion rates on all minerals from foreign deposits and has eliminated

foreign percentage depletion in the case of oil and gas wells outside the

United States.

Enactment of legislation that would eliminate percentage depletion on

mines located outside the United States would violate the principle of tax

neutrality. Any cuts in depletion rates on foreign deposits would be detra-

mental, not only to our mining industry, but to our country as a whole.

United States policy toward the development and operation of foreign

mining by United States companies should not vacillate from year to year. If

our Government discourages foreign mining, even for a short period of years,

we will have to live with the consequences for generations. The results of a

repeal of percentage depletion for foreign mines by our Government would be

irreversible because the foreign mineral deposits that would be developed by

nationals of other countries as a result would be lost to our companies forever--

even though the minerals are essential to our domestic economy.

The Treasury has stated to the Committee that it is presently develop-

ing and plans to present to Congress comprehensive proposals relating to the

U. S. taxation of foreign income. A thorough review of our present

philosophy toward the taxation of foreign income is certainly desirable, and,
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with that review in prospect, it seems pointless for the Committee to develop

detailed modification of the present system in this bill. Furthermore, if there

are basic changes made later in the system for taxing foreign income it will be

necessary to adopt complex provisions for phasing out the provisions of

sections 431 and 432 of the House bill. We suggest that the entire subject

of foreign tax credits and changes from domestic depletion rates be put over

for consideration when the Treasury makes its comprehensive proposals.

Minimal Revenue From Increasina United States Taxes

The United States would gain virtually no revenue from denying or r-

ducing percentage depletion on foreign mineral deposits or other similar tax

changes. Foreign mining income is subject to Income tax in the foreign country,

which is eligible for credit against United States tax. Where the effect of elimi-

nating or cutting foreign depletion deductions is to raise the U. S. effective tax

rate above that imposed by the foreign country, the foreign country can be

expected to tazise its own taxes by an equivalent amount.

The sentiment encountered in the countries in which mineral resources

are located, even-though generous tax incentives are offered by them, is

these countries are determined that taxes on income earned therein should be

paid there rather than to the country from which the investment originated.

Many provisions in foreign countries for reduced tax rates are explicitly

geared to the tax rates in the capital exporting country. For example, in

Peru, Article 56 of the Peruvian Mining Code, as amended by Law 16892,

promulgated February 4, 1968, after providing for reductions of tax rates on

income from mines or ore deposits by executive agreement, provides, "The
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aggregate of the profits tax rate plus that of the complementary tax, in case

of foreign enterprise, shall in no case be less than the global rate of tax charged

in the country or countries where the investments originate, provided that the

differences entail obligation to pay taxes in those countries." In other countries

tax agreements made with individual companies provide for increasing rates to

offset any increase in United States tax.

In any event, the existence of an automate provision for increasing taxes

to offset an increase in our taxes merely means that the offsetting will take

place immediately. In other countries the same result will follow gradually, so

trtat any appreciable increase in revenues to the United States Treasury will

soon disappear.

The Committee report on the House bill recognizes, in giving the revenue

effect of the provision to deny percentage depletion on foreign oil and gas wells,

that any theoretical revenue gain will be eliminated in later years by increased

foreign taxes. The report says, "Although a more substantial gain of $90 million

appears possible from repeal of foreign percentage depletion, it is assumed that

in early years these gains will be partially offset by unused tax credits and in

later years will be eliminated by increased foreign taxes." (Part 1, p. 138)

Thus, the effect is to increase the tax cost to Uited States taxpayers without

increasing our Government's revenues. In the words of Assistant Secretary

Cohen's statement to the Finance Committee, "The end result will be that the

U. S. taxpayer will pay additional taxes to those countries but no additional

tax to the United States."

In some countries the tax laws contain percentage depletion deduction

provisions modeled after ours--sometimes with the same depletion rates as are
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provided in our law. Obviously, we could not expect those rates to remain in

effect if we were to eliminate or reduce percentage depletion on foreign deposits.

Discriminating Against Foreign Mlning Violates the Tax Neutrality Concept

If Congress were to change the tax law to discriminate against

foreign mining this would be contrary to the principle of tax neutrality that

is the theoretical Justification for the United States taxing income worldwide.

A strong argument can be made for taxing only income that is earned

in this country. O', Government has rejected that approach, however, on

the theory that, insofar as our tax rates control the situation, the income

of a United States-based firm should be taxed on approximately the same

basis regardless of where it arises. So long as we follow that principle, we

should not discriminate against income from foreign sources. Elimination of

percentage depletion on foreign mineral deposits would, of course, do just

that.

Thus, if Congress continues the policy of taxing United States

taxpayers on their worldwide income to achieve tax neutrality, foreign

mining should not be discriminated against in our tax system.

Our Reliance on Foreign Minerals

At the outset it should be recognized that the mining industry must

go where the minerals are. And many of them are not in the United States--

in some cases domestic reserves can supply a part of our requirements, and

in others there are no domestic reserves. The following table shows imports

as a percent of United States consumption in 1961 for the most important

minerals:
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Table 1

Metals and Nonmetals--Imoorts as a Percent
of Consumption. L

Metals

Commodity

Bauxite
Beryllium (11 percent BeO)
Cadmium
Coba It
Copper
Gold
Iron Ore
Lead
Manganese Ore (35 percent or more Mn)
Mercury
Molybdenum
Nickel
Platinum Group
S ilve
Tin
Titanium:

(a) limenite concentrate
(b) Rutile concentrate

Tungsten
Uranium (U3 0 8 content)
Vanadium
Zinc

Asbestos
Barite primaryl
Boron
Clays
Diatomite
Feldspar (crude)
Fluorspar
Graphite (natural)
Gypsum
Mica:

(a) Block and film
(b) Splittings

Phosphate Rock
Potash (K2 0 equivalent)
Saft
Sulfur and pyrites

Note: Data based on
and Fuels, U. S. Bureau
(supplement to Bureau of

Imports as Percent
of Consumption

80.5
100

13.7
58.8
33.5
14.8
35.
41.2
86.6
35.0
2.0

82.3
91.4
32.5
66.3

22.6
100.

12.3
14.3

.8
41.0

Nonjmeta 15
89.5
38.8
32.0

.2
0
.1

83.6
100.

33.5

93.6
78.9

.5
41.2
6.9

17.6

1967 Minerals Yearbook, vol. I and II, Metals, Minerals
of Mines, U.S. Bureau of Mines' Commodity Statements
Mines' Strategic Plan), January 1969.
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The same point is illustrated by the following table, which shows

United States production of d number of minerals in 1967 as a percent of

world production:

Table 2

United States Mineral Production as a Percent

of World Production. 1967

U. S. Production as a Percentage

M neral of World Production

Cement 14
Feldspar 39
Fluorspa r 13
Gypsum 42
Phosphate Rock 46
Potash 20
Salt 35
Sulphur Elemental 47
Bauxite 4
Copper (content of ore and concentrate) 17
Gold 4
Iron Ore 13
Lead (content of ore and concentrate) 10
Mercury 10
Molybdenum (content of ore and concentrate) 71
Nickel 3
Silver 12
Tungsten concentrate (60% tungsten dioxide) 14
Vanadium 47
Zinc (content of ore and concentrate) 10

Source: Minerals Yearbook, 1967, Vol. I-II, Table 62, page 59, and Vol. III,
Table 10, page 37.
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Even the present relationship of domestic production to domestic

demand understates our future dependence on foreign sources for minerals.

As we pointed out earlier In this statement, the Bureau of Mines is predicting

United States mineral demand to increase by more than four times by the year

2000, whereas domestic mineral production projected on the basis of 20-year

trends can only be expected to little more than double by 2000. Furthenore,

the Bureau of Mines is predicting a fivefold increase in worldwide demand for

rnii,; rals by the end of the century.

Thus we are faced with a widening gap between domestic mineral

supply and domestic mineral consumption, and the problem of obtaining

adequate supplies from foreign sources is complicated by an even more rapid

increase in foreign demand for minerals.

Facing this future, any changes in our tax laws that would discourage

American mining firms from securing and developing foreign mineral de-posits

would be contrary to the national interest.

Our Interest in Controlling Foreign Mineral Sources

There is a clear national Interest In the control of foreign mineral

sources to assure an adequate supply of basic minerals for domestic need.

The world supply of commercial mineral deposits is limited, and other

industrialized countries are actively acquiring control of foreign mineral

deposits.
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A furthe, important advantage of having the foreign sources of minerals

for United States consumption owned by United States firms is the assurance

of reasonable prices. The United States should not let itself get into a

position where it can be exploited by foreign producers withholding supplies

from the market or exerting monopolistic pressures to force payment of

unreasonably high prices.

rurthermnore, foreign operations that are United States owned will buy

indchinery and equipment from United States manufacturers and the engineering

and construction will be performed by U.S. companies. Additionally, U.S.

owned companies are more likely to use U.S. smelters and refiners to process

their foreign ores and concentrates.

Balance of Payments Benefits

United States ownership of foreign mineral operations benefits our

balance of payments. Direct foreign Investment in mining and smelting abroad,

according to the Office of Business Economics in the Department of Commerce,

produced a total dollar inflow over the eight-year period, 1960-1967, of over

$3.2 billion, of which $2.2 billion were from branch profits, $940 million

were from dividends, and $85 million were from interest. Reflecting a steadily

rising trend, the 1967 figures totaled $596 million, composed of $413 million

branch profits, $167 million dividends, and $16 million interest.

Taking into account the inflow from royalties, license fees, rentals,

management fees, and service charges, total mining and smelting dollar

inflow exceeded net capital outflows by more than $2.1 billion for the eight-

year period, 1960-1967. The net capital inflow for 1967 was $320 million.
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(The outflow figures for these statistics are contained in the October 1968

edition of the Surve? of Current Business published by the U.S. Department

of Commerce. They include reinvested earnings of foreign branches as well

as net capital transfers by United States parent companies.)

Thus the mining industry is now making a substantial contribution

to our balance of payments--even when only the direct benefits from remitted

profits are taken into account. Other indirect benefits include lower cost

imported raw materials than would be possible if they were purchased from

foreign-owned companies and better opportunities for our exporters to supply

machinery and equipment to mines owned by United States firms.

The profits remitted to the United States are derived only in part

from supplying minerals to the United States; they also result from supplying

foreign ores and concentrates to foreign markets. These foreign markets

will offer increasing opportunities as other countries increase their level

of industrial activities and require more mineral supplies.

Erosion of Tax Incentives Offered by Foreign Countries

If depletion deductions are eliminated or reduced, or if changes are

made in the foreign tax credit that result in higher effective U.S. tax rates

on foreign mining, tne tix incentives offered by many foreign countries will

be undercut.

A substantial number of foreign countries are still eager to encourage

private capital to doielop their mineral resources. To make this possible

they offer a variety of measures to lower the income tax burdens of the mining
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companies--resulting in tax rates that are comparable to U.S. effective

tax rates with percentage depletion. Typical effective tax rates applicable to

mining income are 37% in Indonesia, 40% in Nigeria, 36% in the Philippines,

25% in Thailand, and 33-1/3% in Canada.

As an example, in Indonesia, following the overthrow of the Sukarno

regime in 1965 by the present Suharto government, the government enacted

Law No. I on January 10, 1967. The purpose of Law No. 1 was to provide a

favorable climate so, as the preamble of the law states, "that foreign capital

should be utilized to the maximum extent to accelerate the economic develop-

ment of Indonesia and to be used for fields and sectors which within a short

time cannot as yet be achieved by Indonesian capital itself. 1' Law No. 1

provided the authority for the government in their contract negotiations with

potential foreign investors to grant specific tax exemptions and relief in the

form of lower corporate tax rates, a tax holiday period up to five years,

exemption from taxes on dividends, exemption from import duties, accelerated

depreciation, carryover of operating losses, and other tax incentives. Pursuant

to Law No. 1, the Indonesian Government, in 1968, promulgated Mining Regula-

tion No. 18/1968. Besides other tax incentives, this law reduced the

Indonesian corporate income tax rate of 60% to tax rates as shown in the

table on the following page.
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Categgy of Minerals

(1) Copper, Lead, Zinc, Iron,
Titanium, Manganese, Mercury,
Molybdenum, Antimony, Asbes-
tos, Chromite, Iodine, Natural
Asphalt, Diamond, Sulphur,
Kaoline, Jarosite.

Corporate Tax Rate
10th years ... - 3M years

35.0% 42.0%

(2) Nickel, Cobalt, Bauxite 37.5% 45 %

(3) Tin 40.0% 48 %

These lower tax rates would become meaningless to United States

companies if U.S. percentage depletion on foreign deposits were repealed.

Tax Treatment of Copanies From IYome Comi~eung Countries

United Stalces mining companies compete with companies from other

developed countries for the opportunity to tievop and operate foreign mines.

Many of these countries actively assist their nationals through favorable tax

treatment. These include the following:

France; Unless they elect a different type of tax treatment, French

companies are exempted from tax on income from foreign souzces.

French companies may elect to consolidate one or more of their

foreign branches or subsidiaries, subject to Government approval, for an

agreed period. In such case nonferrous mining operations have a 15%

depletion allowance for three years (with a 50% of net income limitation), with

the depletion allowance placed in a reserve for reinvestment within fie years.

Electing companies can credit foreign tax against French tax, subject to a

per country limitation.
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IAlo: Although Japan has a 48% effective corporate tax rate and

a Japanese company is taxed on its worldwide income (with a foreign tax

credit allowed), a Japanese company can charge up to 50% of Its Investment in

a less-developed country against taxable income. This is an addition to a

reserve that must eventually be restored to Income, but, in effect, the taxes

may be deferred up to 10 years.

Netherlands: Although the Netherlands provide no specific tax

incentives for investments by a Dutch company in a less-developed country,

if a Dutch company operates abroed through a foreign subsidiary the profits

generated by the foreign subsidiary aie not subject to Dutch income tax

when they are repatriated. The only requirement for this treatment Is that

the subsiiary's profits be subject to tax in the foreign country--regardless

of the form the tax takes and no matter how low the tax rate.

If American mining companies operating abroad are handicapped by

a heavier United States tax burden they wit be placed at a serious competitive

disadvantage vis-a-vis firms based in countries whose tax systems do not

negate the advantages offered by countries with undeveloped mineral resources

or, in some cases, actively encourage investment in these countries.

Investment by U.S. companies in foreign mining has been concentrated

in Canada and In the less-developed countries, as is evidenced by the

following table showing mining and smelting foreign direct investment at

the end of 1967.
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Table 3

Mining and Smeltg ldust
Year End Book Value by Major Areas - 1967

LM111ons

Canada 2,337
Latin American Republics 1,218
Other Western Hemisphere 431
Africa 398

Europe 61
Asia 43

Total 4,810

48.5
25.3
9.0
8.3
6.7
1.3
0.9

100.0

Source: U.S. Commerce Department, Survy of Current Bsiness
October, 1968, Table 3, page 24.

While Canada has by far the largest share of our foreign mining investment,

even there a large share of the Investment Is in areas of Canada that are not

themselves developed.

In addition to the obvious economic advantages to the United States

of developing the mineral resources of foreign countries, important foreign

policy considerations are involved. The ignited States has a vital interest

in helping less-developed countries, and certainly should not revise its

tax system to undercut the attempts of these countries to attract private

capital for development.

The arguments set forth above with respect to reduction or elimina-

tion of percentage depletion on mineral deposits located in foreign countries

apply with equal force to any reduction of percentage depletion generally or

to changes in the application of the present U.S. foreign tax credit provisions;
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having the same adverse effect on U.S. mining companies operating abroad

as the elimination of percentage depletion on foreign mineral deposits.

Foreqn Tax Credit A Loss Years J*._Se

It is a common occurren-e in the development of mining properties

to incur heavy expenses during the development stage. These result in losses

until the producing stage of the mine is rea-hed. In some cases where mines

are developed abroad the foreign countries permit these losses to be carried

forward or achieve a similar result by making income from the mine tax-free

or by taxing it at a reduced rate during the early years of the producing stage.

In other cases, however, the foreign country may provide little or no relief

from Its taxes on the profits after the Initial losses have ceased and the mine

becomes profitable.

The House bill would require a taxpayer using the per-country imita-

tIon on the foreign tax credit to carry forward losses incurred in a foreign

country and use them to reduce income from such country in subsequent

years before computing the Limitation of the foreign tax credit to be allowed

for income ta'ces paid to that country. Contrary to the Wjs and Means

Committee report, this adjustment Is not limited to cases where the

foreigr country loss produced a United States tax benefit. This proposed

loss c,%rryover, which works to the taxpayer's disadvantage, is unlimited

in time--unlike the usual loss carryforward that Is limited to five years.

The justification for this provision given In the Ways and Means

Committee's report Is that under present law a United States taxpayer with
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losses in a foreign country can obtain "what in effect is a double tax benefit."

This is not correct. In fact, he pays no less income taxes, United States and

foreign, than a taxpayer with the same income and losses whose operations are all

within the United States.

The bill does not take account of the fact that a foreign country nay allow

losse:; to be carried back to earlier years (as our own tax system does).

Consequently. it may require In total U.S. and foreign income taxes far in excess

of the ostensible tax w es In some cases. This is illustrated by the following

example of a Canadian branch operation of a U.S. corporation, assuming a 50%

tax rate in both the U.S. and Canada:

Taxable CaMdian Tax the VIt

Inc-go nst), laxForeign Tax¢
I SLIe (!Xg~s. E LThu Crit Net Tax

1972 $100,000 0* $50,000 0 $50,000
1973 (100,000) 0 (50,000)*** 0 (50,000)
1974 100,000 $50,000 50,000 ($25,000)** 25,000
1975 100000 .,0.000 50,20 25,000 25. 00
Total $200,000 $100,000 $100,000 ($50,000) $50,000

Total tax $150,000
Overall effective tax rate 75%

'1973 loss carried back to 1972 for Canadian tav' purposes. Full refund
on 1972 Canadian taxes secured, hence no foreign tax credit

"Special limitation under the bill
**Assumes other U.S. taxable income in 1973 sufficient to absorb the loss

If this provision of the House bill becomes law, the effect will be to im-

pose higher income tax burdens on taxpayers with foreign operations- -contrar

to the principle of tax neutrality that is used to Justify imposing United States

tax on foreign income. Essentially, the complaint should be directed against
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the foreign taxing authority that fails to allow the initial years' losses to be

carried forward, rather than against the United States taxpayer. Instead of

sacrificing the United States taxpayer as the House bill would do, the Treasur,

might attempt to negotiate tax treaties with the countries involved to coordinate

their tax treatment with our own. We urge that this unjustified restriction on

the foreign tax credit be eliminated from the bill.

If this provision is retained in the bill, at least it should be rewritten

to establish as a general principle that it will apply only to the extent foreign

losses are actually utilized to reduce tax on income from domestic sources and

that the losses so utilized will be taken into account in computing the per-

country limitations for subsequent years only when the foreign country has not

allowed the loss either as a carry-back or as a carry-forward or through the

provision of tax holidays or exemptions.

Secimal Foreion Ta Credit Limitaln on Mining lncomu (Sec. 432)

The House bill would apply a separate limitation on the foreign tax

credit with respect to all mining income from each country in which any property

producing mining income meets one of three teats. The committee report says

that these tests are "to isolate those cases in which it is likely that the in-

come taxes represent, at least in part, royalties." The three tests are whether

the foreign country:

(1) requires payment of a bonus or royalty,

(2) holds substantial mineral rights with respect to the property, or

(3) imposes any income taxes on mining income at an effective rate

higher than on other income.
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The three tests are treated as conclusive presumptions that the income

taxes paid represent royalties to some extent, yet they are, at best, flimsy

reasons for even suspecting that the taxes represent royalties. The fact that a

royalty a_ paid is certainly not an indication that the tax paid is A a royalty.

The fact that the foreign government holds mineral rights is no indication that

a royalty is appropriate--for instance, the taxpayer may be paying substantial

royalties to other persons with Interests in the minerals or in the surface lands.

Finally, the effective tax rate test is ambiguous in its application and even if

the tax rate is higher on mineral income, the reason may be based on some

policy consideration of the foreit government that has nothing to do with sub-

stitution for a royalty.

Even if the tests were valid, it would be unfair to impose the special

limitation with respect to gl mineral income from a country because the foreign

government holds rights of some sort in a portion of it. Any limitations based

on these tests should be applied only to the excess amounts determined to be

royalt) )s, rather than applying to the entire amount of the taxes on mining in-

come paid to the country. Furthermore, this provision is more harsh than the

Administration proposal that Congress rejected in 1963, which at least would

have permitted foreign income taxes paid on mining income in one country to be

credited against U. S. taxes on mining income in other foreign countries.

Finally, the illogic of this provision can be illustrated by the fact that it

will apply to a situation where the foreign tax rate plus the royalty paid to the

foreign government is less than the tax rates paid by other types of taxpayers

in te same country.
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In many cases mining companies process their minetals in a foreign

country beyond the depletion cut-off point under section 613. For example,

ore may be mined in a foreign country and converted or transported in nonmining

operations in the same country. Under the provision in the bill, the income

attributable to processing beyond the depletion cut-off point would not be mineral

income and, therefore, would require a different limitation computation for

foreign tax credit purposes. The foreign government, however, will continue

to impose a single income tax on the profit from the entire operation (as we

do in this country), and it would be unfair to divide this tax arbitrarily and com-

pute the foreign tax credit for each portion under a different limitation.

This provision would penalize taxpayers paying bona fide foreign

income taxes by presuming conclusively, without any inquiry into the facts,

that all the foreign taxes on mining income are royalties. The Mining Congress

urges that this attempt to fragment the foreign tax credit be eliminated from

the bill.

The Treasury's Suggiested Alternative To Section 432

The Treasury opposes the provisions of section 432 of the House bill,

citing as the basis for its opposition some of the same objections that we make

here. The Treabury has, however, recommended an alternative to section 432

that is based upon the belief that, somehow, '.here is a "special problem con-

nected with foreign mineral income." The Treasury's alternative would deny use

against other foreign income of excess foreign tax credits that result from the

U. S. percentage depletion deduction.
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This alternative Is not as onerous as section 432 of the House bill,

and it is not based upon tile contrary-to.-fact assumption that virtually every

foreign income tax on mining income is in part a royalty. There &r'e, however,

serious objections to the Treasury's proposed alternative. It is a variation on

a proposal that was made by the Treasury in 1963 and 1964 and finally rejected

by Congress when the Revenue Act of 1964 was passed.

The Treasury proposal is subject to the criticism that it attempts to

segregate a specific category of income akd compare the U. S. and foreign

income tax rates on it. While this has -he appearance of precision, the appearance

is illusory because neither the United States nor most foreign countries really

impose scheduler taxes on separate categories of Income without regard to their

impact on the taxpayer. Furthermore, it is not fair to segregate the activity of

mining up to the depletion cut-off point from all the other related activities that

a mining company engages in in a foreign country. Many of these other activities,

such as the operation of railroads, warehouse and shipping facilities, stores,

and power plants, are required because of the absence of an adequate econonlic

infrastructure to support mining activities in the less developed countries.

Also, in more and more cases the mining companies are finding it necessary or

advisable to extend their operations in foreign countries beyond the pure mining

stage to include further activities such as smelting, refining, and even processing

into finished products. It would be highly artificial and unfair to segregate the

profits from strictly mining operations from the activities beyond the mining

depletion cut-off point and apply a separate foreign tax credit limitation to them.
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The principal effect of an excess foreign tax credit is in averaging out

the impact of U. S. and foreign taxes over a period of years. The net effect

is that the company pays a total tax at least equal to the effective United States

tax rate.

If the approach suggested in the Treasury alternative should be adopted,

the U. S. would be taking a step towardan infinitely more complex foreign tax

credit system in which we would engage in a hopeless attempt to match foreign

taxes against U. S. taxes on an item-by-item basis.

We ure rejection of the Treasury alternative proposal as well as section

432 of the House bill.

60% Limit on Creditable Forelan Taxes

The Treasury's comments on the House bill mentioned the possibility that

foreign tax credit might be denied to the extent that foreign taxes exceed 60%

of foreign mineral Income from a particular country. This Is not recommended

by the Treasury, however, and, after pointing out that not all high foreign

tax rates can be properly characterized as royalty substitutes and that it is dif-

i'icult to Justify treating high foreign mining taxes differently from other high

foreign taxes, the Treasury statement oonoludes its discussion of the point by

stating, "we believe it preferable to deal with high foreign tax rates in a general

context". It is difficult to understand why the Treasury found it necessary to

discuss the point at all at this time since it prefers to postpone consideration

until it brings up its comprehensive proposals on U. 8. taxation of foreign in-

come. We certainly agree that it would be inappropl/ate to adopt any such

limitation on the foreign tax credit at this time.
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In a sense, denying foreign tax credit on taxes in excess of a specified

rate is a form of interference with the taxing system of a foreign country.

Furthermore, if applied to a specific type of income such as mining income,

the limitation is subject to the criticism, made above, that it unrealistically

fragments the foreign taxes that are imposed on operations in the foreign

country as a whole.

Such a provision would clearly seem to violate our obligations under

many of our tax treaties. (Indeed, sections 431 and 432 of the House bill

probably also violate our treaty obligations.)

Continental Shelf Source Rule

The Treasury statement recommends that, for purpose of the foreign

tax credit, the definition of the United States be amended to include the con-

tinental shelf of the United States "with respect to the exploration for natural

resources" and that the definition of "foreign country" should include the

continental shelf pertaining to the foreign country. We do not understand the

scope of this recommendation, and in fact, we do not understand that the scope

of the continental shelf Itself has been precisely defined. In view of this

uncertainty and in the absence of any demonstrated need for Immediate action,

we suggest that this proposal be deferred and considered in conjunction with

the Treasury's comprehensive proposals on the U. S. taxation of foreign Income

when these proposals are presented to Congress.
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We reemphasize our earlier point that any legislation dealing with the

taxation of foreign income should be deferred pending completion of the com-

prehensive Treasury study of this area.

CONLUION
The American mining industry has a vital role in the development and

maintenance of our economy. It has performed that role well under our pres-

ent tax system, and in the process the mining companies have not made

after-tax profits out of line with those of industry in general. With an

expanding population and an expanding economy before us, the mining in-

dustry has an even bigger job to do. It would be the height of folly to set

up tax barriers to block the accomplishment of that job by cutting back on the

present tax treatment of the mining industry.

Respectfully submitted,

American Mining Congress

Fred W. Peel, Chairman
Tax Committee
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NATIONAL COAL ASSOCIATION
COAL BUILDING

WASHIMOTON, 11. C. 20036

September 30, 1969

Summary of Principal Points
Had* by the National Coal Association

to the Senate Finance Coumittee"

I. Instead of being cut to 7% depletion, coal should be tiven the 15% depletion rate

applicable to the minerals in the "all other" categorv--because:

(a) The domestic energy market is (and will be for about two
decades) peculiarly vulnerable to imported energy, because
there is a short-term glut of low-cost foreign oil and
residual oil (which competes with coal in U. S. power plants).
Without import controls (and there are none today on residual
oil) and without appropriate tax incentives for domestic
production, the United States within a relatively short
period of years would have an "energy" deficit in the balance
of trade amounting to $10 billion to $20 billion--and no
country could survive with such a huge trade deficit in one
item.

(b) The U. S. has abundant supplies of coal in the ground--but
we already have a coal shortage and it threatens to get far
worse. Government policies in fields other than taxation
(such as promotion of atomic competition, limitation of coal's
sulfur content, and unduly harsh legislation on mining prac-
tices) have reduced the incentive to invest in coal productive
capacity. That incentive should not be further decreased by
detrimental tax changes. Without incentive to invest in coal
mining, the Nation's economy will grind to a virtual halt,
because coal is essential to the electric power industry and
to the steel industry.

(c) The Nation must have adequate supplies of coal. It is better
for the economy to stimulate investment in coal mines through
special incentives than through the alternative route--high
prices which would follow mineral shortages caused by destruc-
tion of special incentives.

(d) Coal is far more important to the economy than many of the
minerals in the "all other" category, which currently are
allowed 15 percent depletion. Coal currently receives
10 percent and this would be cut to 7 percent by the House
bill. Instead, coal should be placed in the "all other
minerals" category presently receiving 15 percent.

* Submitted by rice 0'rien, general Counsel.

4e 2
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It. The repeal of present treatment of mineral production payments should be prospec-

tive only.

111. Any additional incentives allowed for the purpose of stimulating the production

of synthetic fuels from oil shale should also be allowed for the production of

synthetic fuels from all other minerals (including coal).

IV. Existing depreciation guidelines should be sanctioned by legislationj with simul-

taneous elimination of the need to meet the "reserve ratio" test.

V. Instead of eliminating fast depreciation for "industrial buildings#" such build-

ings should be included within the depreciation guidelines of the particular

industry involved, with the revenue protected by taxing at ordinary income rates

all depreciation taken in the future and recovered on sale of such buildings.

oo0oo
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NATIONAL COAL ASSOCIATION
COAL BUILDING

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20036

September 30, 1969

STATEMENT OF

NATIONAL COAL ASSOCIATION

to the

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

on

H.R. 13270

Hr. Chairman:

The United States has a greater supply of coal reserves than any other country

in the world. Yet the United States is already faced with a shortage of coal production--

a shortage that threatens to develop into a national crisis. These two statements

appear to be contradictory--but they are not. I will explain why this situation has

come to pass, and I hope you will understand that while the actions you take in the tax

treatment of the industry cannot avoid the forthcoming shortage, they can mitigate

that shortage in the future.

The coal industry is an important part of the Nation's total energy picture.

Without an abundant supply of energy (most of which must come from domestic sources if

we are to maintain a balance of trade), the United States cannot remain a first-class

Nation. As the Atomic Energy Commission stated in its 1962 "Report to the President,"

"Next to the land, the water, and the air, without which we could
not exist at all, energy is by far the most important of our
terrestrial resources. Without it our industrial society would
be impossible. In common with the other three, it has no substi-
tute."
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Ee cannot afford to import a lae portion of our enSTRy. In 1967 the Nation's

total bill for raw energy was over 15 billion dollars (domestic crude oil at the well,

$8.9 billion; domestic natural gas at the well, $2.9 billion; coal at the mine, $2.6

billion; plus enemry trade deficit, $1.2 billion). Our 1967 energy trade deficit was

composed of a deficit in petroleum and petroleum products of about $1.6 billion, defi-

cit in natural gas of about $65 million, minus surplus in coal exports of about $500

million.

Today's $15 billion a year bill for energy will double in about 20 years--to

about $30 billion. The cost of finding and producing foreign oil is so much lower than

the cost of finding and producing domestic oil that without import controls a very

great share of our energy bill will be supplied by imports. With transportation of

liquified natural gas, imports of natural gas will increase by leaps and bounds. Even

our low-cost coal is vulnerable to imports--we have in recent years lost most of the

utility market on the Eastern Seaboard to imported residual oil. Controls on imports

are constantly being relaxed, and there are now serious efforts underway in Congress

to eliminate such controls altogether.

Domestic energy markets are extremely vulnerable to foreign supplies of

energy, and this situation may continue for as much as 20 or 25 years. American coal

can be produced more cheaply than coal anywhere else in the world, but there is a "glut"

of foreign oil which may exist for two decades or more (until per capita consumption

of energy in the rest of the world increases, as it must eventually). Our domestic

oil and gas cannot compete with low-cost foreign oil and gas, and even our low-cost

coal is vulnerable to foreign residual oil with its low transportation costs.

We realize the subject before this Committee is taxes, not import controls.

But the subjects go hand in hand, where energy is concerned. Without import controls,

and without adequate tax incentives for domestic energy sources (oil and gas, uranium,

and coal), this Nation within 20 years will have an energy trade deficit of $10 billion

to $20 billion a year. No nation on earth--not even the United States--can survive

with such a huge trade deficit in a single item.
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The picture of future coal production is even more alarming than the general

energy picture. Our coal reserves constitute about 80 percent of our total energy re-

serves (including oil and gas, oil shale, and uranium). But coal in the ground cannot

be used to make steel. Coal in the ground cannot be used to generate electricity (and

over half of the Nation's electricity today is generated by coal).

Until this decade, the coal industry managed to maintain sufficient produc-

tive capacity to meet the Nation's needs (in fact, the industry usually maintained

substantial excess productive capacity, so much so that it was able to take up a large

portion of the wartime energy demand increases). It did this in spite of several

handicaps:

(a) The natural risks involved in all mining; that is, unexpected
natural conditions underground which can, and often do, result
in total loss of investment.

(b) An inadequate tax incentive--10" depletion, compared to 27j
for oil and gas, 23 for uranium, and l5 for "all other min-
erals."

(c) An abnormally low rate of profit during the frequent and pro-

longed periods when coal was in ove-supply.

During this decade, however, the situation has changed very drastically, and

we are approaching a drastic energy shortage--particularly a shortage of coal produc-

tive capacity--which can cause national disaster by shutting down our steel industry

and by shutting down a large portion of the Nation's electric power plants. Coal Is

already in short supply--and some 25 million tons of coal this year will have to be

taken out of the limited stockpiles maintained by consumers. Attached to this state-

ment is a reprint from BUSINESS WEEK of July 5, 1969, entitled "The Coal Bin is Run-

ning Short." It tells part of the story. It does not tell all of the story. The

reasons why our excess productive capacity has disappeared, and the reasons why the

situation is going to become much more critical in the future, are as follows:

(1) With the advent of higher wages in the coal mines, it became
necessary to mechanize to the greatest extent possible in
order to keep coal competitive with other forms of energy.
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This greatly increased the capital cost of new mines, requiring
a much higher "return after taxes" to make the investment attrac-
tive enough to induce necessary risk capital.

(2) Early in this decade atomic power "arrived" as a threat to
coal's future in its largest growth market--the utility market.
It is now clear that atomic power was "oversold" and that even
if the best hopes of the Atomic Enersy Commission are realized,
the Nation will still need two or three times as much coal by
the end of the century, for the production of electricity, as
it uses for that purpose today. Nevertheless, the damage was
done--the supply of capital for new coal mines dried up, and
new mines were opened only after the utility customers signed
long-term contracts to buy the coal. The utilities under-
estimated the need for coal--and there does not today exist
the coal productive capacity to fill the Sap caused by that
underestimate. Furthermore, the confidence of the investor
in coal's future is still being undermined by an annual
expenditure of $200 million by the Federal Government in an
effort to improve atomic power's competitive position vie-
a-vie coal.

(3) In recent years, stimulated by the Federal Government, states
and municipalities have begun to impose restrictions on the
sulfur content of coal--without waiting the few years neces-
sary for full development of the technology to remove the
sulfur. This, too, has reduced the availability of risk
capital for coal mines.

(4) At this moment, the Labor Committees in both House and
Senate are pushing legislation on "health and safety" in
coal mining. To the extent that such legislation will
actually result in improved health and safety for coal
miners, we cannot and do not object to it--but we point out
that it will of necessity add substantially to the cost of
producing coal, with "guesstimates" ranging in the neighbor-
hood of 20 percent.

Far worse, however, is that these bills as they stand will
impose "respirable dust" levels so strict (about twice a
strict as the British levels, and Britain has been held up
as the "model" in this respect) that the levels may be $.m-
possible for a substantial number of mines to meet. This
means those mines may have to be shut down, and the capital
investment therein lost. Far worse from the standpoint of
the country, the coal production from such mines will be lost.

With all these threats--and the difficulty of obtaining an adequate trained

labor force--some powerful incentives must be provided for people to risk their money

in new coal mines in the future.
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Tax incentives alone cannot do the necessary Job--if ynu made the coal in-

dustry tax-free, it might not be sufficient in and of itself to overcome all the other

government-sponsored threats to investment in new coal mines. But tax incentives can

help mitigate the situation. By the same token, tax penalties can make the situation

worse. Before setting forth our recommendations for changes in the bill before you,

let me point out that the bill contains several provisions which are severely damaging

to the coal industry and which thereby decrease the willingness of the investor to open

a new coal mine.

(a) The bill repeals the present tax benefits of production pay-
ments. While we as an industry have not contended that
present treatment should be retained, and while we do not now
contend that it should be retained, we do want you to realize
that the change is adding a heavy burden to the coal industry.

(b) The repeal of the investment credit is a particularly severe
blow to the coal industry. As previously stated, a modern
coal mine requires a treat deal of machinery. Repeal of the
credit increases the cost of the machinery, thereby increasing
the amount of capital which runs the risk of complete loss
because of the many government-sponsored policies outlined
above.

(c) The bill takes away from the smaller companies (the ones
that elected section 615) the ability to deduct exploration
expenditures without subsequent "recapture."

(d) The extension of the surtax is more damaging to the coal
industry than it is to other industries, because of our
long-term contracts. Most corporations can and do treat
Federal income taxes the same way they treat wages or de-
preciation--eventually they are passed on to the consumer
as just another cost. Because of our long-term contracts
the coal industry is unable to do that.

MCOJMTIOP8

I. Coal should be given the 15% depletion rate applicable to "all other minerals"
and the limitation on taxable income from the property should be liberalized
for the mrginal or near-marginal Producers.

Coal is limited to 10% depletion in existing law--and cut to 7% in the bill

before this Comittee. Without disparaging the minerals listed in the "all other

minerals" category, we want to point out that few if any minerals are more essential
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to this country's future economic health than coal is. It should, as a minimum, be

given the rate for "all other minerals," which under existing law is 15%. We believe

that rate should not be cut; if it must be cut, then coal should be placed in that

category and placed at 11%, Preferably, the entire group (including coal) should be

put at 15%, because we cannot maintain our economy without the incentives to produce

the minerals that make possible our housing, our automobiles, our air conditioning,

and the other necessities of a modern industrial society.

The rate of percentage depletion can have an important effect on coal exports.

While foreign oil is cheaper than American coal, in foreign markets, as a source of

energy, the steel industries of the world must have metallurgical coal. As a conse-

quence, we are exporting today about 0500 million worth of coal per year--which the

Government regards as a very important asset in the country's fight to maintain a

balance of trade. At the present time, because of an unexpected upsurge in world steel

production and because of a world-wide tight supply of metallurgical coal, competitive

pricing is not the most significant factor in the volume of coal exports. Under normal

conditions, however, the export market for metallurgical coal demands competitive

pricing. Adding to the tax burden of United States coal exports will, when the current

sellers' market comes to an end, handicap the coal industry in its effort to aid in

the balance of payments problem through coal exports.

In addition, we urge that consideration be givan to liberalization of the

allowance for marginal or near-marginal mines. The limitation of the allowance to 50

percent of the taxable income from the property does not impose a burden on the highly

successful mines, but it does restrict the allowance of the mines which are marginal

or near-marginal from a profit standpoint.

II. Iffective date of production payment change.

We are not objecting to the repeal of the present treatment of mineral pro-

duction payments--but we do want to point out that repeal of that treatment does
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substantially increase the industry's tax burden and thereby increases the need for

proper incentives through other features of the tax laws.

In view of the very great lapse of time between the first "notice" of inten-

tion to act on production payments (April 22, 1969) and the probable date of enactment

of "tax reform" legislation, we believe the effective date of the repeal should be

changed to apply only to production payments entered into after the date of enactment

of the legislation--or, perhaps, after the end of the 1969 calendar year. We are not

trying to defend continuation of this treatment. Nevertheless, it was a treatment

that grew out of the position of the Internal Revenue Service. Our people have relied

upon that position in "tax planning." Probably it should be changed. But it is not

necessary to change it retroac'ively--and April 22, 1969, is quite "retroactive" for a

bill which may become law in December or, possibly, in February of 1970.

III. Synthetic fuels -.. cut-off point.

A Committee amendment was adopted on the Floor of the House to provide that

oil shale's depletion shall be computed, roughly, at that point where it is equivalent,

or nearly equivalent, to crude oil. When Congressman Aepinall asked for this treatment

before the Ways and Means Committee, he included in his request coal and any other

minerals used to make synthetic oil and gas.

Depending primarily on import control policies, it may be many years before

it is economic to make synthetic gas and oil out of other minerals--such as coal and

oil shale. When it does become economic, there should be no discrimination. All the

evidence indicates that our vast coal reserves will be more adaptable, from an economic

standpoint, for this purpose than oil shale will be.

Any mineral used to make synthetic oil and gas should receive the *ame tax

incentive as any other mineral used for the same purpose. We therefore ask you to add

to the oil shale amendment a provision which will state, in substance, that:
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.Equivalent in result "ordinary treatment processes" will be extended
to any mineral used to make synthetic oil and gas, under regulations
prescribed by the Secretary, but such treatment processes shall in
no event go beyond the point where the product is equivalent in
composition and value to crude oil at the well or raw gas at the
well.

In testLfying before this Committee, Treasury officials objected to the oil

shale amendment on tho ground that it would extend depletion to cover "manufacturing"

activities. They stated, however, they were sympathetic to the objective of giving

tax incentives to promote the production of synthetic oil from oil shale, and would

attempt to come up with recommendations to accomplish this end. If the Treasury

officials do recommend an alternative method of furnishing the necessary incentives,

such alternative method should be made applicable to all minerals used for the same

purpose.

IV. Depreciation guidelines and the "reserve ratio" test.

With the forthcoming repeal of the investment credit, it is imperative that

Congress provide a more balanced climate for the investment of capital in new pro-

ductive equipment. The Treasury Department is currently conducting a study of possible

methods of accomplishing this, through depreciation revisions and other possible changes.

That appears to be a long-term proposition, and we believe there are two actions which

can be taken by Congress now, without any appreciable effects on the revenue estimates

for this legislation. Those two actions are as follows:

(a) Provide legislative sanction for the existing depreciation
guidelines, simultaneously eliminating the need to meet
the "reserve ratio" test.

(b) Permit inclusion of "industrial buildings" within the
depreciation guidelines, but provide for taxation at
ordinary income rates for all depreciation taken in the
future and recaptured on sale of such industrial buildings.

Several years ago the Treasury Department promulgated its shortened depre-

ciation guidelines, to facilitate recovery of capital investment. Unfortunately,

Treasury officials felt bound by statute to maintain a tie between these shortened
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guidelines to "useful lives," and they accomplished this by imposing an impossible,

unworkable "reserve ratio" test--which, when fully effective, will limit use of the

guidelines to those who actually retire their equipment in the shortened guideline

periods rather than in the ordinary "useful life" period. Former officials of the

Treasury Department insisted that this "reserve ratio" test was an incentive to

modernize; they contended taxpayers would discard still-useful equipment in order to

be eligible for the shortened guideline lives.

We believe the view that the "reserve ratio" test is an incentive to modern-

ize is in error, because the incentive to invest in new equipment depends on the

probability of, and the timing of, return of capital. The reserve ratio test, by

delaying the return of capital, reduces the incentive to invest in modern equipment

and contributes to the inability of the United States to compete with the nations which

give more adequate incentive for modernization.

The effect of the reserve ratio test has been postponed, administratively,

to the point where it has not been felt in the past but is about to affect many tax-

payers--an increasing amount each year. As it becomes effective, it not only takes

away the shortened depreciation lives set forth in the guidelines, but it lengthens

them beyond the actual "useful lives" to make up for the previous shortening.

The depreciation guidelines constituted an important administrative reform

of depreciation--granting an incentive for investment in equipment through shorter

capital recovery, and eliminating a great deal of non-productive controversy over de-

preciation lives. The revenue cost of that reform has already been absorbed. Legis-

lative sanction of that reform, coupled with repeal of the reserve ratio test, will

not affect the revenue estimates of the bill before you. Unless Congress takes this

action, the administratively-granted reform will be eliminated--with overcompensation,

increasing depreciation lives to make up for the previous shorter lives. Without

Congressional action in this regard, the reserve ratio test will further retard the
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investment of the capital necessary to keep the economy going, and further increase

the danger of a real depression.

The bill before you limits depreciation on buildings constructed after

July 25, 1969, to 150% of straight-line depreciation, and treats gain on sale of

buildings as ordinary income to the extent that accelerated depreciation taken in the

future is in excess of straight-line depreciation. The "real estate tax shelter" does

not involve industrial buildings--those buildings which house equipment which is an

integral part of extraction of minerals, manufacture and distribution. Industrial

buildings generally are not sold--unless an entire business is sold. At one time,

when former officials of the Treasury were instituting the depreciation guidelines

for personal property, they indicated they would be willing to consider shorter useful

lives for industrial buildings if all gain on sale were treated as ordinary income to

the extent of depreciation taken and recaptured on sale.

We believe Congress should provide for taxation at ordinary income rates

with respect to all depreciation taken in the future and recovered on sale of "indus-

trial buildings," and in return therefor Congress should permit inclusion of such

industrial buildings within the guideline lives (without reserve ratio test) provided

for the industries in which such buildings are involved.

V. Multiple corporations.

The House bill phases out the use of "multiple corporations." We can and do

understand the objective--where a business is split into 50 or 200 corporations for

purposes of tax savings, something should be done about it. But there are many situa-

tions where multiple, or separate, corporations are required for sound business reasons

(other than tax savings). We ask that you retain the present tax treatment of multiple

corporations where the taxpayer can demonstrate that there is a sound business reason

(independent of and apart from tax savings) for the use of multiple corporations.
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VI. Mineral exploration expenditures.

Under existing law, many small companies and individuals engaged in the

mining industry have elected Section 615, which allows a total of $400,000 exploration

expenditures to be deducted without subsequent recapture of the tax benefit. However,

after they reach the $400,000 level they are not allowed to take any further deductions.

The larger companies have, by and large, elected Section 617, which permits them to

deduct exploration expenditures without limitation but subject to "recapture" of the

tax benefit if the exploration is successful.

Under the bill as passed by the House, the small companies which elected

Section 615 are made subject to "recapture." However, the limitation on their deduc-

tions has not been removed. It should be removed, so that 615 taxpayers will be

treated the same as 617 taxpayers. We understand this was a legislative oversight

and that it will be corrected.

We appreciate the opportunity to present our views to the Coumittee.

Respectfully submitted,

NATIONAL COAL ASSOCIATION

By
Brice O'Brien

General Counsel
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demands for U. S. woal from 7.6-million
tons In 190 to 15.-million last year. most
of it low-volatlle col. Then, this year.
they markedly Increased their demands
for high'volaUie oa.

Though not all coal executives agFee,
one offcial of a large company contends
that the heavy Japanese demand I up-
setting price relationships. "Ts Japaesm
are olering more money than the domes.
tic steelmker. And this Is having a dis-
ruptive elect on prke."

UiPig The Japanese, air pollutloc
regulations, the needs of electric utilities.
and the demands ef the uuw's rank and
fimust w, at tinm seem to be closing in
on a steelmaker such is, for example.
Armco Steel Corp.

Armco owns ense "captive" mines, but
It must b) about V% of its high-volatile
and all of Its low-volatile coal from out.
side mines. It ho built ep Its inventories
somewhat for the mines' vacation perivd.
But "it we had a wries of work stoppage,
and we had tb buy some coal on a pot
basis," says an Armco executive, "we
migt And the supply very tight."
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AMERICAN IRON ORE ASSOCIATION

STATEMENT

ON

TAX REF')RM ACT OF 1969

I NTRODUCTION

The American Iron Ore Association endorses steteeient of American
Mining Congress and limits testimony to Sections 431, 432, 501-end.521 of
HR 13270 as those sections specifically affect Iron ore mining Industiry.

HISTORY

History of depletion traced. Bridge between cost and percentage
depletion discussed.

PERCENTAGE DEPLETION RATES

The depletion rate for Iron ore should be retained at 15% for domestic
production as provided for in HR 13270. We also believe 15% should be retained
for foreign production and we explain this under our discussion on Foreign Tax
Cred it.

ECONOMIC FACTORS AND NATIONAL SECURITY

A viable, healthy iron ore mining Industry is essential to security of
nation. Enormous capital Investment has been made by the Industry and vast sums
will be required In the future to provide the necessary Iron ore to maintain our
present standard of living. It Is necessary to maintain adequate return on
Investment in iron ore mining Industry in, order to provide future capital
requirements.

FOREIGN TAX CREDIT

Extractive Industries should rot be singled out for adverse treatment
In computation of foreign tax credit. Prestat rules with respect to
computation of foreign tax credit should be retained and the provisions of
HR 13270 relating to this subject should be rejected.

REAL ESTATE DEPRECIATION

Depreciable Industrial real estate constructed or acquired for tax-
payer's own use should not be denied the use of accelerated depreciation.
Section 521(a) of HR 13270 should be rejected.

CONCLUSION

The necessity for long range planning In the Iron ore mining Industry
and the requirement for long range financial commitments makes a strong case
for the premise that changes In legislation should reflect a fundamental ru!e
of fair play that taxpayers are entitled to reasonable certainty In making
choices of business and Investment arrangements.

sftttd b" John Ho Oeehlee Caima Tax 0mwttoe.

September 30, 1969
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STATEMENT

OF THE

AMERICAN IRON ORE ASSOCIATION

TO THE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE

ON

HR 11270 -- THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969

BY

JOHN R. GREENLEE, CHAI RMAN

TAX COMMITTEE

AMERICAN IRON ORE ASSOCIATION

September 30, 1969
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AMERICAN IRON ORE ASSOCIATION
U&STTEMENT

The American Iron Ore Association limits its presentation to a

discussion of percentage depletion and the Importance of percentage

depletion to the Iron ore mining Industry and the Nation; a

discussion of Sections 431 and 432 of HR 13270 dealing with the

o*mputation of the foreign tax credit; and Section 521 of HR 13270

affecting the depreciation of real estate. The statement consists

of seven parts, namely:

I. Introduction

2. History

3. Percentage Depletion Rates

4. Economic Factors and National Security

5. Foreign Tax Credit

6. Real Estate Depreciation

7. Conclusion
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STATEMENT

OF THE

AMERICAN IRON ORE ASSOCIATION

TO THE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE

ON

HR 13270 -- THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969

By

JOHN R. GREENLEE, CHAIRMAN

TAX CO MITTEE

AMERICAN IRON ORE ASSOCIATION

MR. CHAIRMAN

MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE:

My name Is John R. Greenlee. I am the Director of Taxes of The Hanna

Mining Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

I welcome and appreciate this opportunity to appear before you today

in my capacity as Chairman of the Tax Committee of the American Iron Ore

Association. The American Iron Ore Association Is a trade association represent-

Ing companies which mine over 94% of the Iron ore produced in the United States

and Canada. The Association headquarters Is located at 600 Bulkley Building,

In Cleveland, Ohio.
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INTRODUCTI ON

Our testimony today will deal with Sections 431, 432, 501 and 521 of

IR 13270 as passed by the House of Representatives on August 7, 1969. Sections

431 and 432 of that bill affect the computation of the credit for foreign

taxes, Section 501 is concerned with the taxation of Income derived from the

mining of natural resources, and Section 521 deals with the depreciation of

real estate. We have purposely limited our discussion to the application of

these provisions as these proposed changes affect the iron ore mining Industry.

We have collaborated with the American Mining Congress in the

preparation of the statement presented to your Committee by them and concur

with it. We wish to add however, certain points that have particular reference

to the Iron ore mining Industry.

HI STORY

The statement of the American Mining Congress has traced the

development of the legislative history of percentage depletion in some detail

which we will not repeat. We would add to that history the following

additional facts.

In the early years of the Income tax, depletion was based on what the

taxpayer had paid for the acquisition of the mineral deposit. This was Cost

Depletion which Is still a part of the law today. Between cost and percentage

depletion, which first became a part of the law in 1926, came Discovery Value

Depletion. This method Is the 'mIssing link" which connects the original cost

depletion with percentage depletion. What discovery value depletion sought to

do was to allow depletion to be based on the value of the deposit rather than

the cost of acquiring it, I.e., the capital yAJA created, rather than the Wj

of Its creation. Because of the many difficulties encountered In administration,

discovery value gave way to percentage depletion. Percentage depletion

represented an effort to allow roughly the same amount of depletion as had been

.2-
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realized under discovery value. Discovery value, as stated earlier, was

enacted to prevent the taxation of the capital value created. Percentage

depletion was Introduced to present similar results but with substantially

fewer administrative problems. It again recognized that an equitable tax

system must and should take Into account the capital value of mineral resources

and exclude such value from a tax on Income. This is a fact that seems to be

lost In the discussions of percentage depletion In the tax reform movement.

We emphasize one fact which we think Is not generally understood.

Mineral Industries must operate, not only under economic laws which hold for

other Industries, but also under conditions which hold gg.x for the mineral

Industry. There are at least three principal factors that distinguish the

mineral Industry from other types of business:

I. The Irregular distribution of mineral deposits;

2. The high risk of exploration end development; and

3. The exhaustibility of the capital assets without a

reasonable manner of replacement.

Certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code were developed to

recognize the unique position of the mineral Industries and were Inserted Into

the law for sound and thoroughly considered reasons. They have been reviewed

periodically and have been found on a continuing basis to fulfill the purpose

and need for which they were originally enacted.

PERCENTAGE DEPLETION RATS

The percentage depletion rate of 15% on domestic Iron ore as set forth

in the House Bill should be retained for the reasons stated under the caption

"Economic Factors and National Security". There Is equal validity for

maintaining the 15% rate for foreign Iron ore deposits for the reasons later

discussed under the caption "Foreign Tax Credit". Most importantly, In light

of the operation of the foreign tax credit provisions, the denial of full

-3-
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depletion on foreign deposits would result in the U. S. taxpayer paying

additional tax to the foreign countries and no additional tax to the United

States. No reasonable distinction can be made between domestic and foreign

depletion rates as applied to the production of Iron ore and we therefore

strongly urge that both remain at 15%.

ECONOMIC FACTORS AND NATIONAL SECURITY

A viable, healthy Iron ore mining Industry (and the Industry it

supports -- the basic steel Industry) Is absolutely essential to the security of

our nation.

For almost forty years, percentage depletion has been and continues

to be an Important factor In the making of decisions to expend money on mining

as compared to other Investment opportunities.

What makes the Iron ore mining Industry unique? Never before in the

history of that Industry has capital In such enormous amounts been so requisite

to survival in the Industry. Plants to process the present reserves of Iron

ore In order to make them acceptable in the current market require tremendous

capital Investments. For example, the top 500 Industrial companies In the

United States, as listed by Fortune magazine, require an average Investment of

$19,000 per employee, whereas Iron ore processing plants today require an

Investment In the order of $150,000 per employee. A capital Investment of at least

$35 million is needed for each million tons of annual capacity. Since 1954 the

Iron ore Industry has Invested $2.5 billion in mining facilities. The Industry

faces an even larger capital Investment program In future years to provide for

the expanding needs of our domestic steel Industry.

The enormous future capital requirements of the iron ore mining

Industry may be Illustrated by a quote from a recent book, "Affluence in

Jeopardy" written by Charles F. Park, Jr., Professor of Geology and of Mineral

Engineering at Stanford University:

-40,
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"in the year 1967 the per capita consumption (of Iron) in the United
States was about one ton per year; a comparable world figure was
0.17 ton per person. To double the population of the world by the
year 2000 and simply to maintain the same per capita consumption of
Iron means doubling its production, i.e., producing about 550
million more tons annually. Should the present population of the
world raise Its consumption of 0.17 tons per year to that of the
United States, then 3.25 billion tons, or an Increase to 6 times
our present production, would be required annually. In the event
that the population of 6J billion people In the year 2000 will
require one ton per person per year, as we in the United States now
do, then the current annual production of 550 million tons would
have to be Increased 12 times. Such figures clearly show the
difficulties Inherent in supplying man with the amounts of iron
he needs if he continues to expand numerically at the projected
rate. Such figures allow for no greater per capita use of iron and
steel than that of the United States today, and yet even here
people are hoping for higher standards of living that will require
greater per capita consumption of both."

Where are these capital funds to be obtained? Fundamentally, capital

funds can be obtained only by (I) attracting new Investment, or (2) by retaining

profits In the business. Both of these sources exist only if there Is an

adequate return on Investment in the iron ore mining Industry.

FOREIGN TAX CREDIT

The American Iron Ore Association strongly urges that the present rules

for the computation of the foreign tax credit be retained. Sections 431 and

432 of HR 13270 as drafted miss the point of the foreign tax credit. In

attempting to eliminate a possible "double benefit" these sections of the Houso

Bill do violence to other sections of the code and should be rejected.

From the enactment of the first Income tax law in 1913 the taxation

philosophy of the United States has been predicated on the pattern of applying

the Income tax to all United States citizens on a world-wide basis regardless of

residency or source of Income. The U. S. citizen Is also taxed by most foreign

countries on income arising from sources within their respective borders

regardless of his U. S. citizenship. Without these foreign tax credit

provisions the resulting double taxation of foreign source Income would render

foreign operations competitively Impossible. As a result, almost from the
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Inception of the Initial Income tax act the device of the foreign tax credit

has been a cardinal part of our law. This concept is generally followed for

all business operations and Is not applicable eaclusivel to mineral operations.

The extractive Industries should not be singled out for adverse treatment.

Any restrictive changes In the computation of the foreign tax credit

should particularly be avoided while the present extremely difficult

repatriation rules are being Imposed by the O.ffIce of Direct Foreign Investment.

Adequate world-wide, long-term reserves of Iron ores must be maintained

under the control of United States based corporations for the economic well-

being of our country. It Is essential therefore, to adopt tax policies which

encourage domestic producers to seek the raw materials available for U. S.

consumption regardless of where these raw materials are found. To do otherwise

would result In the development of these additional sources of raw materials by

non-nationals who may or may not be concerned with the best Interest of the

national defense of the United States and the economic well-being of Its iron

and steel Industry. Therefore the encouragement of American companies to secure

mineral rights In foreign countries Is essential from the standpoint of the

continued economic growth of our country.

The present proposals adversely affect our International competitive

position. American capital must develop foreign Iron ore reserves, not only

to complement our domestic supplies but In order that United States controlled

operations can effectively compete in the foreign markets for Iron ore.

Since foreign Income taxes paid by U. S. companies are allowed as

credits against U. S. Income taxes otherwise payable, the tendency of mineral

producing countries Is to raise their Income taxes at least to a level that

will absorb the full allowable credits. Thus any Increase In the U. S. effective

tax rate would not be likely to Increase U. S. tax revenues. This might,

however, Increase foreign revenues with adverse effect on U. S. balance of
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I
payments and with resulting tax disadvantage to U. S. Companies In comparison

with their foreign competitors In world markets. This Is particularly true with

respect to Iron ore operations in Canada.

Apart from these considerations, however, Section 431 of the House Bill

provides for recapture of foreign tax credit even In cases where no U. S. tax

benefit was ever received, and Section 432 Imposes foreign tax credit limitations

In cases where the foreign government has an ownership position In minerals

even though mining companies may pay foreign Income taxes at a lesser effective

rate than other corporate taxpayers generally. These provisions should be

rejected.

REAL ESTATE DEPRECIATION

Section 521(a) of the House Sill denies the use of the double declining

balance or the sum of the years-digits methods to new depreciable real property

(other than residential housing). The bill would also limit depreciation of used

property to the straight-line method. This would result In a serious Impact on

the cash flow of the Iron ore mining Industry.

These provisions are broad enough In scope to Include depreciable

Industrial real estate constructed or acquired for use as an Integral part of a

mining operation. There can be no relationship between the use of such Industrial

property and the use of certain non-Industrial real property which would require

a change In the depreciation of real estate. Thus, the reasons set forth In

the report of the Committee on Ways and Means are Inapplicable to this Industry

and the Industry that It supports, i.e., steel.

Opportunities for tak avoidance which the Committee's action seeks to

eliminate do not exist with respect to depreciable real estate used in the Iron

ore mining Industry. We do not oppose the recapture provisions In the bill --

these provisions provide ample protection against so-called abuses In this area.

A mine building or a beneficlation plant constructed or acquired for the
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taxpayer's own use should not be denied the use of accelerated depreciation.

The restrictive provisions are even more Important in light of the proposed

repeal of the Investment credit.

CONCLUS ION

The necessity for long-range planning presents particular problems in

the Iron ore mining Industry. Correlative to this problem and necessary to Its

solution are long-range financial commitments. In consummating such financial

commitments taxpayers must rely on tax ground rules that exist at the time the

commitment is made, Any change In legislation -- Irrespective of its merit --

ought to reflect a fundamental rule of fair play that taxpayers are entitled to

the fulfillment of reasonable certainty in their choices of business and

Investment arrangements. A persuasive argument on this ground alone can be made

to leave the rules as they are.

In summary, therefore, we strongly urge that:

I. The depletion rate for iron ore be retained at 15% for both

domestic and foreign production;

2. The present rules with respect to the computation of the

foreign tax credit be retained and the provisions of

HR 13270 relating to this subject be rejected; and

3. The present accelerated depreciation provisions as they

relate to Industrial real property should be retained

and Section 521(a) of HR 13270 should be rejected.

Respectfully submitted,

on R.G ene
Chairman
Tax Committee
American Iron Ore Association
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A Summary of the Principal Points of the Statement
Presented by €Charles E, Brady - Witness for the

National Sand and Gravel Association

The sand and gravel industry, according to the U. S. Bureau of Hines,

ia the largest non-fuel mineral industry in the United States and the demand

for sand and gravel "is greater than the combined demand for the rest of the

non-fuel non-metallic minerals."

In 1968 our industry produced 918-million tons of sand and gravel.

According to the Bureau of Hines, the country's need for sand and gravel of

suitable quality between 1970 and 2000 will necessitate production of almost

66-billion tons - a staggering figure! To met this demand for sand and

gravel, the basic construction material, we must on the average double our

record-breaking 1968 production in each of those 30 years.

Ours is a privately owned and managed small-business industry, making

available in every area of the United States a valuable and essential natural

resource, without which this country could not fight a war, prepare for the

possibility of another war, maintain this country's high standard of living,

and make it possible to undertake a program for urban development and housing

on a large scale to accommodate the predicted increase of 100-million people

in the metropolitan areas by 1992.

Sand and gravel is not an inexhaustible natural resource. There is

a widespread assumption in this country that the availability of sand and

gravel is unlimited. The very opposite is the fact: in the latest statistical

study of sand and gravel reserves conducted by the Association, in 1963, it

was estimated then that, on a national average, currently-held reserves had a

life expectancy of 24 years. This estimate was based on an annual rate of

production which has substantially increased since 1963 and which all fore-

casts predict will further increase dramatically. Additionally, the average
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life expectancy of reserve deposits is substantially less in major metropolitan

areas where the demand for sand and gravel is the highest.

One day our country will surely discover that the largest member of

the mining family is being driven farther and farther away from its point of

use and that, therefore, the cost of construction of all types will be sub-

stantially increased, because transportation costs are the dominating factor

in sand and gravel prices.

Land costs for sand and gravel deposits have risen alarmingly in the

last 15 years. These costs will increase, thus aggravating a problem which

is more serious in the case of the sand and gravel industry than in any other

natural resource industry. Since sand and gravel operations must be located

close to the metropolitan areas which provide our principal markets, our

industry must pay many times the price for land paid by other natural resource

industries. Without a percentage depletion allowance of at least 5 per cent,

we will not be able to locate and acquire the land which is necessary to

produce the sand and gravel which the country must have in order to sustain

its building and construction program.

No other mining industry is so widely dispersed as our industry.

Our operations are found in every state of the Union. The modest 5 per cent

depletion allowance for sand and gravel has been indispensable to our industry

in meeting the heavy capital charges involved in locating and obtaining sand

and gravel deposits of the necessary quality and reasonably close to the

metropolitan areas which are our principal markets. I have described our

5 per cent depletion allowance as modest. it is' Its continuation is neces-

sary if our industry is going to be able to turn out the billions of tons of

sand and gravel which we will be called upon to produce in the years ahead.
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My name is Charles E. Brady. I am Chairman of the Committee on

Taxation and past-President of the National Sand and Gravel Association.

I am aloe President of the Material Sales Company, Salisbury, North

Carolina. I appreciate the opportunity afforded me by your Committee to

speak for the sand and gravel industry of the United States in asking

your Committee to continue the present percentage depletion rate of 5 per-

cent for tho sand and gravel industry, which the House of Representatives

would reduce by 20 percent to 4 percent.

It should be noted at the outset that no public official or any

private agency has ever at any time criticized or made objection to the

5 percent rate for the sand and gravel industry, authorized by the Congress

in 1951. The House Ways and Means Committee did not give us an opportunity

to be heard before it made its recommendation to the House. I have no

doubt that many members of the House, had it not been for the closed rule

under which the bill was considered, would have voted against the reduction

in our modest percentage depletion allowance, had there been an opportunity

to do so.

It seems quite obvious that the across-the-board reductions in

the percentage depletion allowance for minerals and metals were prompted by

the strong criticism of the percentage depletion rate for petroleum. Yet

in reducing that particular rate, the House reduced the rate for almost all

minerals heretofore granted percentage depletion by the Congress.

Sand and gravel is not an inexhaustible natural resource. Our

industry, says the U. S. Bureau of Hines, is the largest non-fuel mineral

industry in the United States. In 1968, according to a report of the

Bureau, our industry produced 918 million tons of sand and gravel, the

value of which exceeded one billion dollars. The Bureau added that the
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demand for sand and gravel "is greater than the combined demand for the rest

of the non-fuel nonmetallic minerals."

Our industry plays a vital role in the Vlation's economy, in war

and peace. Our industry is proud to be able to say that it has bought and

leased land at high cost and has bought and installed equipment at equally

high cost without governmental subsidy or financing in any form. Ours is a

privately owned and managed small-business industry, aking available to

the United States in every area of our country a valuable and essential

natural resource, without which this country could not fight a war, prepare

for the possibility of another war, maintain this country's high standard

of living, and make it possible for our country to undertake a program .

for urban development and housing on a large scale to accommodate the pre-

dicted increase of 100 million people in the metropolitan areas by 1992.

Let me go a bit farther in my effort to make it clear to this

Committee that ours is indeed an essential industry. Our country could not

have airports; our country could not have defense plants, without using

sand or gravel or both as the first step in building these structures. We

could not have public utilities such as electricity, water, telephone, gas

and sanitary facilities; our country could not have homes, schools, colleges,

churches, commrcial structures, shopping centers, parking lots - all of

the essential elements of commity living in the United States, unless

sand and gravel of a suitable quality is available at an economical price.

I emphasize the latter because there is seemingly a popular

assumption in this country that, while other natural resources may be

limited in both availability and quality, this is not true of sand and

gravel. The very opposite is the fact: In the last statistical study of
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sand and gravel reserves conducted by the Association in 1963, it was eastir-

mated then that, on a national average, currently held reserves had a life

expectancy of 24 years. It should be pointed out, however, that this

estimate was based on an annual rate of production which has substantially

increased since 1963 and which all forecasts predict will further increase

dramatically. Additionally, average life expectancy of reserve deposits is

substantially less in major metropolitan areas where the demand for sand and

gravel is the highest.

One day our country will surely discover that the largest member of

the minins family ia being driven farther and farther away from the sites

at which sand and gravel is used and that therefore the cost of construction

of all types will be substantially increased, because transportation costs

are the dominating factor in sand and gravel prices. The farther we are

removed from the markets we serve, the higher the cost and the greater the

price which the country will have to pay to carry on a great construction

program.

Let me give you a brief review of how the demand for sand and

gravel of suitable quality at a reasonable price has grown in just recent

years. Our production in 1955 totaled 592 million tons. In 1956, pro-

duction increased to 625 million tons; in 1959, production totaled 730

million tons. You will quickly see that as compared with 1955, our pro-

duction in 1968 had increased by more than 50 percent to918 million tons,

a staggering increase which I believe will impress this Comittee.

Even so, however, the American Society of Planning Officials

stated that in the 30-year period from 1962 to 1992, construction facili-

ties for the projected increase of 100 million people in metropolitan areas
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would make it necessary for the sand and Gravel industry to produce 45 billion

tons of sand and gravel in these 30 years. Even if our current rate of pro-

duction were not increased at all in the 30-year period, our industry would

still have to produce 27 billion tons of sand and gravel!

The U. S. Bureau of Hines, in a study entitled "Cumulative Demand

Projections for Sand and Gravel", estimates that in the period between 1970

and the year 2,000, construction demands would make it necessary for the

sand and gravel industry to produce "in the range from 57.2 to 65.6 billion

tons." It is clear from these impressive data developed by two reputable

organizations, one private and the other public, that our industry must

produce close to 66 billion tons of sand and gravel in the next 30 years.

To produce anywhere near that much sand and gravel, our industry

must be able to locate and develop land with sand and gravel deposits of

suitable quality, locations which are close to metropolitan areas in order

to avoid excessive transportation costs. This brings up still another

problem: where in the world is our industry going to find the deposits to

produce so much sand and gravel in 30 years, and how is it going to be

financially able to acquire such land unless the Congress of the United

States permits our industry to continue to use its present percentage de-

pletion allowance of five percent?

Due to prevailing misconceptions about the vital role which the

sand and gravel industry plays, and due also to expanding metropolitan

areas which cover up valuable sand and Gravel reservres which will thus be

forever unavailable to us for sand and gravel development, our industry

has to contend with unduly restrictive zoning controls. Some land planners,

uninformed about the growing scarcity of good quality material near enough
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to the point of use to be economically feasible, have imposed unbearable

zoning requirements on the sand and gravel industry.

Yet in other areas, there is a gratifying awareness by land planners

that the country must have sand and gravel if it is not to stand still. In

some Jurisdictions, zoning regulations set aside specific areas for sand and

gravel production, the codes stipulating that sand and gravel is an important

natural resource and that it must be made available to the people living in

their Jurisdictions.

Privately financed non-public construction dominates our country's

great construction program. Our country is continuing to move forward with

a construction program which, while taking due account of defense and public

works, is still motivated principally by investors who use their own money

to show their faith in our country's future. Reflected here is the

characteristic determination of the United States never to stand still in

its advance toward a better way of life. To prepare our defenses and to

build the things which are essential to our way of life, this country must

be able to obtain sand and gravel of good quality at a reasonable cost.

The National Sand and Gravel Association understands and accepts

the necessity for intelligent zoning standards. We recognize that there is

a growing over-all land shortage in our industry. We have cooperated with

the Department of the Interior and with the American Society of Planning

Officials in the development of performance standards which will reserve

to the communities the availability of sand and gravel of good quality and

which will demonstrate to the public that we recognize the legitimate

public interest in the way we operate. We have done everything within our

power to be a good neighbor.
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We believe that this image of our industry as a good neighbor

is already recognized in responsible circles. In a speech at our 50th

Annual Convention in 1966, John A. Carver, Jr., then Under Secretary of the

Department of the Interior, said that "your industry was already in the

vanguard of a belated national effort" to conserve our country's natural

resources. lie added this observation of our work: "Let me say, here and

now, that the work you have done in encouraging your members to follow the

excellent example of those who have been most successful in site rehabili-

tation is entitled to the highest co endation and I take great pleasure in

extending that recognition - unstintingly." This was a compliment which we

shall always treasure.

Land costs have risen at a skyrocketing rate, as you know, in the

past 15 years. There is no indication that these costs will decline, thus

aggravating a problem which is perhaps more destructive in the case of the

sand and gravel industry than in any other natural resource industry. Since

sand and gravel operations must be located close to the metropolitan areas

which provide our principal markets, members of our industry must pay many

times the price for land paid by other natural resource industries.

Our industry must warn the country that without a percentage

depletion allowance of at least 5 percent, we will not be able to locate

and acquire the land which is necessary to produce the sand and gravel which

the country must have in order to sustain its building and construction pro-

gram - public or private. The 5 percent depletion allowance for sand and

gravel has been indispensable to our industry in meeting the heavy capital

charges involved in obtaining sand and gravel deposits of suitable quality.

The first step toward sand and gravel production is exploration

for new sources of supply, and then a determination of the characteristics
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and quantities of material. The sand and gravel must be examined as to

mineral composition, quantity and nature of impurities, soundness, strength

and size of grading. In order to meet the wide range of increasingly strict

specifications, the question of whether the material can be economically

produced to meet requirements is one that can be answered only by sound

engineering judgment, based on experience coupled with careful survey of the

deposit and the market for its products.

No other mining industry is so widely dispersed as our industry.

Our operations are found in every state of the Union and in most of the

counties and cities. I have described our 5 percent allowance as very modest.

It is! I sincerely believe that if the Congress were to make an independent

analysis of the percentage depletion rate for sand and gravel, it too would

agree that the 5 percent allowance is indeed modest and that its continuation

is necessary in order to turn out the billions of tons ot sand and gravel

which we will be called upon to produce in the years ahead.

Our industry has built its own plants and bought or leased its own

land. We have not sought or obtained governmental help in financing our

industry's operations or in any other device for protecting our industry in

one way or another. Ours is a characteristically free enterprise business.

We intend to k-eep it that it way. Taxation problems, however, are vry real

ones and costs of operation mount every year. Essential to our ability to

survive is a percentage depletion allowance which reflects the realities in

the case of an industry which has never failed the United States, in war or

in peace. We ask that the 5 percent depletion rate for sand and gravel be

continued.
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SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

STATEMENT OF NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL SAND ASSOCIATION*

On Section 501(a) of H.R. 13270

Filed with the Senate Finance Committee

on September 26, 1969

(1) The National Industrial Sand Association

is an industry association representing approximately

85 percent of the production of industrial sands in

the United States. Industrial sand is a general term

for quartzite and also quartz sand and pebbles used or

sold for purposes dependent upon their silica content

or their chemical or refractory properties. It should

not be confused with construction sand used as a con-

crete aggregate.

(2) Industrial sand is presently authorized

percentage depletion at 15 percent; under the House bill,

the allowable rate would be cut to 11 percent.

(3) The National Industrial Sand Association

opposes the proposed rate reduction and wishes to draw

the following points to the attention of the Senate

Finance Committee:

(a) The proposed rate reduction is not tax

reform but is a retreat from the long-standing and

successful National policy to encourage the develop.-

ment of mineral resources.

* Subnitted by -arle T'. Airewc, ifember of the Traxatior. Comittc,,.
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(b) This change in National policy was not

based upon any study of either the industrial sand in

dustry or the mining industries generally.

(c) Industrial sand is a small industry, the

total production in 1967 amounted to about 25,000,000

tons valued at $86,000,000. It is clear that the pro-

posed rate reduction will not greatly increase National

revenues but will be a substantial cutback for individual

producers.

(d) The proposed rate reduction would be a

serious dislocation to the economics of the industrial

sand industry. Adequate supplies of industrial sand are

not easily located, developed, or processed into market-

able levels of purity: and lower percentage depletion

allowances will adversely affect the capital values of

industrial sand producers which are needed to provide an

adequate supply of this important mineral.
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Statement o the National Industrial Sand Association

Regarding Section 501(a) of H.R. 13270

Filed with the Senate Finance Committee

on September 26, 1969

I am Earle T. Andrews, a member of the Taxa-

tion Committee of the National Industrial Sand Associa-

tion of Silver Spring, Maryland, and am submitting this

statement on behalf of all members of the Association.

I am also Chairman of the Board, Pennsylvania Glass Sand

Corporation, Hancock, West Virginia. We appreciate this

opportunity of presenting our views to the Committee on

the provisions of Section 501(a) of H.R. 13270.

The National Industrial Sand Association is an

industry association representing approximately 85 percent

of the production of industrial sands in the United States.

Industrial sand is a general term for quartzite and also

quartz sand and pebbles used or sold for purposes dependent

upon their silica content or their chemical or refractory

properties. Industrial sand is a primary raw material

used in the manufacture of glass, chemicals, electrical

porcelains and other silica based products and as metal-

lurgical sand required in the manufacture of ferrous and

nonferrous metal products. These constitute the primary

markets although there are over 100 industrial and technical
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commercial uses requiring the unique chemical and phys-

ical properties of industrial sand. Construction sand

used as a concrete aggregate and for other general

building purposes and industrial sand are dissimilar in

origin, in methods of processing and are mutually exclu-

sive in use.

Industrial sand is presently authorized per-*/
centage depletion at 15 percent; under the House bill,

the allowable rate would be cut to 11 percent. The Ways

and Means Committee reported that it believes (1) "that

even if percentage depletion rates are viewed as a needed

stimulant at the present time they are higher than is

needed to achieve the desired beneficial effect on re-.

serves;" and (2) "that there Is need to strike a better

balance than now exists between the objective of encour-

aging the discovery of new reserves and the level and

revenue cost of percentage depletion allowances."

The National Industrial Sand Association opposes

the proposed reduction in the existing 15 percent depletion

*/ There is no rate specified for industrial sand as such.
iuartzite, however, is specifically entitled to depletion
at the 15 percent rate. The legislative history of the 195 4
Code also states clearly that the 15 percent rate is intended
for quartz sand and quartz pebbles when used or sold for
purposes dependent upon their silica content or their chemi-
cal or refractory properties.
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rate. The conclusions of the Ways and Means Committee

were not based upon any study of either the industrial

sand industry or the mining industries generally. In-

deed, it is doubtful that the Committee even considered

the impact of the proposed rate reductions on any min-

erals other than oil and gas.

The United States has long had a National

policy carefully designed to assure an adequate supply

of mineral raw materials to meet the requirements of an

expanding economy and the needs of security, and to bring

about an orderly and wise use of this country's natural

mineral resources. Mineral resources are wasting assets,

and percentage depletion recognizes this fundamental real-

ity -- presently available mineral deposits are gradually

being exhausted by the extractive industries and additional

reserves must be found and obtained.

Percentage depletion and the National minerals

policy generally have fostered the development of this

country's natural mineral resources which in turn is tied

directly to the United States' amazing economic growth.

Dr. Walter R. Hibbard, Jr., Director of the Bureau of Mines,

stated, at hearings on mineral shortages before the Sub-

committee on Minerals, Materials and Fuels of the Senate

Interior Committee on March 21, 1968, that:
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"Our mineral production is 2.9% of the U.S.
GNP but it has a direct impact on 40% of
the U.S. GNP and an indirect impact on
nearly 75% of the U.S. GNP. It makes a
dollar turn around several times. It makes
resources grist for the economic mill."
See Page 32.

Tax reform, whether it be intended to eliminate

inequities, to redistribute the burdens of taxation, or

to simplify the assessment of liability, should not be

allowed to reverse unintentionally the National minerals

policy. If the proposed rate reductions are intended to

change this policy, as the report of the Ways and Means

Committee indicates, the full impact of these changes, not

merely the symbolism of reform and the revenue gain, should

be thoroughly considered.

Industrial sand is a small industry. As reported

by the Department of Interior, total production of indus-

trial sand in 1967 amounted to 25,323,000 short tons and

was valued at $85,855,000. The amount of the aggregate

percentage depletion deduction for industrial sand is not

available, but the total value of the industry's production

establishes that the proposed rate reduction cannot increase

National revenues substantially. Individual producers of

industrial sand, however, will be confronted by a sharp

cutback of almost 27 percent in their allowable depletion

deduction.
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Percentage depletion has become an Integral

part of the economics of the industrial sand industry.

The proposed rate reduction would be a serious dis-

location. Prices would need to be raised substantially

to offset the lower depletion deductions. The impact

of the rate reduction is not likely to be overcome

satisfactorily by price increases, and the likely con-

sequences include curtailed exploration and development

of new deposits; less research Into mineral recovery

methods, especially for lower grade deposits; and slower

modernization of operating methods. These consequences

would be significant in the case of industrial sand.

Industrial sand uses requte a high purity silica and

the present state of technology offers no means of bene-

ficiating a quartz grain in which extrinsic elements in

so-called solid solution exceed permissible limits. This.

is the controlling criterion in the final selection of in-

dustrial sand deposits, and the geologic characteristics

presently required are restricted to very limited areas.

Adequate supplies of industrial sand are not

easily located, developed or processed into marketable

levels of purity. Extensive exploration and development

and sophisticated and expensive processing are required to

meet today's demands much less the increasing needs of the

future.
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The conclusion that must be drawn is that the

economic dislocation of the proposed percentage depletion

rate reduction will affect the capital values -- the risk

element -- of industrial sand producers with adverse

effects on supply of this important mineral.

The other provisions of the House bill applicable

to all businesses serve whatever may be the reasonable

demands of tax reform on the mining industry.
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STATEMENT OF

S. JAMES CAMPBELL

ON BEHALF OF

NATIONAL CRUSHED STONE ASSOCIATION

BEFORE THE

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

IN CONNECTION WITH THE COMMITTEE'S CONSIDERATION OF

H. R. 13270, THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969

SEPTEMBER 30, 1969
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su"HMY OF

STATEMENT OF S . JAMES CAMPBELL

ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL CRUSHED STONE ASSOCIATION

BEFOR TIM

SENATE COI4ITTEZ ON FINANCE

IN CONNECTION WITH THE COgMITTF3'S CONSIDERATION OF

H. R. 13270. THE TAX REFORM =CT OF 1969

The reasons which caused the Congress in 1951 to grant

the crushed stone industry a depletion allowance of 5% on construction

aggregates and 15% on chemical and agricultural stone today even more

compellingly require the continuance thereof.

Without any question, stone is vital to the growth of

this nation. Its use is required to maintain our network of trans-

portation facilities: For highways, for train roadbeds, for air-

strips. Stone is needed for dams, for building of all kinds. Stone

(agricultural limestone) is essential for a bountiful agricultural

production. It is necessary for the production of steel and many

other products.

The demand for stone is ever increasing. The U. S. Bureau

of Mines projects that stone production will have to increase by

50-75% by 1985 and by approximately 150% by 2000, if the needs there-

for are to be fulfilled.
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Incentive in the form of the depletion allowance is needed

if the production of stone is to meet those projections, for market-

able stone is becoming more difficult to locate, the capital invest-

ment required to open and develop a stone quarry is becoming greater

and so are the risks attendant upon the stone producing business.

The cost of the machines and equipment one must have to

open and operate a quarry can easily run between one and two million

dollars, and this does not count the cost of the land. Yet a

stone producer is never certain after he has located a deposit and

made the necessary investment that such investment will not be lost

by reason of risks other than those normal to any business. Both

the quality and the quantity of the stone may fail in their

expectations due to the uncertainties that accompany any mining

operation.

But the stone producer is also subjected to other risks

of an entirely different, but equally unpredictable, nature: He

may find himself "zoned out" of business entirely by new zoning

laws, or he may be "forced out" financially because of the cost

of complying with newly passed air, water and noise regulations.

The foregoing reasons require the continuance of the

present depletion rates. We believe that a change in a tax

provision is not a "reform", if the reasons which prompted the
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provision originally remain valid. We submit that we have shown

they do remain valid. No one has suggested, insofar as this

industry is concerned, that they do not.

The depletion allowance is not a "loop hole". It is not

a special provision favoring a few. It is the incentive the Congress

has provided to induce any person to invest his money in the stone

producing business in order that the requirements of this nation

for stone products will be fulfilled.

We urge this CoUmmittee to retain the present rates of

depletion for the crushed stone industry in order that the needs

of this nation will be properly supplied in 1985 and in 2000.
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STATEMENT OF

S. JAMES CAMPBELL

ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL CRUSHED STONE ASSOCIATION

BEFORE THE

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

IN CONNECTION WITH THE COMIITTEE'S CONSIDERATION OF

H.R. 13270. THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969

My name is S. James Campbell. I am Executive Vice

President of Harry T. Campbell Sons' Company, Towson, Maryland.

This statement, filed by the National Crushed Stone

Association of which I am the spokesman today, is submitted on the

behalf of its members and all other stone producers for the pur-

pose of informing the members of this Committee and the members of

the Senate generally of the reasons the depletion rates now allowed

upon the mining and production of crushed stone for construction,

chemical, flux and agricultural limestone uses should not be re-

duced.

By the Revenue Act of 1951, Congress determined that

companies engaged in the mining and production of crushed stone

required a depletion allowance in order to encourage the search

for, and the production of, products that were vital to the economy
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and well-being of this country. I/ That decision was sound then and

the reasons which made it sound at that time today serve not only

to ratify its soundness but to compel the continuance of the present

depletion rates.

We believe that tax "reform" should be based upon a need

to eliminate or modify those tax provisions which, although sound

when passed, no longer serve the purpose they were intended be-

cause the reasons therefor no longer exist. But a change in a tax

provisions is not "reform" if the original reasons for such provision

require its continuance.

To appreciate that those reasons which made the original

granting of the depletion allowance to the crushed stone industry

a sound decision today require that the existing rates be continued --

if not increased -- , the facts surrounding the crushed stone industry,

including the risks attendant thereto, and the demand for its products

must be examined.

1. The Products of the Crushed Stone Industry are

Vital to the Growth and Security of the Nation.

Stone may not have the glamour that copper, gold, silver,

oil shale and iron ore have, but its production is just as essential

1/ The rate of 5% is allowed on construction aggregates and 15% on
chemical and agricultural stone. Under the provisions of H.R. 13270,
the rates would become, respectively, 4% and 11% (Sec. 501(b) (7) and
(8) ).
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to the growth and security of this country as the production of

any of those minerals.

Take transportation -- stone must be produced to provide

roads on which cars and trucks can move, roadbeds on which trains

can travel and airfields so planes may operate. Take construction --

stone must be produced for buildings and dams to be erected. Take

agriculture -- without agricultural limestone farm production would

not flourish. Take steel -- without fluxing stone steel could not

be produced. All of the foregoing industries are basic ones and

stone is required for each. But it is also a necessary ingredient

for the products of many other industries -- paint, glass, pharma-

ceutical to name a few. We need not labor the point that stone is

an essential and critical product to the economy of this nation,

for the myriad uses to which stone in its many forms is put can leave

no doubt that its production has been, is and will continue to be an

absolute necessity to the growth and security of this nation.

2. The Future Demand for the Products of This Industry.

In 1951, the year Congress granted the crushed stone in-

dustry a depletion allowance and established the present rates,

364,484.000 tons of stone were produced and used in the United States.

by 1968, -- just 17 years thereafter -- the members of this industry
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were, with the assistance of the depletion allowance, able to more

than double that rate of production and thereby to keep pace with

the great demands for its products. But the 815,94,0O0 tons pro-

duced in 1968 must be increased# according to the latest projections

of the U. 8. Bureau of Mines. between 50%and 75% by 1985 to stay

abreast of the requirements of this nation and it must be more than

doubled by the year 2000 if the stone producing industry is to ful-

fill its obligations to serve the needs of the burgeoning. population.

To accomplish the goals forecast by the U. S. Bureau

of Mines, the existing depletion rates allowed the stone producing

industry must be retained -- if not increased -- , as we shall show

below.

3. The Economics of the Crushed Stone Industry.

To appreciate that any lowering of the present depletion

rates granted the crushed stone industry will adversely affect the

production of stone, the facts relative to the production of stone

must be understood.

The crushed stone business is not one to be undertaken

by the faint-hearted. Today, it is a business that entails heavy

capital investment and many risks. 'I am afraid that too many people

have the mistaken idea thit all one has to do to produce stone is
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to buy some land and to start digging. Such is not the fact.

The production of stone requires heavy capital invest-

ment. Conservatively speaking, it will cost between one million

dollars and two million dollars to open a quarry and place it in

operation. First one must strip the overburden which requires

heavy loading equipment (shovels, bull dozers, pas and trucks),

the cost of which can be #50,0009-$0,000. After stripping, one

must have one or nore heavy shovels ($80,000-$210,000 a place),

quarry trucks ($45,000-$75,000 each), a primary crusher - which

can weigh up to 150 tons ($200,000-$250,000), heavy duty conveyors

($45,000-$300,000), secondary and tertiary crushers ($50,000-

$100,000)8 screening and washing equipment ($150,000-$250,000),.

dust collectors ($70,000-$230,000). and various niscollaneous ite

(such as dryers, bins, loading equipment, delivery trucks and trailers.

and weighing stations). Thus, it may be seen that one cannot open

a stone quarry without making a very heavy investment In machines

and equipment. And this does not include the cost of the land, in-

eluding land needed as buffer area, nor the exploration costs incurred

to locate the deposit.

What risks face the man who must decide whether to put

that kind of money into a stone producing operation beyond those

that are faced ordinarily by any business venture? There are many.
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One must disabuse himself of the thought that stone is

stone and that any stone is marketable stone. To comply with the

specifications of the several states and the Federal Government

that deal with highway construction, for example, one must produce

stone of particular densities, hardness, soundness, gradation,

particle shape and other requirements depending on the area. If

one is to service agricultural needs, one must have limestone that

is of high calcium and/or high magnesium content. Special qualities

must exist in stone that is used for flux. In short, a good portion

of the stone that is in the ground is not of marketable quality.

Moreover, that which is of marketable quality is becoming

more difficult and more costly to find. This is due not only to

the past and the present great demand for stone products, but it

is also the result of the advancement in the knowledge of the

characteristics of stone and, as a consequence, the creation of

more specialized specifications by purchasers of stone. And it

is due also to the fact that a number of otherwise available market-

able reserves cannot be utilized today because of zoning restrictions

which preclude quarrying operations in certain areas. The hunt for

available reserves of stone that will met particular market require-

ments encompasses more than a stroll across the country side. Utili-

zation of geographical and geological information and exploration
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techniques by professional geologists are prerequisites in the search

for stone of particular characteristics, all of which entails large

expense. An area which preliminarily appears feasible is first

subjected to one or more of a number of general survey techniques

(aerial photography, surficial mapping, etc.) and then to core

drilling. A scientific analysis of the core samples is made to

determine the characteristics of the stone. Should the desired

characteristics be found, the area is then re-mapped on the basis

of such cores to determine if a commercially feasible quantity is

available. Should the available information thus obtained so in-

dicate, the great investment necessary to open a quarry is made.

Nevertheless, certain very real risks remain.

Let us present them to you for your consideration. Be-

sides those risks that are inherent in the production of any mineral

that lies beneath the surface of the land -- in the cage of stone

production unexpected "sink-holes," water intrusions and faults

which reduce the quantity of stone that was anti-ipated and upon

which the determination to invest was made -- , other risks are

faced by a stone producer. One of these is attributable to the

empirical nature of stone, that is, stone does not always perform

in actual use as the tests thereof indicate it will. Although the
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core samples and the stone when produced at the quarry may have

passed the applicable specifications, such stone still may prove

unsatisfactory in actual use. When this phenomenon occurs, that

stone is excluded by the purchasing party for future use, despite

its theoretical acceptability, and the stone producer's investment

in that quarry in lost.

Another risk the stone producer runs is that, having

made an investment in a quarry because the stone met certain speci-

fications, the purchasing parties may change their specifications in

such a manner as to eliminate that stone from consideration. When

this is done, the stone producer's investment in that quarry may

be rendered valueless because -- unlike a manufacturer of a product --

there is often nothing he can do to change the characteristics of

his product to meet the newly specified quality requirements.

But there are other mot significant kinds of risks we

face today -- risks that, because of the ever expanding population,

are ever more present -- those arising from zoning and related legis-

lation. Time and again land that had been purchased by a stone pro-

ducer for future developnt as a quarry has bao.n usorted outO for

that purpose with the result-that the added investment mae in the

land for such purpose is total less. Of even greater threat to

the stone producer is the chance that his land which is currently
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being worked as a quarry, and the investment in the machines and

equipment used in such operation will be rendered of substantially

less -- or of no -- value by zoning and related restrictions which

require that he stop using the land as a quarry. Goldblatt v. Town

of Hemptead, 369 U.S. 590 (1962).

Not only do we face the risk of being "zoned out" of

business by zoning and related laws without any recourse, but some

of those laws now require that mining for stone be undertaken only

when it is done underground. Such requirement not only increases.

greatly the actual cost of producing stone, but the possibility of

underground water problems and of ceiling failures due to unsuitable

stone structures add greatly to the risks of producing needed stone.

As adjuncts to the zoning problems which confront us* there

are those that arise by reason of air and water pollution legislation.

The additional costs that can be -- and are -- imposed by such legis-

lation can make a currently profitable operation a losing one.

The possibility of being either *zoned outO of business

or of being forced out by the extra costs attributable to air and

water pollution legislation is becoming greater each year.. Tbis-.

is due to the simple fact that our population-is growing at such

a great rate that our once rural areas are now residential areas
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whose residents would prefer that a stone producer close his exist-

ing operations and move elsewhere. Although we seek constantly to

effect anti-pollution and anti-noise measures that will make stone

producing operations more acceptable to our neighbors, there is

more and more pressure being mounted by citizens' groups to close

quarries that now find themselves surrounded by homes. It is an

ever present risk that confronts those of us in the stone pro-

ducing business and adds to our reluctance to open new quarries.

We ask your favorable consideration of our plea that the

present rates of depletion granted the stone producers not be re-

duced. For one to venture the very heavy capital investment required

to find and to open a stone quarry in the face of the extraordinary

uncertainties that face this industry -- the many possibilities to

lose a great portion or all of one's investment by reason of factors
be

that cannot/controlled by the investor -- requires that he have the

necessary incentive. The present depletion rates have served this

purpose in the past: The stone that was needed to fulfill the de-

mands of the nation in the fifties and Sixties was supplied because

Congress had provided that incentive necessary to persuade people

to take the risk of investing their money in this business. The

future demand for the products of this industry are such that

additional supply must be found if that demand is to be met. Yet despite
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the fact that the risks of this business have increased as have its

costs -- and neither this Committee nor the Ways and Means Committee

has heard any testimony to the contrary -- a reduction in those rates

which provided the incentive to produce the needed stone in the past

has been proposed in H.R. 13270. Such action, in our judgment, will

cause the capital required to find and open the new quarries that

will be required to meet that demand to move to other fields where

fewer risks are involved. As I said earlier, a change in a tax pro-

vision is not a "reform" if the reasons which prompted the provision

originally remain valid. We submit that we have shown that they do

remain valid. No one has suggested they do not.

The depletion allowance is not a "loop hole". It is not

a special provision favoring a few. It is the incentive the Congress

has provided to induce any person to invest his money in the stone

producing business in order that the requirements of this nation

for stone products will be fulfilled.

I would add one more consideration: Because of the heavier

capital investment required to purchase the great machines and equip-

ment needed in the mining industry generally, the investment tax

credit has been particularly helpful in keeping our operations abreast

of the many innovations recently made in mining machines and equip-

ment. If that tax credit is withdrawn, as seems likely, and there
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is a reduction of the depletion allowance,, this industry will suffer

greater tax consequences than will other industries.

We. urge this Coaittee to retain the present rates of

depletion for ,the crushed stone industry in order that the needs

of this notion will be properly suplied in 1985 and in 2000.
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SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

STATEMENT OF NATIONAL LIME ASSOCIATION
BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

ON H.R. 13270, SEPTEMBER 30, 1969

H. R. 13270 ("Tax Reform Act of 1969") would reduce the 27-1/2% oil depletion allowance
to 20% and prohibit Its use on foreign oil production. Apparently almost as an afterthought
(and certainly without adequate hearings on the subject) the Ways and Means Committee also
included in H. R. 13270 a provision reducing the percentage depletion rate for all other
minerals - other than gold, silver, oil shale, copper and iron ore mined from deposits in
the United States - by amounts roughly proportionate to the reduction in the rate for oil. As
a consequence, H. R. 13270 would generally reduce the depletion rate for limestone from
15% to 11%, with the reduction being from 6% to 4% where the limestone is used as road
stone or for similar purposes.

Reasons for Opposing Drastic Reduction
in Depletion Rate for Limestone When
Used as Other than Common Stone

1. High quality limestone is indispensable in the manufacture of iron and steel and in the
benefioiation of copper ore and copper refining. For example, on the average, about 1/3 ton
of limestone is required to produce one ton of steel. It is difficult to reconcile no out in the
depletion rates for iron and copper ores when limestone is slashed. All these basio materials
should be given equal treatment with their current 15% rate maintained.

2. Known reserves of high quality ("metallurgical grade,,) limestone in this country are
in relatively short supply. This grade of limestone comprises only 2% to 3% of known limestone
reserves. The discovery of new deposits Is becoming increasingly difficult and expensive.

3. The limestone industry for at least the past ten years has been experiencing slender and
narrowing profit margins because of a cost-price squeeze in the industry. A substantial out in
the depletion allowance for this strategically important Industry, because of the public clamor
for cutting oil and gas depletion rates, is both unfair and short-sighted.

4. In addition to the cost-price squeeze, there are many deterrents to limestone exploration
and development, including necessary expenditures to comply with air pollution standards. As
a consequence, reduction in depletion rates on limestone at the present time could not be more
poorly timed.
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Statement of Philip L. Coron, Chairman

National Lime Association Tax Committee

before the Senate Finance Committee an H. R. 13270
September 30, 1969

The National Lime Association wishes to protest the proposed cutback in the depletion rate
on limestone embodied in the Tax Reform Bill. H.R. 13270. We will greatly appreciate your
serious consideration of the following arguments in support of our position. The protestan is
a national trade association, representing over 85% of the U. S. commercial lime laIdstry
production capacity. Its products are quicklime and hydrated lime made by caloiin at high
temperatures high quality limestone. Members of the association also sell crushed and gro nd
limestone to the metallurgical and obemical process industries and for other purposes.

High Grade Limestone

For lime manufacture and for the metallurgical and chemical uses, the highest quality
of stone is demanded to satisfy stringent speoifiations on purity. Generally such limestone
must moet a minimum of 95% total carbonate content (calcium carbonate plus manepsium
carbonate). In some regions the minimum total carbonate content specified Is 97% or even
98%, in addition to maximum tolerances on specific impurities, such as silica, iron, and sulfur.

esentiality of Limestone

Unappreciated by the layman is the basic essentiality of limestone and Its first product -
lime - to modern industry. Directly or indirectly limestone, a stone or lime, enters into the
manufacture of most finished products and many other basic commodities. It is low cost,
unamoru, and talien-for-graned, but it is one of the few most basic building blocks around
which industry revolves. In most Instances its uses are vital and irreplaceable.

Iron and Steel

Limestone is indispensible 1% the manufacture of iron and steel as a flux (purifier) in
which impurities are removed as a molten slag. There are no substitutes, at least, that are
even remotely economically feasible. In addition dolomitic limestone and lime are required as
refractory materials. A vast tonnage of limestone (as stone) and as lime are used annually by
the steel industry. In 1967, according to the U. 8. Bureau of Mines, 41.3 million tone of lime-
stone (as stone and its equivalent as lime) were consumed by the U. 8. steel industry as follows:

Millions of Tons

Blast Furnae flux 21.06
Open Bearth flux 3.80
Miso. flux: foundries, cupolas, electrics 2.88
Dol. limestone refractory .46
for lime flux * 9.36
for dol. lime refractory* 3.76

TOTAL 41.32

Sino 2 tons of limestone are required to make I ton of lime, the lime
figures were doubled for conversion to a limestone equivalent.
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Since 127.4 million toe of steel were produced in 1"70 from the above limestone total it
Is apparent that nearly 1/3 ton of limestons was required per ton of steel. Since it is as essential
as iron on for pig iron and steel, It Is difficult to reconcile that no out in the depletion rates is
proposed for domestic iron ores when limestone is lgnoktd. Where Is the equity In such treat-
ment? Both of these basic materials should be given equal tmatment with their current rates
of 15% maintaned.

Other Industrial Uses

In addition much lesser (but significant) tonnages ae required In the bsneficlation of copper
ore sad copper refnin; for the manufacture of alumina and magessa from whioh metallic
aluminum and magnesium are obtained by reduction. Limo Is even employed In the concentration
of gold ad silver ores ad other son-ferrous metals. Aain, a out In depletion raes to avoided
for oopper ore. Yet limestone and lime are also essential to the manufacre of copper.
Similarly gold and silver ores are proposed to be euempt from a rate outback, yet lime Is used
In the winning of these metals.

In chemicals manufacture it is required in the Solvay process for soda ash and caustic soda
manufacture; for calcium carbide, an Important source of acetylene; for many calcium inorganic
and organic salts, is., pbosphbats, bypochlorite., stearates, eto; pesticides; paints and pro-
tective coatings.

It is essential in glass manufacture. Next to sand, limestone-lime and soda ash, are the
major raw materials used In glass. Idme Is essential to the sulfate (kraft) process for paper
pulp manufacture, and limestone whiting is used for paper coating and as a filler. Lim is
required for municipal water purification and softening and in sewage and Industrial waste treat-
ment processes to reduce stream pollution. All sugar manufactured requires lime; the lime-
stone factor In a ton of beet sugar is nearly j ton. It is the major ingredient In animal feed to
provide calcium. There are many other uses. In the growing movement to arrest air pollution
limestone and hydrated lime may otler possibly the most eoonomical method of absorbing
sulfurous fumes from Industrial exhaust gases through neutralization. If this materializes,
expanded quarry operations would be required to satisfy this hugs new demand.

Thus, It is apparent that without high grade limestone modern industry would cease, and
in time of war it Is just as strategic as steel, iron ore, petroleum, and coal. This fact was
specifically recognized by Congress during the Korean War when chemical and metallurgical
grade limestone was exempted from the Exoess Profits tax as a strategic mineral. Thus, for
defense and our civilian economy it is clear that this industry should be enouraged.

Relative Scarcity of Hgh Orade Limestone

The foregoing metallurgical and chemical uses of limestone and lime that demand hih
purity stone total currently about 72 million tons per year. Such a massive annual withdrawal
of our natural resources obviously depletes the existing deposits. Limestone in no dlfferavt
from any other mineral; its quarries and mines also are exhaustible. To replace exhausted
deposits, systematic costly geologic exploration and exploitation is essential,
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Attached to this testimony in a report by Dr. Kenneth K. Landes, Prof. of Geolog,
University of Michigan entitled "Metallurgical Limestone Rserves in the U. 8." (2ud editio).
In this report Dr. Lmdes delineates the principal areas of the country that ar the wors.
of high grade limestone and outlines the problem encountered in exploration work. He .
cooludes that "the discovery of mw deposits is. becoming increaI dimilt am O~m ,
This grade of limestoe comprises only 2% to 3% of known exist limestone reserves. Dr.
Landes is regarded as this country's foremost authority on limestone exploration and reserves
and be has spent over 40 years in investigative work on limestone.

Cost-Prios, 8q!eeo

As evidence of the highly competitive nature of the limestone.bukines, the average JOB
price of crusebd and broke limestone for all purposes only advanced 3% In the 10-ear per od,
from 1957 to 1967, according to the U. S. Bureau of Mine When the pries of early all .
commodities wre soaring, many alarmingly so, during this lsllationay doosde, It must man.,
that the price of limestone is about the most uninflaled of all U. S. commodities. The speolb,
on comparative limestone prices between these two years is set forth as follows:

Av. F.O.B. prie per net ton In bulk

Ustgy1957 1967**
Concrete and roadstone $1.32 $1.33
Metallurgical flux 1.42 1.52
Agricultural Liming 1.66 1.71
Lime manufacture 1.60 1.73
Sugar refining 2.39 2.38
Asphalt filler 3.60 3.00
Glass manufacture 2,98 3633 % ,
Average for all llmestone 1.34 .38

**current (1969) average prices are estimated to be close to 1967 figures,
perhaps 2% higher.

DIrif this same period labor and.oapital equipment costs soared about 50% for this
industry. The only explanation for this paradox is that the industry mechanized considerably
during this period, increasing its output per manhou. This.and the unremitting competitive,
pressures peculiar to this industry can be the only possible explanation. Considerable by-
product limestone acts as a depressant on prices. In balance it means that the industry has
been working with slender and narrowing profit margins.

The typical limestone producer is often a small manufacturer, usually a family-owned or
closely-held company. The impact of a out in depletion rates would hurt him proportionately
much more than the lag corporations and conglomerates that are protected by diversification.
The total FOB plant value of all ruhed and broken limestone produced in the U. S. wasonly
$7 3 million In 1967, less than the Income of just one of any of the 191 largest oorporatlons**in*
this country during that year. Yet the country for strategic areas needs the output ol our
relatively small industry.
$1957 Minerals Yearbook, p. 1095

1967 Minerals Yearbook, p. 1081-2

***Fortune magazine corporate statistics
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Risks in Limestone Extraction

Limestone operations are often beset with most of the hazards characteristic of the mining
industry. Following are the principal problems encountered, the solutions of which are usually
either very costly or Insurmountable forcing each year a number of producers to abandon their
business.

1. Flooding of quarries and mines will occur from underground springs and streams or
torrential rains. In many cases continuous or intermittent pumping at considerable cost will
control this problem, but there have been many quarries abandoned due to inability to adequately
control flooding or the costs involved-proved to be prohibitive.

2. Irregularities In limestone deposits is a continuing problem. In the direction of the
quarry or mine expansion or strike, abrupt faults may occur in the deposit or thick layers of
impure or unsalable stone or shale may be encountered overlying the desired stone. Stratas
of overburden will frequently deepen to the point that the cost of stripping the deposits becomes
prohibitive. Due to these situations that even with the most prudent geologic and engineering
practices are not always predictable, drastic revamping of the quarry layout Is often necessary.
Frequently the only economical solution Is to start over afresh and develop a new deposit at
another location, but the same risks may prevail at the new location.

3. Sudden increases or changes in the competitive status quo of transportation costs can
create an economic crisis for some limestone producers. Being such a low cost commodity,
the shipping range is much more restricted than with most commodities, and transportation
costs will range from 50% to 250% of the mill price of the material. As an example, the sudden
emergence of low-cost water transportation can cause certain producers, dependent on higber-
priced rail or truck traffic to lose their major markets. A producer, who has to move to another
quarry 10 to 20 miles farther away from his processing plant and railbead due to insurmountable
problems encountered, may find the added transportation costs attendant to this move more than
he can absorb.

4. Changes and tightening of quality specifications on limestone can render deposits
obsolete and force companies out of business. As an example, a consumer may decide that
It must have limestone with a lower sulfur content (from 0.1% to 0.05%) or higher carbonate
content (from 95% to 97%) even though it will cost him more. Unless the current limestone
supplier can beneficiate his stone to meet the more exacting specifications, he may face a serious
loss of business that in some cases can be disastrous.

5. Rezoning in recent years is proving to be an increasing booby-trap for producers located
near large metropolitan areas. 15 to 20 years ago such problems could not be reasonably
anticipated, but then who could have forseeu the tremendous growth of many urban areas as
suburbs began inundating the adjoining rural areas forming satellite cities and more suburbs
with their complex shopping centers, beltways and cloverleaf that absorbed great chunks of land.

The limestone operation that was built up in a farming environment may be today surrounded
by expensive suburban homes, high rise apartments, and shopping centers. The noise from
blasting, dust, and truck traffic irritates the new residents, who along with public officials
harass the limestone operator as a nuisance. If the operator decides to move his plant to a new
quarry site a few miles away on property that he has owned as a strategic limestone reserve,
he may find that even this area may be zoned as non-conforming for industrial operations, like
limestone, even though his purchase of the land greatly pro-dated the zoning.
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Deterrents to Limestone Exploration

There are, of course, untouched deposits of high grade limestone that can never be exploited,
at least, in the forseeable future. The deposits are too small or are of marginal quality and do
not justify the capital investment for exploitation. In other instances, are located too deep under
the earth or they are located in remote, inaccessible areas where transportation problems are
insurmountable and markets too distant.

However, in recent years increasingly lime operators have been denied other potentially
productive limestone properties. Land located in or on the fringe of the burgeoning suburbs
that only a few years ago was rural is now zoned non-conforming to industrial business, like
limestone, chemical or heavy industry. Philadelphia and surrounding cities and the Chicago
area have thousands of acres of land underlain with high quality limestone that are irrevocably
committed to urbanization and blanketed with high cost housing, shopping centers, schools, etc.

Beyoud urban areas are large country estates, country clubs, etc. where land values have
skyrocketed so high in recent years that it is increasingly uneconomic for limestone exploitation.
High acreages have been retired in recent years from public use for national and state parks,
some of which have otherwise exploitable limestone deposits. The vital interstate highway
program with the huge acreage it has devoured has similarly reduced exploration prospects.

Air Pollution Problems

In addition with the state and federal drive against air pollution, limestone companies are
being forced to invest heavily in elabor ate dust control equipment and systems in order to comply
with recent stringent air pollution standards on particulate matter. In extreme cases the
capital Investment involved to conform to the exacting dust control standards approximates
one-fourth oi the total plant Investment.

Conclusion

Consequently, a reduction in depletion rates on limestone at the present time could not be
more poorly timed. But with the many problems described above, this industry needs profit
stimulation, not a financial penalty, to justify the many risks Inherent In this business.

Accordingly, we respectfully ask you to restore to the Tax Reform Bill the current 15%
depletion rate on limestone as well as the 5% rate on construction aggregates, in which limestone
also plays an important role. In so doing, the best interest of the country, as well as the
limestone industry, will be served.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

High quality ("metallurgical grade") limestone is Just as essential to the making of
steel as iron ore; it Is also necessary for the burning of lime and for the manufacture of
many chemicals. Limestone, the rock, is common and abundant in the United States, but

metallurgical stone constitutes only a very small part of the total volume of limestone

rock. It is a valuable, essential, and exhaustible mineral resource.

Metallurgical stone occurs in deposits within geologic formations. Geologic maps
show the areas of outcrop of formations and groups of formations, some of which are
notable for their high quality limestone deposits. It should be observed, however, that

the workable deposits themselves occupy but an insignificant part of the total area covered
by the formations. In many places where a formation is mapped, erosion has stripped away
all of the good stone, or due to environmental conditions at time of deposition good stone
was never present in this area, or the overburden is too thick for removal, or the good

stone is too deeply buried beneath poor stone to permit profitable exploitation.

The popular concept of an unlimited supply of limestone must be abandoned so far as
metallurgical grade stone is concerned. Every metallurgical limestone quarry or mine
today is working a deposit which has definite boundaries, either physical or economic, or
both, beyond which exploitation cannot go. Many of these deposits will reach those
boundaries within the next ten years. The writer of this report, who has been investigating

limestone deposits in various parts of the United States during the last 37 years, knows

of only two metallurgical grade limestone deposits that he believes will still be yielding

metallurgical stone 50 years hence. Of course, new deposits will be discovered in the
future as in the past, but their discovery is becoming increasingly difficult and expensive.

The conclusion is inescapable that metallurgical limestone is a valuable natural re-
source occurring in deposits definitely limited as to recoverable volume. Each y..ar's
withdrawals from a deposit of metallurgical grade limestone exhaust the value of the
property.

July, 1963 Kenneth K. Landes
1005 Berkshire Road
Ann Arbor, Michigan
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DEFIN O?

Some words have different meanin to different people. In many instances the same

word may have a much more restricted meaning to the scientist than it has for the man in

the street, and even for the ma. In industry who may use the word constantly. Therefore,

In order to avoid confusion some of tho more common terms used in tis report are

defined in the following paragraphsa they are used herein. For practical reasons the

terminology followed tends to favor the trade usage rather than the aoademo definition.

stone, The word 'imestone" without qualifying adjective as used In this report

is a sedimentary rock composed largely of the mineral calcite (calcium carbonate) or the

mineral dolomite f calclum-magnesium carbonate) or mixtures of the two.

Hip calcium limestone. wAJLmestone consisting dominantly of the mineral calcite.

When the term 'lUmestone" is used in cdentifo reports, high calcium lImestone is mpli.

Dolomite. Limestone rook oomposed chiefly of the mineral dolomite (oalcium-
magnesium carbonate). Limestoes which are mixtures of the minerals calcite and dolomite

may be referred to as 'dolomito limestone&" or 'maneslan Imestone. "Where theenduse

does not depend upon the chemical composition dolomitic rocks are referred to as a lime-

stone in accord with the first definition above.

C rock A very convenient term to Include all stone covered by the three

preceding definitions. It is derived from the fact that both calcite and dolomite are carbon-

ate minerals.

Metallurgical stone. A term applied to all carbonate rocks which are used as a flux

in metallurgical processes, such as in the blast furnace to assist in the conversion of Iron

ore to pig iron and in the open hearth furuce where pig Iron becomes steel. Dolomite is

also used as a refractory in furnace 'in'i. As can be seen in Table I both high oalolum

limestone and dolomite have metallurgical uses.

Chemical stoCn Carbonate rock that is used by the chemical Industry.

Lime. The product obtained by heat treatment in a kiln of either high calcium lime-

stone or dolomite. The beat treatment drives off carbon dioxide leaving either calcium

oxide or the oxides of calcium and magnesium (in the case of dolomitic raw material).

-2-
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Lime is sold either as quicklime which unites viprously with water, or the water is added

prior to sale in which cae it is marketed as hydrated lime.

Cep-a- s A hig calcium limestone wbih cm be used In th mamfcture of

cement. Portlad cement qecicaUctis limit the anmt of inpesium oxide to 5% which

mem that the raw material cannot run over 3%. however, argillaceous (c1a) impurities

may be present up to shwA 321; In fact f they an not present in sdeaate proportion lathe

rock, clay or similar raw material from oalde sources has to be added.

Commeria ston. Stone used In concrete egqr sad as read metal. Also

referred to as "road stone".

Place value. Limestone, even that of highOst grade, is a bulk commodity with a

relatively low value per ton. In consequence most limestone Iyers pay more for trans-

portin the raw material than the cost of th stone at its source. For this reason limestone

as well as other mineral bulk commodities are said to hae 'plas value". A high-grade

limestone in Montana would have very low place value, the place value of a limestone of

equal grade in eastern Iowa would be much higher, and sucb a atone within the city limits

of Chicago would be at the very top in place value.

-3-
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USES AND SPECIFICAT7ONS

Usable and not usable limestones. Both high calcium limestone and dolomite which

can be used for metallurgical and chemical purposes are scarce in terms of the total

volume of limestone within the United States. Somewhat larpr, but still limited in

volume, is the limestone that can be used commercially, mainly for concrete aggregate

and as road metal. The remaining limestone is either too impure chemically or inadequate

physically for any use whatsoever. Wherever there are limestones tis completely non-

usable stone is by far the most abundant, occupying many cubic miles of the earth's crust.

Metallurgical limestone specifications. Limestones that are satisfactory for met-

allurgical or chemical uses as stone, or satisfactory for raw material for the production

of calcined products, may be classified in four grades as follows:

Table I

A-i A-2 B-i B-2

Silica less than 1.0% 3.0% 1.0% 2.0%

Alumina " " i.5 i.5 i.5 i.5

Sulfur " " 0.1 0.i O.i 0.1

Magnesia " " 5.0 5.0 21.8 21.8

These specifications are arbitrarily made to provide a means of identifying various

classes of limestone since there are no generally agreed upon standards. Silica,

alumina and sulfur are impurities. Magnesia is an active basic agent, but limestones

with varying proportions of magnesia may have different uses.

Uses of metallurgical stone. Over half of the total volume of stone here classified

as "metallurgical" consumed annually is used as blast furnace flux. The blast furnace is

the fundamental unit in the conversion of iron ore to pig iron. An average of 800 pounds

of limestone is used in producing each ton of pig iron. The function of the flux is to furn-

ish basic constituents, namely lime and magnesia, which will combine with the acid com-

pounds normally present in an ore, such as silica and alumina, and remove them in the

form of the resulting slag at the top of the molten metal in the blast furnace. Also the

flux is very important in the removal of sulfur present in the coke in the blast furnace

charge. Because the efficiency of the flux is dependent upon the amount of basic elements

it can contribute, it becomes obvious that the presence of such compounds as silica and
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alumina in the flux itself serves to reduce the effectiveness of the flux as a metallurgical

agent. It is, of course, possible to compensate for these increases in acid compounds in

a flux by the addition of more flux. However, this practice has its limitations.because it

not only increases the slag volume, decreasing the furnace capacity, but in addition more

coke is required to heat the additional stone to flux the acid compounds already in the stone

and further, the addition of more coke to a blast furnace means that more impurities

present in the coke have to be fluxed as well. Therefore, grade A-2 stone is used only

where the delivered cost of A-i stone is more than the additional costs involved in using an

A-2 fluxstone obtainable near by.

The presence of magnesia does not seem to interfere with the fluxing property of

limestone; in fact some blast furnace operators specify from 5 to 9% MgO in the belief that

with such stone they obtain a more satisfactory slag. Therefore, B-i (and even B-2)

grade stone may be used either directly as a blast furnace flux, or as a supplementary

material to be added to the A-i charge.

Metallurgical stone can only be used in lump form. The fines produced during mining

and processing must be agglomerated or marketed elsewhere. Pulverulent types of lime-

stone such as chalk and marl cannot be used for metallurgical purposes, regardless of

purity, unless agglomerated.

Most of the conversion of pig iron to steel is done in the open hearth furnace. During

this operation from 130 to 370 pounds of flux, depending upon the amount of phosphorus that

has remained in the pig iron, is added for each ton of steel produced. A-i (or A-2) grade

stone is used for this purpose; the dolomitic limestones (B-i and B-2) are not used.

Dolomite is refractory and is used in lining basic open hearth steel furnaces. Only

B-I grade, and that at or close to the pure dolomite end of the calcium-magnesium series,

can be used.

One of the most important uses of calcined limestone (lime) is as a flux in the prod-

uction of steel. Chemical stone, used in making such products as soda ash and calcium

carbide, and in the refining of beet sugar, must be of A-i grade in most instances, al-

though B-i stone is used in quantity for some purposes. Quality plasters can be made

only from A-i or B-i stone.
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The utilization of the various grades of limestone as metallurgical stone is summarized

in the following table:

Table 1

Grade Blast Furnace Open Hearth Furnace Lime Chemicals
Flux Flux Linings

A-i Yes Preferred No Yes Yes
For more
uses than
B-i

A-2 Yes Yes No No No

B-i Yes No Yes Yes Yes
Usually as a
supplement
to A-i

B-2 Yes No No No No

The total metallurgical grade stone production is roughly one-eighth of the annual

domestic crushed limestone produced (the amount of limestone mined for building stone is

relatively insignificant). The remaining seven-eiglthe of the crushed stone has many uses,

especially in concrete and road metal, and as cement stone.

It can be seen from the above table that either nearly pure high calcium limestone

(A-i) or nearly pure limestone composed chiefly of the mineral dolomite (B-i) are

essential to practically all metallurgical operations except In fludng the blast furnace

charge where A-2 (or B-2) quality stone can be used if necessary. Only the B-1 stone can

be used as refractory material for steel furnaces.

Variations in quality in natural deposits of limestone. Nearly pure deposits of high

calcium limestone (A-i) or dolomite (B-i) are due to a combination of favorable geolog-

ical conditions both at time of deposition and subsequently. The sea in which the carbonate

minerals were being deposited must have been clear; no streams on nearby land surfaces

were bringing in sand, silt, or clay partlclks to be deposited contemporaneously with the

carbonate grains. Subsequently no circulating ground waters precipitated allica or

sulfides in that particular rock.
-6-
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Limestones vary in quality both vertically and laterally. Vertical changes are the
result of changed environments In the geological past. Just as a limestone may be

succeeded by a shale, sandstone, or other rock due to different conditions of deposition at

different times, so may a pure limestone be succeeded by a highly impure limestone (such

as a shaly or cherty limestone). Likewise limestones vary laterally In purity due to

different environmental conditions at time of depositioa, or due to more active ground

water circulation subsequently. Lateral variations are not as sudden as vertical changes.

but may be just as complete. Many Instances are known of limestones merging Into

shales and even sandstones laterally.

It may be concluded that a deposit of nearly pure stone is the result of an unusual

oombination of circumstances and that this combination was In effect locally but not region-

ally so the deposit is definitely limited in scope. Consequently every deposit of high-grade
limestone may be looked upon as a lens. Some lenses are small, covering but a few acres,

and others are large, covering several square miles. Many metallurgical stone operations

cease, not because the limestone becomes exhausted, but because the high-grade lens with-

in the limestone formation has been worked out.

-7-
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LIMESTONE PRODUCTION

guarr and cots armed Most stone is produced in open
cut quarries. Underground mining Is much more expensive, and is resorted to only where

(1) no surface stone of adequate quality is available, and (2) the consuming district Is so

remote from open cut quarries that local stone can be mined and delivered cheaper.

Because of much cheaper production costs the outcrop deposits of metallurgical Ume-

stone constitute the number one domestic reserve. This stone carries down the regional

dip from the outcrop and may underlie, at varying depths, hundreds of square miles of

younger rocks. It therefore constitutes a secondary reserve, which will be considered in

this report in the discussion on geographical distribution which follows. But it should also

be remembered that (1) quality varies laterally, and in many instances A-1 stone In the

outcrop becomes A-2 or less pure stone down the dip, and (2) not only does it cost much

more to mine stone underground, but those already high costs increase with greater depth

so that the potential value of a deeply buried limestone, even though it be of the highest

quality, is highly questionable.

Deterrants to continued operation of metallurgical limestone quarries. In many parts

of the United States there are dozens of abandoned quarries. Reasons for abandonment

follow:

Public pressure. Although a quarry may be started 1h a rural area and antedate

all zoning restrictions, it subsequently may become completely surrounded by resid-

ences and subject to harassment by the new neighbors who resent the presence of an

industrial plant in their midst even though it was there first. Suits to abate either

noise of blasting, plant operation, and truck movement, or dust may lead to the aband-

onment of a high-grade deposit before exhaustion.

Condemnation for highway and other purposes. Large reserves of high-grade

limestone in the Chicago area and no doubt elsewhere have been retired from develop-

ment through condemnation of a part of the quarry area for expressway use.

Increased thickness of overburden. In quarry operations there is an economic

limit due to cout of overburden removal and disposal in order to uncover the stone

beneath. When this limit is reached, usually due to increased thickness of overburden
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as the quarry is extended, the operation must end.

Increased cost with increased d This is an especially potent factor in

terminating operations in underground mines. In addition to increased operating

costs with increased depth every ton of stone produced from a deeper level also has

to pay its prorata share of the cost of sinking the shaft to that level.

Pumping costs. Many limestone are very porous and some are even

cavernous. Where these limestones lie below the water table either in quarries or

underground mines, the pumping expense may eat up the entire profit margin and

cause the operation to cease even though high quality stone is still present.

Changesin quaft or in u specifications. As a quarry or mine expands

from the original area of operation, relatively slight changes in the chemical character

of the rock may make it no longer acceptable to buyers. For example, an increase in

the sulfur content of even as little as .01% ma: shut down an operation. Likewise a

tightening of the sulfur requirements by the same amount could have the same effect.

Increased mine to market transportation costs. As with all bulk commodities

the major cost is usually transportation. If these costs increase perceptibly the stove

may become priced out of its market. Likewise, stone from more distant sources but

traveling a cheaper route such as by water, may be able to compete successfully with

stone from nearby. For example lake stone (term applied to limestone produced along

the shores of the Great Lakes and transported by ship) can move inland for consider-

able distances invading markets hitherto held by local producers.

Exhaustion of deposit. Many limestone operations have closed down in the past

and will continue to close down in the future because exploitation of the deposit has

completely exhausted it.

Deterrents to opening up new deposits. Many adequate deposits of metallurgical

grade limestone with excellent place value cannot be developed for the following reasons:

Zoning. Zoning restrictions have now spread from the city into the township

and even the county. Therefore, in most metropolitan areas today current mining or

quarrying operations are nonconforming and no new operations can be initiated even

though a company may have owned mineral property for many years within the sub-
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sequoetly zestriotd am. As a osece, produorsa pying such necessities

to urbta delopmet as stn. sand, and gravel now have to discover and develop

deposits many miles (and many transportation dollars) distant from the concentrated

nuwks area.

VLg.g[esi Even without zoann the ever ending urbanized area has re-
moved. and will continue to remove, large deposits of limestone from ever being

developed. For example, within the last twenty years In eastern Pennsylvania val-

uable high-grade limestone deposits have been covered by subdivisions, shopping

complexes, and drive-ins.

Rural development. Beyond the urbanized zones are large areas covered by

country estates and country clubs. The land thus covered is too expensive for acqui-

sition for limestone exploitation.

Parks. Some very large areas are not available for mineral development be-

cause they lie within federal, state, or county parks. Examples are wilderness parks,

national parks, local parks, parkways, and bird ad game refuges. More land is re-

tired for these purposes every year. We even have had recent examples of some

states leasing park or game land for mineral development and then refusing the nec-

essary permits to start the development.

Expresswas a inteMcwms. Every year more expressways are built and each

year the rights-of-way become wider and the acreage covered by the Interchanges be-

comes greater. Without doubt a considerable tonnage of high-grade limestone be-

comes no longer available in this manner.

The search for new supplies. Because of the ever expanding market due to increased

consumption, and the annual abandonment of many limestone quarries for reasons stated

previously, the major limestone producers have to be continuously neArohing for new

reserves. The discovery of such new reserves becomes Increasingly dtftit bouas of

prior discovery and development, man-nmde restrictions on areas where stone pan be

exploited, and the necessity of finding the stone where its transportation cost to market will

not be prohibitive.

The search for new supplies is also expensive. Geologists must be employed to locate
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prospects, land must be opuond, and the proqcts core drilled for thicimess o over-

burden and quantity and quality data. It may take months of searching an exploration to

obtain a single adequate deposit of metallurgical gra. limestone.
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DISTRIBUTION OF METALLURGICAL LDIESTONE RESOURCES

Each state In the United States containing significant and accessible reserves of lime-

stone of metallurgical grads is discussed in this section. The state by state summaries

are based almost entirely on published information; their accuracy, completeness, and

freshness are therefore no better than the quality and dating of the source material. In

every instance where specific publications were available on the limestone resources of a

state thOse publications are listed at the end of the pertinent discussion.

Analytical data are not available for many deposits, and the available information is

questlouable for others. In many instances the published analyses are for isolated "grab"

samples which are rarely typical of the deposit as a whole. Ony where the deposit has

been sampled by the technical methods employed in industry can the analyses be averaged

to give a reliable picture of the chemical character of the "run of mine" stone. Where

adequate chemical information is lacking the best clues to the quality of a deposit are to be

found by a survey of Iti uUlization, including changes in its marketability across the

years. Although a premium grade stone may be sold for low quality uses, an inferior

stone cannot be marketed for metallurgical purposes, especially in recent years.

It will be noted that some of the references consulted, although the latest available,

are of such vintage that the information obtained can hardly be considered vp-to-date,

especially in regard to areas of current exploitation. However, this report is primarily

concerned with the reserve picture, and it can be stated that, as a general rule, the re-

serve situation has deteriorated instead of improved since the publication of the source

data. This has been due to the subsequent exhaustion of many deposits and to the increased

quality of stone demanded by the metallurgical market. New discoveries have failed to

equal these losses in the metallurgical stone reserve supply.

Ninety per cent of the limestone produced and sold as fluxing stone in the United

States in 1961 came from the following seven states:
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State Production in 9 tons

I Michigan 10,565

2 Pennsylvania 4,924

3 Ohio 4,433

4 West Virginia 1,480

5 Alabama 1,269

6 Virginia 972

7 Illinois 737

Total 24,380

In addition there was considerable production of limestone as chemical stone and for burn-

ing chemical lime.

In the following description of metallurgical grade limestone by states, the seven lead-

ing states in fluxstone production will be taken up first, in decreasing order of annual out-

put. States of lesser importance as sources of this type of stone will follow, in order of

geographic location, from east to west.

All state rankings are based on 1961 production figures as published in the Minerals

Yearbook for 1961, Vol. 1, pp. 1157-1158.

Maps are included for the states which supply most of the metallurgical limestone

produced in the United States. On these maps are patterns showing the areas in which

certain geologic formations, know to contain local deposits of metallurgical grade stone,

occur. Two points should be kept in mind in using these maps. First, the pattern refers

to the top of the bed rock surface and not to the top of the ground; tens and even hundreds

of feet of glacial deposits, wind blown sand, river alluvium, or even deep soil may lie be-

tween the surface and the bed rock. Secondly, the commercially usable high-grade deposits

occupy only a small fraction of the area covered by a formation pattern, therefore the map

does not pinpoint a possible quarry or mine site, but it does give the geologist a less-than-

statewide area in which to hunt.

General References

C. Meade Patterson and Victoria R. Schreck, "Lime", Chapter in Minerals Yearbook,

1961, Volume 1, U. S. Bureau of Mines, 1962, pp. 799-826.
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H. B. Comstock and Jeannette 1. Baker, "Magnesium Compounds.", Chapter In

Minerals Yearbook, 1961, Volume 1, U. S. Bureau of Mines, 196, pp. 847459.

Perry 0. Cotter and Nan C. Jensen, 'Wtone", Chapter in Minerals Yearbook, 1961,

Volume 1, U. S. Bureau of Mines, 1962, pp. 1188-1160.

Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers, 'Vaterborne Commerce of the United

States, Calendar Year 1961, Pt. 3, Waterways and Harbors, Great Lakes, 1R6. 202 pp.

J. E. Lamar, "Uses of Limestone and Dolomite", Illinois Geologtoal Survey, Circular

321, 1961, 41 pp.

Kenneth K. Landes, "Chemical and Metallurgical Limestone in Northern and North-

eastern States and Ontario," American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical, and Petroleum
Engineers, Transactions, 196.1 Volume 220, pp. 174-179.

Wallace W. Key, "Stone" Chapter in Minerals Facts and Problems, U. S. Bureau of

Mines, Bulletin 685, 1960, pp. 793-813.

Joseph L. Gillson and others,. "The Carbonate Rocks", Chapter 8 in Industrlal

Minerals and Rocks, American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical, and Petroleum Engineers,

1960, pp. 123-201.

Robert E. Davis, "Magnesium Resources of the United States - A Geologic Summary

and Annotated Bibliography to 1953", U. S. Geological Survey, Bulletin 1019-E, 1957.

pp. 373-515.

0. C. Gazdlk and Kathleen M. Tagg, "Annotated Bibliography of High Calcium Lime-

stone Deposits in the United States including Alaska, to April 1956", U. S. Geological

Survey, Bulletin 1019-1, 1957, pp. 675-713.

Oliver Bowles, "Limestone and Dolomite", U. S. Bureau of Mines, Info. Ciro. 7738,

March 1956. 29 pp.

D. L. Graf and J. E. Lamar, "Properties of Calcium and Magnesium Carbonates and

Their Bearing on Some Uses of Carbonate Rocks", Econ. Geol., Fiftieth Anniversary

Volume, 1955, pp. 639-713.

J. A. Ames, "High Calcium Limestones in the B and 0 Area", Baltimore and Ohio

Railroad, circa 1951 101 pp.
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Virginia Zdith Cleo, "Bibliography on Dolomite", National Resuaorh Council, June

41 pp.

J. H. Weits, "High Grade Dolomite Deposits of the United States", U. 8. Bureau of

Mines, Info. Ciro. 7226, jE 66 pp.

Shirley F. Colby, "Occurrences and Uses of Dolomite in the United States", U. 8.

Bureau of Mines, Info. Ciro. 7192, November.LOJI 21 pp.

Oliver Bowls., "The Stone Industries", McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, I9lL
519 pp.

J. E. Lamar and H. B. Willman, "A Summary of the Uses of Limestone and Dolomite",

Illinois Geologioal Survey, Rept. Invest. 49, 19M8, 48 pp.

Oliver Bowles and D. M. Banks, "Limestone", U. S. Bureau of Mines, Info. Ciro.

6723, June 133. 21 pp.

Paul Hatmaker, "Utilization of Dolomite and High Magnesium Limestones", U. 8.

Bureau of Mines, Info. Ciro. 6524, Sept. 191 18 pp.

Oliver Bowles, "Metallurgical Limestone", U. S. Bureau of Mines, Bulletin 299,

40 pp.

Oliver Bowles, "Metallurgical Limestone", U. S. Bureau of Mines, Ciro. 5041, June

S16pp.

F. R. Thoenen, 'Underground Limestone Mining", U. S. Bureau of Mines, Bulletin

262, 1926. 100 pp.

Michigan

Michigan's rank in the production of metallurgical limestone in due to a oombinatlon

of strategic location in respect to the Great Lakes waterborne commerce and the presence

of high quality stone in unusual abundance. Three formations (Fig. I), the Burnt Bluff,

Engadine, and Dundee-Rogers City are exploited for metallurgioal stone in Michigan.

t P 0 to mAflon. The Burnt Bluff formation crosses the southern part of the

Northern Peninsula from the Garden Peninsula to the east side of Drummond Island. A

large lens of high calcium limestone (A-i) in the Burnt Bluff dolomite is quarried north

of Port Inland.
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E formation. The Engadine formation at the top of the Niagaran series con-

tains some dolomite of B-i grade. This formation crops in the Northern Peninsula only,

from the Lake Michigan shore near the Sohoolcraft-Maokinao County line eastward across

the foot of the St. Ignace Peninsula to southern Drummond Island. It Is quarried north of

Port Dolomite and on Drummond Island. The amount of stone of B-i grade in this for-

mation is definitely limited by local topography and structural geology. The southerly dip,

which carries the Engadine beneath the lake waters in a relatively short distance, makes

underground mining virtually out of the question.
0

Dundee-Rot e CL. An exceptionally large deposit of A-1 grade stone lies within

the Dundee-Rogers City formations southeast of the town of Rogers City. These rooks are

quarried at Calcite and Stoneport. The belt occupied by the Dundee-Rogers City extends

from False Presque Isle north and west to Little Traverse Bay. However, west of Black

Lake, and perhaps west of Rogers City, the cover of glacial drift is too thick to permit

exploitation of the underlying limestone. Down the dip, to the southwest of the outcrop

zone between Rogers City and False Presque Isle, the Rogers City-Dundee stone continues

beneath successively younger formations. The distance down-dip over which it retains A-i

quality is now known, but it is probable that a large reserve exists in the first few miles

basinward from the outcrop. This reserve cannot be tapped, however, until prices Justify

underground mining.

To the southeast from False Presque Isle the Rogers City-Dundee stone disappears

beneath Lake Huron. The Dundee formation reappears In a belt of few outcrops which

crosses the corner of southeastern Michigan. Unfortunately, however, this stone loses

its A-i quality between northeastern and southeastern Michigan.

Limestone of metallurgical grade was shipped from the following ports (Figure 1)

during the 1961 season:
Port Formation T Tonnage (M tons)

Port Inland Burnt Bluff High calcium 3, 691

Port Dolomite Engadine Dolomite 2,330

Drummond Island Engadine Dolomite 2,048

Calcite ' Dundee-Rogers City High calcium 12, 587

Stoneport Dundee-Rogers City High calcium 3,552
Total 24,088
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Figure I
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Dunde Formation
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During the same year the fluxatone produoton wa recorded as 10, 565 M tonse, o over

half of the lake stone produced was used for other purposes, including as ohemioal, cement,
lime, refractory, and commercial stone.

Michigan contains many other limestone and dolomite beds beside those mentioned, but

all other known deposits of adequate site for large scale qurry operate are below A-
and B-2 grade.

ferences: K. K. LTndis, "Miohigan Limestone" subchapter in Chapter 8, "The
Carbonate Rooks", in Industrial Minerals and Rooks, American Institute of Mining,

Metallurgical, and Petroleum Eng., 1 90, pp. 164-167; K. K. Landes, O. M. Ehlers,

and 0. M. Stanley, 'Veololy of the Mackinac Straits Region", Michigan Oeolosioal Survey,
Pub. 44, 1945, 204 pp.; Ralph Melhorn, "Limestone and Dolomite Sur4y of Mimral

Resources along the Pennsylvania Railroad System in Michigan ", Michigan Geolo0gcal

Survey, 1945; Paul C. Morrison, "The Michigan Limestone Industry", Eoon. Oeog., Vol-

ume 18,July 1942, pp. 259-274; R. A. Smith, "Umestones of Michigan", Michigan

Geological Survey, Pub. 21, 1916, pp. 108-311.
PennsylvanIa

The production of limestone is a major industry in Penhsylviaia, and Pennsylvania Is
a leading state In its annual output of limestone of all types. It Is second in metallurgical
stone production. Although Pennsylvania Is underlain by many cubto miles of carbonate
rook, the percentage that Is of metallurgical and chemical grade i. quite small.

The metallurgical stone resources of Pennsylvania oocur in various formations of
early Paleozolo age (Ordoviclan and Cambrian) in central and easterflPennsylvinla and
in the late Paleozoto (Carbonfforous) Vanport limestone of western Pennsylvania (Fig. 2).

Four areas produce most of the. metallurgical grade stone from the early Paleozolo rocks,
whereas the production of Vanport limestone oomes mainly from a single oountyn

western-most Pennsylvania... . ..... I

Early Paleozocl limeadeg . The four a "u where Ordoviclan and Cambrian lime-
stones ire exploited are (1) Centre and Miffli Counites in central Pennsylvaia, (2)

the Lebanon Valley of southeastern Pennsylvania, (8) the Philadelphiadolomite district,

and (4) Adams and York Counties, also iA soutbeasteli' Pennylvala.
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Centre County in central Pennsylvania contains the highest grade limestone (A-i) In
quantity in the state. The Valentine formation ("Bollefonts ledge") crops out along the

limbs of the Nittany antioline on opposite sides of Nittany Valley. On the northwest flank
the beds ar vertical, but the southeastern flank dip from le8 to 40. Although formerly
quarried o a considerable extent, most of the Valentine formation now oomes from under-

ground mines in the Bellefonte area and across the valley near Pleasant Gap. This stone

is used as furnace flux, for chemical purposes, and for ime burning.

The Annville limestone, which like the Valentine in also of Ordovician age, is the A-i
stone which is quarried in the Lebanon Valley of southeastern Pennsylvania. The strata
In this'area have been tilted beyond the vertical so that they now dip from 300 to 500 south.
The Apnville likewise is used for lim burning and chemical and metallurgical purposes.
In addition some $s shipped into.the Lehigh Valley cement district for mixing with the local

cement rook in order to bring it within magnesia specifications.

Large quarries to the' northeast and southwest of Philadelphia produce high-grade
dolomite (B-i) from Cambrian rooks. Southeastern Pennsylvania also oontainshigh

calcium limestone of similar age. Centers of production are near Hanover in Adams County

and in the vicinity of Thomasville In York County.

The east coast steel mills are largely dependent for their metallurgical stone upon the

Cambrian dolomite and high oaloium limestone deposits of southeastern Pennsylvania.
However, both here and in the Lebanon Valley land values are very high and the urban
spread westward from the Philadelphia metropolitan area have, limited greatly the avail-

able reserves for future development.

The Carboniferous Vanport limestone of western Pennsylvania is produced today
mainly in the Hillsville-Bessomer district of Lawrence County, but many quarries and
underground mines have operated in the past in other parts of the Vanport, outcrop area,

especially in Armstrong and Butler Counties to the east. The Vanport stone is of marginal

quality chemically (mostly .A-2) and its furnace ue bas been due.to its place value, lyn
as it does on the periphery Of tbe Pitt lu -Youngstowqsql district. The Vanportis,
quite variable, in thiknoes; where exploited it has an,4verage thickness of about I8 feet,

but due to erosion prior to 40posltlon of overlying formations this limestone has been out

out altogether in many places. It lies nearly flat, which makes possible quarry operations
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in the Hillsvlle-Bessemer area, but farther to the east tiis ledge crops out along the
sides of steep walled valleys so it has been necessary to follow the limestone bed be-

neath the overlying rook by underground mining in order to exploit it.

References. Frank M. Swarta and Richard R. Thompson, "Commercial Possibilities"

of Some Ordovician Limestones in Franklin County, Pennsylvania", Pennsylvania Mtate

University, Bulletin Mineral Industries Experiment Station, July 1958, 1-14 pp.; Carlyle

Gray, "The High Calcium Limestones of the Annvllle Belt in Lebanon and Berks Counties,

Pennsylvania", Pennsylvania Geological Survvy, Progress Report 140, Ffibruary 1952,

18 pp.; Carlyle Gray, "Preliminary Report on Certain Limestones and Dolomites of Barks

County, Pennsylvania" Pennsylvania Geological Survey, Progress Report 136, April 1951,

85 pp.; F.M. Swain, "Geology and Economic Aspects of the More Important High Calcium

Limestone Deposits in Pennsylvania", Pennsylvania State College Bulletin, Mineral

Industries Experiment Station Bulletin 43, 1946, 29 pp.; Marshall Kay, "Chemical Lime

in Central Pennsylvania", Economic Geology, Volume 38, 1943, 188-203 pp."; Charles

Butts and Elwood S. Moore, "Geology and Mineral Resources of the Bellefonte Quad-

rangle, Pennsylvania", U. S. Geological Survey Bulletin 855, 1936, 111 pp.; B. L.

Miller, "Limestones of Pennsylvania", Pennsylvania Geological Survey, Bulletin M 20,

1934, 729 pp.

Ohio

Ohio ranks third in metallurgical limestone and first in lime production. Two rock

groups, the Niagara and the Columbus, are the principal sources of metallurgical stone.

The distribution of these rocks in Ohio is shown on Figure 3.

Niagaran dolomite. The only really high quality carbonate rook occurring in abund-

ana in Ohio is the Niagaran dolomite which underlies a considerable area in western Ohio.

Local names used for this rock include Peebles, Lilley, Cedarville and Guelph. The best

stone appears to be localized in the northern part of the Niagaran outcrop to the southeast

of Toledo in the general vicinity of Woodville. Here is the largest lime burning district

In the United States. Because of the purity of the dolomite the lime is likewise high-grade

and is used in chemical manufacture. Raw (unburned) dolomite is also shipped directly

to chemical and steel plants. There is a large reserve of dolomite in the Woodville area,

but future development will involve the removal of more and more overburden per ton of

stone produced because the localities where thick dolomite lies at shallow depth are being
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Although th map shows another and larger outcrop band of Nisaa rock, orossiN
from Indiam Into west mtral Ohio ad contimdg down to (ad across) the Ohio River
into Kentucky, most of this stone Is 3-3 or lower In rads.

CoJu ftjmbus J The Columbus limestone, an A-2 stone, ts the principal source
of fluxing stone and chemical stone in Ohio. It extends from Kelleys Island In Loke Erie to
south of Columbus (Fig. 8). The workable deposits at the north end of this scne have been
largely exhausted. Abandoned quarries are numerous both on Kelleys Island and south of

Sandusky Bay on the mainland.

As a general rule the Columbus limestone inoreaes in silioa and magnesia content
with depth, so the downward limit of exploitation, so far u furnaoe ston is oopoproed, is.

an ssay level rather than a geologic conUt. Cbet bnds may e present loudly at
higher levels in the Columbus formation. However, in spite of Its man al oemioal
character for use an metallurgical stone is oonoerned, this limestone Is so close to
major consuming centers that it has unusually high place value.

The Columbus limestone dips to the eat from the outcrop band and is mhnd at a
depth of 2248 feet at Barberton, southwest of Akron, for hemioal stone. The limestone
exploltsd by this mining operation is also oherty.

Fo g j M .om.j The Vaort limestone of Carboniferous age is
extensively quarried in western Pennsylvania (see Pennsylvania)'and some of the workings
extend acros the line into Ohio.

Tie Brasfield formation, somewhat older than the Nisgarsa but still of Silurian age,
crops out in southwestern Ohio where it is practically the only ommeroial limstone.
Chemically the stow $# A-2 in grad. Its exploitation ishaMdied by the fat that Is
has maximum thickness only about 12 feet, except locally Where it may be as much as
20 feet.

Various otbp; fqrmations are quaed In Ohio for crushed stone,, but are to. mpure
for metallurgical use. .

ReU s. Clinton R. Stauffer, '"he Columbus Limestone" Journal of Oeoloy,
Volume 65, July 1987, pp. 876.38; R&yond Z. Labor, "Limestones Of EasOers Mo",
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Ohio Geological Survey, Bulletin 49,1951, 364 pp. ; Clinton R. Stauffer, "The Geological

Section at the Limestone Mine, Barberton, Ohio", American Journal of Science, Volume

242, May 1944, pp. 251-271; Wilber Stout, "Dolomites and Limestones of Western Ohio",

Ohio Geological Survey, Bulletin 42, 1941, 446 pp.

West Virginia

West Virginia is the fourth state in the United States in annual production of metallur-

gical stone. In addition to a considerable volume of fluxstone, this state ranks high among

the lime producing states, and also produces some dead-burned dolomite for refractory

purposes. The metallurgical stone is confined to the Ordovician Mosheim limestone and

Cambrian Tomstown dolomite which lie within the band of rocks which cuts across the

northeastern or "panhandle" corner of West Virginia between Maryland and Virginia (Fig. 4).

Mooeiw limestone This is the only high quality limestone (A-i) in West Virginia.

It crops out in Berkeley County and to a lesser extent in Jefferson County. It averages

less than 1% 4ilica and 2% magnesia, and is likewise low in alumina. The Mosheim,

therefore, m ikes a very fine fluxstone and is ideal for lime burning.

Due to close folding and erosion the Mosheim limestone occurs in more or less isolated

pockets. Many of the Individual deposits have been completely worked out, and other

pockets are so small that they cannot be profitably exploited. The volume of Mosheim

stone yet to be quarried or mined in West Virginia is relatively small.

Tomstown dolomite The Tomstown formation is a true dolomite of B-i rank.

Chemical analyses made of samples of this stone obtained from active quarries have shown

a uniform silica content of less than 1%. It is quarried in considerable volume for re-

fractory purposes. The center of the Tomstown exploitation is in the vicinity of Millville

in Jefferson County. Like the Mosheim limestone the Tomstown dolomite occurs in In-

folded deposits, many of which have already been worked out and the remainder are definit-

ely limited as to reserves.

References: J. B, McCue, J. B. Lucke, H. P. Woodward, "Limestones of West

Virginia", West Virginia Geological Survey, Vol. 12, 660 pp., 1939; 0. P. Grimsley,

"Jefferson, Berkeley, and Morgan Counties", West Virginia Geological Survey, County

Reports, 644 pp., 1916.
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Alabama

Alabama ranks fifth in annual output of fluxitone and eighth In lime. Most of the

crushed limestone produced Is ued for flux in the Birmingham iron furnaces.. The

Alabama fluxatons and lime rooks oocui in both Cambro-Ordoviolan and Mississippian

formations (Figure 5).

Cambro-Ordovician formations The largest quarries are in the Upper dambrian

Katona (Knox) dolomite in the vicinity ofBirmivwn . Some ledges run lose than 1%

silica in carload lots and so" qualify fo' B44 tti Some lump dolomite is also mined in

this district for refractory purposes. 'Dolomite ad limestone of Lower Ordovician

(Beekmantown) age are also quarried; espedlallyli nShelby Cointy, for both chemical and

metallurgical uses. -•

Mini vian for~ s. MissiPa limestone has been rather extensively mined

and quarried in Shelby, Jefferson', Blount, and Etowah counties, for flux in the Birmingham

iron district. Thea limestones are A-2 in grade as a general rule. As yet untapped

deposits occur along the Tennessee River in northern Alabama.

References: Hugh D. Palliser, "Alabama", in Industrial, Minerals and lt~cks, Chapter

8, 'The Carbonate Rocks", American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical, and Ietroleum

Engineers, 1960; pp. 151-159; Benjamin lildersleeve and James L. Calver, ' ountersville

Reservoir QuarS Site Limestone Investigations", Tennessee Valley Authority, April 1943,

95 pp.

Virginia

Virginia is sixth in fluxatone and seventh in lime production. It also has a consider-

able chemical -stone industry. The metallurgical stone resources of Virginia are confined

to the upper Cambrian and Ordovici 'belt of rocks-whloh orpsee thewestern part of the

state from northeast to southwest (Fig. 6). Topographically this reflon is nown as the

Appalachian Valley and in iare found over thirty lime plants and flixstone ind chemical

stone quarries. Both high calcium limestone and dolomite are present in tis belt of

.arbopate rock;- Some stone o( A-i andA-i quality.is present, larger qualities of A-2

and B-2 are available, but the greater pat of the limestone In Virginia (as elsewhere) is

noi ofmetallurical grade.
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Because of the pockety nature of the infolded early Paleozoic limestones of Virginia

the quarriable reserves of the individual deposits are quite limited. Furthermore, the

Virginia stone lessens in place value to the southwest of the West Virginia panhandle be-

cause of increasing distance to steel centers in the northeastern United States, and to tide

water.

References: William Randall Brown, 'Geology and Mineral Resources of the Lynch-

burg Quadrangle, Virginia", Virginia Division of Mineral Resources, Bulletin 74, 1958,

99 pp.; Raymond S. Edmundson, "Industrial Limestones and Dolomites in Virginia, James

River District West of the Blue Ridge", Virginia Division of Mineral Resources, Bulletin

73, 1958, 137 pp.; Byron N. Cooper, "Industrial Limestones and Dolomites in Virginia,

Clinch Valley District", Virginia Geological Survey Bulletin 66, 1945, 259 pp.; R. S.

Edmundson, "Industrial Limestones and Dolomites in Virginia, Northern and Central

Parts of the Shenandoah Valley", Virginla Geological Survey, Bulletin 65, 1945, 194 pp.;

Byron N. Cooper, "Industrial Limestones and Dolomites in Virginia, New River-Roanoke

River District", Virginia Geological Survey, Bulletin 62, 1944, 98 pp.

Illinois

Illinois is the first state in the annual production of crushed limestone. Most of this

stone is used in concrete aggregate and for road metal, in which Illinois is the leading

producer. It ranks seventh in the production of fluxstone, and is also a large producer of

lime. Although several formations are worked in Illinois for metallurgical stone the lead-

ing areas are in Silurian (Niagaran), Mississippian, and Ordovician rocks (Figure 7).

Niagaran dolomite. Illinois has considerable production of dolomite of B-i grade

quarried from the Niagaran dolomite outcrop zone of northeastern Illinois (including Cook

County). Some quarry sections here are unusually thick and fairly pure, but this situation

is not true throughout the outcrop belt. Dolomite is extensively quarried in Chicago and

vicinity for use in lime burning and for fluxstone, as well as for other volumetrically much

more important uses. Although there is a considerable quantity of Niagaran dolomite of

good quality not yet quarried in the Chicago district, most of it is not available because of

high land costs, zoning laws, and highway construction. Many of the quarries are completely

surrounded by built-up areas. The quality of the Niagaran stone becomes poorer to the

south, and at Kankakee in Kankakef County the dolomite runs from three to ten percent silica.
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Mlssissippian limestones. A belt of middle Mississippian limestones crops out In the

bluffs of the Mississippi River both upstream and downstream from the Alton-East St. Louis

industrial area. Included are the Salem, St. Louis, and Saints Genevieve lImestones. They

are mined and quarried for many purpose, including lime burning, fluxstone, and chemical
manufacture. The stone Is high calcium limestone and is mostly of A-2 quality, but some
of the ledges qualify for A-I classification. Occurring as it does in the St. Louis metropol-

itan area, this stone is high in place value.

The :same serles-of limestones also crosses the southern tip of Illinois fiom the

Mississippi River to the Oho River.

The next oldest Misslssippian limestone, the Burlington, is not shown on 'the map be-

cause it rarely qualifies for metallurgical or chemical uses. It is, however, anlmportant

source of lime in the Quincy area where it is both mined and quarried. In some quarries

the upper part of the Burlington may run as much as chert.

Kimmswlok limestone. 'This much older limestone of Ordoviloan age oqcurs In patches

along the Mississippi River between Quincy and Alton, below East S. Loo/s, and.northof

Cairo (Figure 7). It has been mined in a deposit below East St. Loui as a source o jime.

A part at least of'this stone is of A-i quality.

Reenc. J. E. Lamar, ' inols, in Chapter 8 "The Carbonate Rocks",, Amercan
Institute of Mnin , Metallurgical, and Petroleum Engineers, Indust i Mieas and
Rocks, 1960, pp. 168-170; James W. Baxter, 'Salem Limestone in stern Illinois",

mIlnois State Geological Survey, CIrcular 284, 1960, 32 pp.; J. E. I',*i "Limestone

Resources of Extreme Southern Illinois", Illinois State Geologioi Survey, Report of In-

vestigations 211, 1959, 81 pp.; H. B. Willman, '!HI1h Purity Do!Omite In Illinois", Illinois

State Geological Survey, Report Investigations 90, 1943, 89 pp.; J. E. Lamar and H. B.

Willman, "High Calcium Limestone Near Morris, Illinois", lllinol .tate Geological Sur-
vey, Report of Investigations 23, 1931, 26 pp.; J. E. Lamar, "Limestone Resources of the

PontlacFairy Region"%, Illinois state Geological Survey, B tp5rt of Investigations 17,

1929, 27 pp.; Ftnk Krey W4d. E. Lamar, "Li.mestone Rsources of Minbisi,- Illinois

Geological Survey, Bulletin 46,; 1925, 392 PP.
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Other States

There are, or course, other states containing high calcium limestone and dolomite of

metallurgical grade, and there is some production from those states of limestone for flux-

ing and chemical purposes. These states produce relatively small quantities of such stone

for one of three reasons (1) the deposits are small and the reserves Inadequate for large

scale production; (2) the stone does not meet usual flux and chemical stone specifications,

but is exploited locally because of abnormally high place value of the deposit; or (3) the

deposits are remote from metallurgical or chemical markets so is low in place value and

has a very limited market for furnace or chemical use.

Massachusetts. Massachusetts dropped from fourth place in lime production in 1932

to sixteenth place in 1961, probably due to the working out of the higher grade stone deposits.

All of the commercial limestone deposits in this state are In Berkshire County in western

Massachusetts. The calcareous formations are Cambrian and Ordovilcan in age. Some

A-1 limestones are present and some of the dolomites and dolomitic limestones are of

B-i grade. The higher quality stone is burned for lime, and a few thousand tons are

marketed each year for flux.

Reference: T. Nelson Dale, "The Lime Belt of Massachusetts", U. S. Geological

Survey, Bulletin 744, 1923, 71 pp.

N.t X Although New York ranks eighth among the states in crushed limestone

production, its annual output of fluxstone and lime rock is relatively insignificant. Most

of New York's limestone is below A-2 or B-2 in grade and Is used in concrete aggregate,

road metal, and railroad ballast. The metallurgical stone resources are largely confined

to Precambrian dolomite and Silurian limestone.

Some of the Grenville dolomite (Precambrian) which occurs in St. Lawrence and

Jefferson Counties in northern New York is B-i in grade. It has been quarried near Natural

Bridge, Jefferson County, and dead-burned for use as a refractory. Likewise some of the

Precambrian dolomites in Westchester and Dutchess Counties north of New York City are

B-1 in grade and have been exploited for lime manufacture. These occurrences are, how-

ever, local in character and because of the variable silica content of the Precambrian

carbonate formations it is very unlikely that large deposits of B-i grade stone are to be

found in the New York-New England province.

-26-
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From the available analyses there appears to be little or no A-1 Silurian stone in New

York in quarriable volumes. The Clinton limestone becomes fairly pure in the western

part of the state and is there of A-2 grade. It has been extensively quarried in the

vicinities of LeRoy and Stafford, Genesee County, and Lockport and Gasport, Niagara

County, for use as flux in the blast furnaces of the Buffalo district. Waterborne A-1 grade

stone from Michigan and rail-borne high calcium limestone from Ontario have replaced

local fluxatone in this district in recent years.

Devonian limestone has been exploited for many years near Syracuse for the manufacture

of soda ash and other chemicals.

References: F. M. Swain, "Limestone and Dolomite Along the Pennsylvania Railroad

System in New York", Pennsylvania State College, School of Mineral Industries Experiment

Station, Dec. 1944 , 13 pp.; David H. Newland, 'The Mineral Resources of the State of

New York, Bulletin N. Y. State Museum, Nos. 223, 224, pp. 255-268, 1921.

Maryland. Maryland is unimportant as a source of metallurgical stone, but does pro-

duce a little lime. The same Ordoviclan formations which contain the better quarry ledges

in southeastern Pennsylvania to the north and in the "pan-handle" of West Virginia and in

northwestern Virginia to the south cross western Maryland at almost its narrowest part,

passing through Frederick and Washington counties. A-2 stone is quarried and burned for

lime at several communities in the former county, and at Cavetown in Washington County.

These infolded limestone bodies are lenticular and decidedly limited in volume.

Reference: R. B. Neuman, "St. Paul Group, A Revision of the 'Stones River Group'

of Maryland and Adjacent States", Geological Society of America, Volume 62, March

1951, pp. 267-324.

Indana. Indiana, although the leading producer of limestone building stone, ranks

tenth in crushed limestone and only an insignificant percentage of this material is used for

metallurgical purposes. The mason for this is the virtual absence of metallurgical grade

stone in quarriable deposits except the Salem limestone which is more valuable for build-

ing purposes. Niagaran rock, the outcrop of which extends into Indiana from the north-

west, is not suitable for furnace use. The only limestones which are quarried in volume

are the Sainte Genevieve, Salem, and other Mississippian formations. These are

exploited in Washington and Harrison Counties in southern Indiana for roadstone.

-26-
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To the northwest, in Lawrence and Monroe Counties, the Salem high calcium limestone

is quarried in considerable volume for dimension, stone; some lime Is burned and a little

furnace flux is sold as by-produots of the building stone industry ....

References: Duncan J. McGregor, "Indiana" in Chapter 8 "The Carbonate Rocks",

American Institute of Mining,, Metallurgical, and Petroleum Engineers, Industrial Minerals

and Rocks, 1960, pp. 162-164; John B. Patton, "Crushed Stone In Indiana", visionin of

Geology, Indiana Department of Conservation, Report of Progress No. 3, April 1949, 47 pp.

Tennessee. Tennessee produces considerable crushed limestone, but most is below

A-2 or B-2 in grade. Some stone is sufficiently pure, however, for lime burning. The

lime rocks occur in both Cambro-Ordovician and Mississippian formations., Within the

broad belt of Cambro-Ordovician formations crossing southeastern Tennessee are several

limestones and dolomites which are locally of A-i or B-1 grade. Some of the purest lime-

stones in Tennessee are the upper Mississippian Gasper polite and Sainte Genevieve lime-

stone which occur in deposits up to 150 feet in thickness in the Highland Rim area.

References: R. 0. Sterns, 'Tennessee", in Chapter 8 "The Carbonate Rocks,
American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical, and Petroleum Engineers, Industrial Minerals
and Rocks, 190, pp. 173-174; George I. Whitlach, limestonee and Lime", Tennessee
Geological Survey, Markets Circular No. 10, April 1941, 38 pp.

Wisconsin. Only minor amounts of limestone qurried in Wisconsin are Used for lime.

and flux. By far the greater part of the produatlon goes into concrete aggregate, road

metal, and agricultural stone. . -

The only metallurgical stoie quarried is the Niagiara dolote which crops out in a

broad band parallel to the Lake Michigan shore line from the Door Peninsula to north-.

eastern Illinois., The largest lime production Is in ManitowooCounty. Lime-Is orhasbeen

burned in Sheboygan, Food dh L4o, Dodge, and OnawkJl counties. The Niagaran dolomite

used, for ime burning ranges in grade from B-1 to B-2. -Scattered analyses show a silica ,

content varying -from .02% to 8.2%, with over half above 1%.

Reference: Edward Stsidtmann, "iumestones andMaris ofWlscohdtn", Wisconsin'

Geological Survey, Bull. 66,. 1924, 208 pp.

.7.
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Iowa. ' Devoilan limestones in eastern Iowa are quarried mainly for oomme rdia

stone, but a small peroentap Is sold as fluxing stone. The only lime plant in the state

produces chemical and Industrial lime from a Devonian limestone In Scot County.-

Reference: H. Garland Hershey, "Iowa", in Chapter 8 11The Cabonat Rooks",

American Institute of Minin 'Metallurgical, and Petroleum Engineers, Industrial Min-

erals and Rocks, 1960, pp. 176-178.

Msuo. Missouri ranks third in the annual production of lime. The yearly outpu

of fluxetone is negligible, but much of the lime Is used for metallurgical purposes. Some

of the lime is obtained from the Ordovician Kimmawick formation, but most is burned from

limestones of Mississippian Age.

The Trenton Klmmswlck formation .contains deposits of metallurgical grade limestone

In eastern Missouri south of St. Louis. It is actively exploited for lime rook in Jefferson

and Saints Genevieve Counties.

Mississippian formations outcrop in a broad band fringing the Ozark uplands area and

extending northward into northeastern Missouri and western Illinois. The Mississippian

rocks are predominantly limestones, and some of the limestones contain deposits of metal-

lurgical grade stone. Three centers of lime production have been established in the belt

of Mississippian outcrop. The largest of these is in the vicinity of Saint. Genevieve In

Saint Genevieve County. Here the lime rook is the Spergen formation. To the west, In

southwestern Missouri, Is a second lime producing district. The largest plats ar in

Greene County in and near Springfteld. The third district is in the violnity of Hannibal in

northeastern Missouri, where the Mississippian Burlington limestone 1p quarried and
burned.

References: W. C. Hayes, W. V. Searight, and J. W. Koenig, '!lssourl', in

Chapter 8 "The Carbonate Rooks", American Institute ad Mining, Metallurgical, and

Petroleum Engineers, Industria Minerals and Books, IlGO, pp. 170-1731 E. B . Buckley

end H. A. Buehler, "The Quarrying Industry of Missouri", Missouri Bureau of OeoloU

and Mines, Sad eerles, Volume o2, 104, 371 . . ...

To Texas has risen from a relatively small lime industry in 1046 toszxth plas;
In fluxing stone it has risen to ninth place. The state oontains many limestones, but metal-

lurgical grade stone is scarce.
-28-
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The smelters of the El Paso district furnish a market for metallurgical lime and

fluxstone obtained from Ordoviolan and Lower Cretaceous limestones which crop out in the

immediate vicinity.

The principal lime rook in Texas is the Austin chalk formation (Cretaceous) which

averages only 70 to 90 per cent calcium carbonate, but locally may have adequate purity

for exploitation. This formation is quarried and burned for lime in several places In east

central Texas, especially in Comal, Travis, and Williamson Counties. Chemical lime is

produced south of San Antonio and shipped to the growing industrial area about Corpus

Christi. Bedrock limestone has to compete with dredged oyster shell for the high quality

stone market along the Gulf coast.

Colorado. About 20 per cent of Colorado's annual crushed limestone production is

used as a flux in the Pueblo iron furnaces and in the smelters of Colorado's mineral belt.

Most of the limestone in this state are too Impure for metallurgical purposes, but two

formations, occurring in the Mississippian and the upper Cretaceous, are locally adequate

for fluxstone and lime burning.

The Leadville and other massive limestones of the Mississippian system are exploited

in Colorado for metallurgical stone. Biggest production is at Monarch west of Salda in

Chaffee County where fluxatone is quarried for use at Pueblo and Leadville. Another

Mississippian limestone deposit at Rockwood north of Durango in La Plata County, south-

western Colorado, has been developed fop both lime rock and flux.

The Timpas member of the Cretaceous Niobrara formation is exploited in east central

Colorado, especially in Pueblo, El Paso and Fremont counties, for cement, lime, and flux.

Reference: John W. Vanderwilt, "Mineral Resources of Colorado", Colorado Mineral

Pesources Board, 1947, pp. 244-246.

Utah. Utah is the eighth state in fluxatone production, immediately following mlinois.

About one-third of the crushed limestone produced in this state is used as a fluxing stone,

not only in the copper smelters and steel plants within the state, but also in similar plants

in California and in the El Paso, Texas, area. Limestones are scarce in the southwest so

metallurgical grade stone here has high place value and can also travel unusual distances

to market.
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Leading counties for metallurgical and lime burning stone are Tooele and Utah. In

addition to fluxing stone, dolomite is also quarried for refractory uses.

Caioria. California is the leading state in the production of portland cement. It is

ninth in lime production. This state also produces refractory dolomite, chemical stone,

and fluxing stone, but the quantities are small because there is very little metallurgical

grade stone in California. For this reason, steel companies have gone as far away as

Utah, British Columbia, and Alaska in seekiig stone of the quality needed.

The California limestones, used mainly in the manufacture of portland cement and in

lime burning, are mostly of Paleozoic age. They occur as inliers in the highly folded

Mesozoic and Cenozoic sedimentary and volcanic rocks. The deposits are discontinuous

and individual deposits have a relatively short life.

Limestone has been reported from 52 of the 58 counties of California. During 1961

nineteen lime plants were in operation in thirteen counties; four-fifths of the total pro-

duction came from plants in northern California. Much of the lime produced is used in

open hearth steel furnaces and by the chemical industry.

Although most of the limestone produced is high calcium stone, dolomite also Is pro-

duced and is used as a refractory and for chemical purposes.

References: Earl W. Hart, "Geology of Limestone and Dolomite Deposits in the

Southern Half of Standard Quadrangle, Tuolumne County, California", Thu California

Division of Mines, Special Report 58, 1959, 25 pp.; Oliver E. Bowen, Jr. and Cliffton H.

Gray, Jr., "Geology and Economic Possibilities of the Limestone and Dolomite Deposits

of the Northern Gabilan Range, California", California Division of Mines, Special Report

56, 1959, 40 pp.; 0. E. Bowen, Jr., "Mineral Commodities of California", California

Division of Mines, Bulletin 176, 1957, pp. 113-120, 293-306; William B. Clark, "The Cool-

Cave Valley Limestone Deposits, El Dorado and Placer Counties, California", California

Journal of Mines and Geology, Volume 50, Nos. 3 and 4, July-October 1954, pp. 439-466;

Oliver E. Bowen, Jr., "Geology and Mineral Deposits of Barstow Quadrangle, San

Bernardino County, California", California Division of Mines, Bulletin 165, April 1954,

pp. 160-170.
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RESERVE PICTURE

It was determined during the preparation of the first edition of this study 15 years ago,

by inquiries sent to members of the National Lime Association, that the average life expect-

ancy of the metallurgical grade limestone deposits then being worked was less than 30

years, and that an average of $10,000 was being spent by each responding company each

year in the search for new deposits. Since then many deposit life expectancies have been

shortened by increases in quality specifications, or by condemnation of valuable stone land

for highway (including interchanges) rights-of-way, or for other reasons.

Likewise the search for adequate undiscovered limestone deposits has become more

and more difficult, and more and more expensive.

It can be assumed that most of the limestone of metallurgical grade that will beineeded

fifty years hence has not yet been discovered, and the finding.of It will not be cheap.
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SUOMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINT

STATDENT OF NATIONAL LIMESTONE INSTITUTE, INC. *

On Section 501(a)-of H.R. 13270

Filed with the Senate Finance Committee

on September 26, 1969

(1) The National Limestone Institute, Inc. Is
an industry association composed of some 549 limestone
producers located In 34 states. Its members produce agre-
gates for highway and other construction, agricultural
limestone, and other limestone products.

(2) The National Limestone Institute opposes
the proposed reductions under the House bill in the exist-
ing percentage depletion rates for limestone from 15 and
5 percent to 11 and 4 percent.

(3) Percentage depletion recognizes that mineral
resources are wasting assets and is an Important part of
the National minerals policy to assure an adequate supply
of natural resources at a reasonable cost to the consuming
public. The proposed rate reductions indicate a significant
change in this policy and should be carefully considered.
They were not based upon any study of either the limestone
industry or the mining industries generally, and it Is
unlikely that the Ways and Means Committee even considered
them in terms of any mining industries other than oil and
gas.

(4) The economic impact of the proposed rate
reductions would be severe in the case of Individual pro-
ducers in the limestone industry. It is an industry of
small businesses and modest profit margins. The average
trice of limestone has actually decreased from $1.40 per

on to $1.38 per ton since 1950 when limestone was granted
percentage depletion although the producers' costs have
increased substantially during the same period.

(5) Investors in the limestone industry need
the incentive of percentage depletion to develop lime-
stone deposits and produce marketable limestone products
efficiently in order to meet the demand for limestone
which has almost tripled since 1950 and which Is expected
to continue to grow parallel to the trends in population
and gross national product.

Submitted by Paul l, Seitz, First Vice-Chairman of tie Board of Directors.
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STATEMENT OF NATIONAL LIMESTONE INSTITUTE, INC.

On Section 501(a) of H. R. 13270

Filed with the Senate Finance Committee

on September 26, 1969

I am Paul W. Seitz, First Vice-Chairman of NLI's Board of Directors,

and am submitting this statement on behalf of all members of the National Lime-

stone Institute. I am also President of May Stone and Sand, Inc., of Fort Wayne,

Indiana. National Limestone Institute's members appreciate this opportunity of

presenting to the Committee its views on Section 501(a) of H. R. 13270.

The National Limestone Institute, Inc. Is an Industry association composed

of some 549 limestone producers located in 34 states. Its members produce

aggregates for highways and other construction, agricultural limestone, and other

limestone products.

Limestone is presently entitled to a 15 percent depletion rate unless it is

used, or sold for use, as riprap, ballast, road material, rubble, concrete aggre-

gates or for similar purposes. The rate for limestone used for these purposes is

5 percent. Under the House bill, the allowable rates would be cut from 15 and 5

percent to 11 and 4 percent.

* / Under the 1939 Code only metallurgical grade and
chemical grade limestone were entitled to 15 percent.
During those years substantial controversy developed over
the classification of a limestone deposit, and several
litigated cases failed to develop a satisfactory distinction
between metallurgical and chemical grade and other
limestone. The matter was resolved in the 1954 Code by
elimination of the metallurgical and chemical grade classi-
fication and Introduction of the end-use test under which
limestone used for aggregates, etc. Is entitled to only
5 percent. The present statutory rule Is a rational
classification, and National Limestone Institute believes
that a classification based on metallurgical and chemical
grade is not sound.
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The National Limestone Institute opposes the proposed reductions

in the existing percentage depletion rates.

Percentage depletion was made available to limestone in 1951 as part

of the National minerals policy to provide an adequate supply of all minerals

to satisfy the demands of an expanding economy and the requirements of

security and to assure an orderly development of the Nation's natural mineral

resources. Percentage depletion is a fundamental part of this National policy.

It recognizes that mineral resources are wasting assets and that new reserves

must be found and developed.

During the years percentage depletion has been available, the limestone

Industry has participated in the Nation's economic growth. According to sta-

tistics published by the Bureau of Mines, production has almost tripled. All

segments of the limestone industry have contributed to this growth. As Is the

case with the mining industry generally, the Impact of limestone's growth has

been felt directly in construction, agriculture and the many other Industries

using limestone products, and indirectly throughout the economy.

Any change in National policy that would adversely affect the growth of

the mining industries should be carefully considered. The symbolism of tax

reform and revenue gains should not be allowed to change this countr,-fs success-

ful minerals policy. The proposed percentage depletion rate reductions would

_1 1950 1967 (including small quanti-
ties of dolomite)

Short tons 180, 918, 910 Short tons 568,902,000
Value $252, 755, 827 Value $783, 135, 000
**/ Hearings on Mineral Shortages Before the Subcommittee on
Minerals, Materials, and Fuels of the Senate Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs, 90th Cong., 2d Sees., 32 (1968).
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change this policy, however, even though the decisions of the Ways and Means

Committee were not based upon any study of either the limestone Industry or

the mining Industries generally. It is unlikely that the Committee even con-

sidered the proposed rate reductions In terms of any mining Industries other

than oil and gas. The mining Industries should not be the unfair victims

of tax reform.

The economic posture of the limestone industry should be understood

In order to evaluate the impact of the proposed percentage depletion rate

reductions. Although the volume of limestone production has grown impress-

ively, the industry continues to be primarily small businesses. As the Bureau

of Mines' statistics cited above Indicate, the average selling price of limestone

since 1950, a period of National growth-and generally rising prices-has actually

decreased from $1. 40 per ton in 1950 to $1. 38 per ton in 1967. On the other

hand, the Industry has not escaped cost Increases prevailing in the Nation's

economy. Air and water pollution control, noise control, and compliance with

land zoning requirements have been additional factors in Increasing costs. The

consequence has been that the industry has spent large sums to develop lime-

stone deposits and produce marketable limestone products efficiently in order

to be competitive with other minerals, especially those also suitable for use

as aggregates. Nevertheless, profit margins have been narrow.

*/ Modernization Is discussed, for example, at
pages 1067-68 of Minerals Yearbook, 1967, of
the Department of Interior.
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Although the aggregate percentage depletion deduction for limestone

Is not available, It is very doubtful that the proposed rate reduction will

yield a meaningful increase in revenues. The impact on individual producers.

however, will be significant. As, Is the case In the mining Industries generally,

percentage depletion has become an integral part of the economics of the lime-

stone Industry, and maintenance of the existing percentage depletion rates Is

necessary to avoid serious dislocations. These rates are not gene rous- 15 per-

cent is the rate for minerals generally and 5 percent Is the minimum rate. Cut-

backs from these levels In an industry of small businesses and modest profits will

have adverse consequences, Including possible price increases and reduced expen-

ditures to find and obtain new deposits and to modernize operating methods.

It is Inevitable that the economic dislocation of the House proposal will

affect the capital values -the risk element- of limestone producers with adverse

effects on supply. The Impact on the Nation would be significant. The Bureau

of Mines has projected massive increases In the demand for limestone during

the remainder of this century. Its growth will closely parallel trends In popula-

tion and gross national product. Although reserves of limestone are substantial,
./1

they are being depleted at a high rate. The Bureau of Mines has reported

*/ These facts and many other Important considerations are
discussed in Hearings on Mineral Shortages before the Sub-
committee on Minerals, Materials, and Fuels of the Senate
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, 90th Cong., 2d
Sess., 77 (1968), and at pages 884-893 of Mineral Facts and
Problems, 1965 Edition, a publication of the Department of
Interior.
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that "exacting specifications determine the marketability of stone In Important

Instances and sources adequate for such needs at reasonable costs are not

unlimited," and further that "because of the variety of Industrial uses the

local availability of stone that will meet specifications of local markets

Influences the Industrial and economic development potentL&a of an area."
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SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS IN SUPPORT
OF CONTINUED 1% DEPLETION FOR GYPSUM
MINES AND QM RRIES.

The gypsum industry is generally opposed to any reduction

in percentage depletion.

The principal market for the gypsum mining industry is

products used in residential construction which has been

artificially depressed by the Federel Reserve policy of high

interest rateS. The need for residential construction,

particularly in urban centers is a pressing national problem.

The gypsum industry has in the past and hopes in the future

to aid in solving this problems but this takes funds which

are restricted because of depressed housing#

The gypsum mining industry thus requests continued

percentage depletion at the Same rate under the precedent

established by continued Occelerated depreciation for

residential construction.
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ffATDUIT OF oTPMSJ h8800 1A1IO IN
W MPPoE OF C0NTXIKJ 15% D31 *ION
FR OwwN MW AND 9WUZ3. *

Peiaiaa Statemn

Th. Oypom Association om behalf of its members oppose rg

reduction in percentage depletion rats. se the aternativo, the

Association requests relief for gpmm from the general 30% reduction in

percentage depletion rates which had been proposed. Others have capably

presented the argument against reducing depletion allowance for amy

industry. To avoid repetition we Amply state our concurrence and

deal here with the altenative should the C press not see fit to

maintain depletion allowanoes at their present level.

The apsr adnig 1ndustvy, more then mn other, is a pert of

the construction Industry. it is m1-betntially devoted to housing.

How to increase construction of single end mlti-mily housing units

is currmnty oe of the camtry's not pressing problems. h need Is

obvious bat the obstacles ae almost nm-ountabe. Rising costs,

labor problem s h interest rates and lack of funds particularly

in urban areas which have been really restricted b the tight amn

policies used to cembet Inflation, are paramowt.

The gpsun Industry is particularly hd hit because of

its .aor dependenceon construction. 'It roqietfully requests that

it not be further penalied, that it be exempt fromvW reduction

which Is voted, and allowed to retain Its 1% depletion rate. Me"a

precedent exists lo the policy which already guests eemption of

iron ad copper and which propo to Allow for residential, cam-

struction the continued use of accelerated deprelation.

Submitted by Rhyne Sinpson, Jr., First Vice President.
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Discussion

The Gypnu Association consists of 10 companies which

operate over 75 gpsum oines and nearly 80 plante. These copanies

are 1

T49 Celotex Corporation
The Plintkote Company
Gorgia-Pacifio Corporation

Gypoum Division
OAF Corporation
Oind ajp~i Gypsm Company
aiser GYpSUm CompN, Inc.
ational'oYpmum Co"Ny,
tepuble Gypsum Company
Tas Gyem Comn
Lhited States Gypsum Coany

The gpsum Industry mined approximtel 10,000,000 tons

of ypsum domestically in 1968 based on prelinar Bureau of ines

figures.

The mineral gypum in the ground is a rock, usually grq

in color, which chemically is the dilvdrate of calcium sulphate

(caoh.2H20). It i closely related to an)Wdrito which is calcium

sulphate without the water of crystallisation (CaSO%). Gypsum has

many uses, but its principal use is in the production and manfacture

of low cost items, including retarder rock, plaster, lath and wall-

board used by the construction industry, mainly In residential housing.

"Fatarder" rock is sied crude gypum used by Portland cement

manufacturers as an additive to control the setting time of cement.

This use accounted for approximately 3,35I900 tons of gpsum consumed

in 1967 (the last year, for which figures are available) having a total

value of $2,704,00. The principal use of gpm, however, is to

manufacture products primarily used In residential housing (plaster,

lath and wallboard). These are products ade from calcined gypsum.
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Van rw gypsi rock is "calcined" or heated to approxmate2y

32& F. itoral, three quarters of the water of orystallisation (2H20)

is bd off. The resulting dr7 pouery product is knon as stucco

or platter ot paris, .. d is the basic Ingredient for wai plaster,

lath and wallboard.

Plaster is oreated tq re-adding water to the stucco at the

Job site and spreading the resulting plastic ass on the desired surfaces

where on drying it returns to its original rock state.

(lpsmm lath and wallboard consist of materials such as paper

or wood sadwiched aromd a oor of reconstituted gyps=. DI other

words, stucco with the water added back. Thq are produced at the

various Upon plants located throughout the country.

these calcined products accounted for approximately 9jO00,000

tons of gpm during 1967 with a total value of offudmately $43/ ,000,000,

over 90 of which was used In building and residents husing.

The calcined products are in peat demand In housing as

thqy provide relativelIr inexpensive walls with~ geat fireproofing

qulties. The Prue of tuxlard 2/2" ppsum w&ilboazd Is approxiatel.y

___ it was in 1959.

This is a mque record with toq's inflation. *psmis

fireproofing qualities result from the fact that a temperature of 2500 F.

release a IpsWu' a water of cy slsaic which absorbs heat and in

effect puts out fire with water at its source.

The Vps Industry is an Integrated mining-manufacturing in-

dustr. lIth minor exceptions, domestic igpsi is ned t the sam

ccqpoa which Amuaree it into plaster, lath and wallboard. this

is due to the fact that It has been proven more economical to locate

the plants for producing the calcined products at the mining locations.

During the year 1967, there wereapmm ames or plants located In 33

states mqeplng over 21,000 peopl, as foiloRa:
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Crude gpmum mined in the United States, by States

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars)

1967
',state Aotive lines Q3asnm'ty Value

Arisona w V V
California 9 1,21 $*,150
Colorado 1 77 265
Iowa 1,219 5,186
Michigm 5 1,22 5,085
Nevada 3 409 1,12
Now NsXdco 5 155 588
New York 5 570 3,118
Oklahma 8 804 2,266
South Dakota 1' 12 49
Texas 7 984 3,1I9
Other States 2329N09

Total 75 9,393 3,383

Caloined Vpint produced In the United States, by States

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) Calcining
1967 Eumt

state hctive Plants iimty Value Nettles -Or

California 7 581 $7,064 16 9
Georgia 3 4.64 8,832 15 -
lowa 5 768 11,477 22 4
Louisiana V w w V w
Mchigan 4 362 5,929 10 1
New Jersey 4, 3.7 4so56 9 4.
New York 7 836 12,265 22 5
ohio 3 331 40,960 9 1
Texas 7 723 10,519 27 3
Other States 6 .19,788 9

Total 76 7,879 115,4.67 224. 77
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bcuse it produces product. for the construction industry,

and particularly for residential construction, the gypem industry has

been uniquely hard hit by the govewmmnt's anti-inflationary policies.

The Federal Reserve Board, cmnoing in 1966j embraced an anti-infla-

tionar police which was primarily directed to allocating resources by

increaing borrowing costs, lm, prime interest rates have increased

from 4.5% to 8.5% since 1965, or an increase of approodmately 90%.

This has had a direct effect on the housing market. In 1965, housing

starts were 1,510,000. These shnk to 1,196,000 in 1966 and revived

to 1,5U,000 in 1968. However, recent interest rate increases have

again depressed housing starts so that it appears starts will drop to

an amual rate of 1,000,000 in 196, or a decline of apprMdmately 33%

from 1968. This in in the face of strong Indications of an extreme

high demand for housing. The long term demand for residential con-

struction is generally measured by four factors: net housing additions,

housing vacancies, housing removals and mobile homes. All of these con-,

sistently Indicate a pent-up demand for 1,800,000 housing starts in

1969.

Further, because of the general lack of money supply, funds

which would normally be channeled into home mortgages, such as loans

by commercial banks and savings and loan institutions have bean

absorbed by industry. Evon when potential home purchasers are willing

to pay the very high interest rates, they are having difficulty obtain-

ng funds from banks because of competition with commercial bank

customers at the prime rate. Also, the increase in interest rate

has led to problems in granting loans because of soe state usury

laws. For example, in Illinois up until recently, it was usurious
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to loan mortgage money to Individuals at a charge of more than 7%,

although loans to corporations at ary percentage could be made. Ider

these circumstances, further problem in financing were created for the

housing market.

The gypsum industry is undoubtedly unique in its dependence

on residential construction. In 1967, approximately 95% of its revenue

came from the sale of construction products with 75% being accounted

for by products which are primarily used in residential construction.

This is much greater than any other mining industry. Other typical

mining industries manufacturing construction products had from 9% to

30% of their production accounted for by residential construction

products.

14ile the government's anti-inflationary policy has caused

a downtrend in residential construction, government policy, particularly

with regard to urban areas, is to stimulate such construction. Currently,

the Department of Housing and Urban Developoent (HUD) headed up by George

Rcmey 4.s actively engaged in a program which has as its objective the

development of 3,000,000 residential units per year by 1975, or a growth

of approximately 20% per year. In order to implement this program, HMD

has started "Operating Breakthrough" and to this end it has declared

it wil spend $1,000,000 in a research and development program where

it will be soliciting bids from various
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companies in the construction areas including , members

of the Gypsum Association. It is recognized that this program will

require innovation and a change'of existing construction patterns.

Such innovation and change of course requires the large expenditures

of funds by the various companies with no Wuarantee of return. So

far, there has been no money appropriated by Congress to implement

substantial portions of this research and the bulk of the money must

be provided by private ventures.

The gypsum industry has demonstrated its initiativo and

leadership in the development of low cost urban residential housing.

Currently, two of the industries' top executives are serving on the

Presidents' Committee for urban development. The gypsum industry has

or plans to expend over $10,000,000 of its own funds into low cost

urban rodevelopment. Programs have either taken place or are con-

templated in urban centers in New York, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland

and Columbus, Ohio, and involved work not only with the City admin-

istrations but local groups and unions. As with any pioneering effort,

this has been extremely time consuming and expensive and presently

has no guiae lines. One of the chief elements in this program has

been work with the unions to develop new apprentice programs for the

use of gypsum products. For example, arrangements have been currently

worked out whereby it is only necessary for a two-year apprentice

program to qualify as a journeyman for the hanging of wallboard as

contrasted with a general four-year program to becoming a journeyman

carpenter. This not only reduces costs but hastens the entry of

previously discriminated minority groups into the construction

trades.
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To the best of our knowledge, the pgpsm industry is

the only mining industry so completely engaged in a program of

urban development. Members of the gypsum industry hope to continue

this program not only to stimulate use of their products but as part

of their responsibilities as corporate citizens. The industry hopes

to participate in "Operation Breakthrough" and other new programs for

urban and residential construction.

It is estimated the reduction in percentage depletion rates

proposed by the House would cost the gypsua industry approximately

$825,000 per year in increased taxes. This coupled with reduction of

revenues resulting from the government tight money anti-inflation

policy and a cutback in federally financed construction programs is

a triple blow on this one industry which will reduce the cash funds

available to the gypsum companies. Such reduction, of course, corns

at a tin when it is most desirable to increase expenditures to help

residential housing in general and to attack the revolutionary problems

which confront the inner city.

For all ot these reasons, if the Congress decides to reduce

percentage depletion rates generally, the gypsum industry requests

that it be exempted. Such an exemption would be similar to the

exemption granted residential construction from the general cutback

on accelerated depreciation rates in the House passed Bill. The same

policy which dictated no change in depreciation for residential housing

should zlso dictate no change in the depletion granted to the industry

whose output is most heavily committed to such construction.
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Specific, the gypsu= Industry requests the words "gypsuml'

and "anlidrite" be added after the word "copper" in Section 5(a)(3)(A)

of the House D so that apswi and anI~drite tram domestic sources,

along with gold, silver, copper and iron ore, will be excluded from

a gmeral cutback in depletion voted ty the Congress.

16 thank you for the opportunity to present our views.

GYPSUM ASCIAfION

201 N. Malla Street
Chicago, Illnois 60606
AC 312 726-5675
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SUMWARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

STATEMENT OF EXPANDED SHALE,
CLAY AND SLATE INSTITUTE

On Section 501(a) of H.R. 13270

Filed with the Senate Finance Committee
on September 26, 1969

(1) The Expanded Shale, Clay and Slate Institute
is an industry association representing approximately 80 per-
cent of the production of sintered lightweight aggregate in
the United States. Sintered lightweight aggregate is produced
by burning or sintering shales, clays and slates to expand
and stabtLize them and is sold as concrete aggregate to make
lightweight concrete. It is competitive with gravel, sand
and crushed stone and replaces an equal volume of these other
concrete aggregates.

(2) The percentage depletion rate for shales,
clays and slates used as lightweight agregate was raised
from 5 to 7 1/2 percent in 1966 by conference action in lieu
of a provision approved by the Senate Finance Committee and
the Senate which would have treated as a mining process the
burning or sintering of shale, clay and slate used for light-
weight aggregate.

(3) The House bill as part of a general reduction
in percentage depletion allowances would cut the rate appli-
cable to lightweight aggregate from 7 1/2 percent to 5 percent.

(4) The proposed rate reductions under the House
bill, if enacted, will signal a change in the National minerals
policy which provided percentage depletion as a stimulus to
encourage people to go into the mining business. If such
encouragement is no longer considered by Congress to be as
important to the public interest, this change in policy will
be reflected in diminished growth of the mining industries.

(5) The proposed rate reductions under the House
bill were not based upon any study of either the lightweight
aggregate industry or the mining industry generally. They
should be more carefully considered. For example the recog-
nition given iron ore in the House bill, under which no
deduction is proposed in its 15 percent depletion rate,
should also be given to lightweight aggregates because
their use in construction effects substantial savings in
reinforcing and structural steel.
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(6) Lightweight aggregate is a small industry,
and the one-third cutback of its percentage depletion
deduction mounts to no more than *400O,00 and cannot have
a significant impact on National revenues. Individual pro-
ducers, on the other hand, will be substantially affected by
a one-third cutback in their already modest percentage deple-
tion allowances.

(7) Lightweight aggregate producers need percentage
depletion to undertake the difficult and expensive project of
discovery and development of deposits of suitable raw material
for lightweight aggregate. The depletion allowance under the
House bill of 5 percent based on a pre-kiln cutoff does not
offer a satisfactory incentive to make deposits suitable for
lightweight aggregate available to the public with the conse-
quent benefits in quality and cost of construction materials.

(8) The Expanded Shale, Clay and Slate Institute
opposes the proposed reduction of the percentage depletion
rate applicable to lightweight aggregate and urges in the
following order of preference:

(a) Enactment at this time of the Senate amendment
in 1966 to treat as a mining process sintering or burning of
shale, clay and slate used for lightweight aggregate. Other
competitive industries such as sand gravel and crushed stone
get percentage depletion on the selling price of their deplet-
able mineral product, and lightweight agregate producers
believe they should receive similar treatment. The maximum
tax benefit from a depletion allowance of 5 percent on the
selling price of lightweight aggregate is probably no more
than 800,000,

(b) Continuation of the 7 1/2 percent rate for
lightweight aggregate.

(c) If no other changes a 'e made in the proposed
rate reduction, fairness among competitors demands that shale,
clay and slate used as lightweight aggregate be allowed a 6
percent rate, a cutback of one-fifth from the present rate.
The rates applicable to other concrete aggregates competitive
with lightweight aggregate are reduced under the House bill by
only 20 percent compared with the one-third reduction in the
lightweight aggregate rate.
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STATW 2E1T OF EXPANDED SHALE,
CLAY AND SATE INSTITUTE

On Section 501(a) of H.R. 13270

Filed with the Senate Finance Committee
on September 26, 1969

I am John W. Roberts, a member of the Pecentage

Depletion Committee of Expanded Shale, Clay and Sls~te

Institute, and am submitting this statement on behalf of e.11

members of the Institute. I am also President of Solte

Corporation, Richmond, Virginla, a member company of the

Institute. The Institute's members appreciate this oppor-

tunity of presenting to the Committee its views on the pro-

visions of Section 501(a) of H.R. 13270.

The Expanded Shale, Clay and Slate Institute is

an industry association representing approximately 80 percent

of the production of sintered lightweight aggregate in the

United States. Sintered lightweight aggregate is produced

from clays, shales, ad slates by burning or sintering in a

rotary kiln or traveling grate. Before burning or sintering

there are no significant uses or markets for the clays, shales

and slates from which lightweight aggregate can be and is

obtained. Burning or sintering expands and stabilizes the

raw material to make it suitable for use as lightweight

aggregate. Almost 100 percent of the lightweight aggregate

produced In the United States is sold as concrete aggregate
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and usually is mixed with portland cement and water by the

consumer to make lightweight concrete. Lightweight agge-

gate is competitive with gravel, sand and crushed stone and

replaces an equal volume of these other concrete aggregates.

Clays, shales and slates used or sold for use as

wintered or burned lightweight aggregate are presently

authorized percentage depletion at 7 1/2 percent; under

the House bill, the allowable rate would be cut to 5 percent.

The rate applicable to lightweight aggregate was raised from

5 to 7 1/2 percent under the Foreign Investors Tax Act of

1966. At that time the Senate Finance Committee and the

Senate approved an amendment to the Foreign Investors Tax

Act which would have amended Code Section 613(c)(4) to pro"

vide that the sintering or burning of clay, shale and slate

used or sold for use as lightweight aggregate would be con-

sidered a mining process. The Senate amendment would not

have changed the 5 percent rate. The House had not acted on

a bill corresponding to the Senate amendment. Under the

conference action, the Senate amendment was eliminated and

the new rate category of 7 1/2 percent was created to include

clay, shale and slate used or sold for use as sintered or

burned lightweight aggregate. The lightweight aggregate

!_ The new rate category also included clay or shale used
or sold for use in the manufacture of sewer pipe and brick.
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industry had estimated that the maximum tax benefit from the

Senate amendment, based upon existing prices and tonneges,#

probably would be no more than $500,000 annually. The saving

under the rate increase has probably been only a minor frac-

tion of the amount that would have been saved under the

Senate amendment.

The Expanded Shale, Clay and Slate Institute opposes

the proposed reduction in the existing percentage depletion

rate for lightweight aggregate. The Institute urges, at the"

least, (1) continuation of the 7 1/2 percent rate for light-

weight aggregate, or preferably, (2) amendment of Code Section

613(c)(4) to treat as a mining process the sintering or burn-

ing of clay, shale and slate used or sold for use as light-

weight aggregate.

The Institute would also like to draw to the

Committee's attention the discrimination between clay, shale

and slate used as lightweight aggregate and other competitive

concrete aggregates under the House bill. The rate for clay,

shale and slate used as lightweight aggregate is reduced from

7 1/2 percent to 5 percent, a one-third cutback. The rate

for gravel, sand and Ucrushed stone used as concrete aggregate

is reduced from 5 percent to 4 percent, only a one-fifth cut-

back. If no other changes are made in the proposed rate

reductions, fairness among competitors demands that clay,
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shale and slate used as lightweight aggregate be allowed a

6 percent rate, a cutback of one-fifth from the present rate

comparable to the reduction for competitive concrete aggre-

gates. The higher percentage depletion rate for clay, shale

and slate used as lightweight aggregate recognizes that under

present law the percentage depletion allowance for them is

subject to cutoff before burning or sintering whereas com-

petitive concrete a gregates get percentage depletion on the

selling price. While prices for lightweight a gregate are

generally somewhat higher than the prices of heavyweight

aggregate with which they compete, there cannot be too much

difference between the two; otherwise lightweight aggregate

would lose out to heavyweight aggregate.

The basic purpose of the percentage depletion

allowance has always been to insure an adequate supply of

the Nation's natural resources at a reasonable cost to the

consuming public. The percentage depletion allowance recog-

nizes that minerals in the ground have no usefulness to the

public unless someone has the courage and persistence to

spend substantial mounts of risk capital in searching for,

finding, acquiring, developing and making them available to

consumers.

Any change n National policy that would adversely

affect the growth of the mining Industries should be carefully

considered. The Ways and Means Committee reported that it
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believes (1) "that even if percentage depletion rates are

viewed as a needed stimulant at the present time they are

higher than Is needed to achieve the desired benefleiza

effect on reserves;" and (2) "that there is need to strike

a better balance than now exists between the objective of

encouraging the discovery of new reserves and the level and

revenue cost of percentage depletion allowances." The con-

clusions of the Ways and Means Committee were not based upon

any study of either the lightweight aggregate industry, and

especially as the lightweight aggregate industry relates to

the iron ore industry, or the mining industries generally.

It is unlikely that the Committee even considered the pro-

posed rate reductions in terms of any mining industries other

than oil and gas.

The mining of shale, clay and slate for use as

lightweight aggregate is a small industry. It consists of

approximately 70 plants operating in many parts of the

country. In recent years their annual production of aggre-

gates has averaged approximately 7 million tons with an

aggregate fair market value of about $45,500,000, although

no precise figures are available. The maximum annual per-

centage depletion deduction based upon the existing 7 1/2

percent rate and the pre-kiln cutoff point is estimated by

the industry to be about $1,200,000. The one-third cutback
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of this dedution, or $400)000., under the proposed rate

reduction cannot have a significant impact on National

revenues. Individual producers of lightweight aggregate,,

however, will be substantially affected by a one-third cut-

back in their already modest percentage depletion allowances.

The other provisions of the House bill applicable to all

businesses serve whatever may be the reasonable demands of

tax reform on the lightweight aggregate industry.

The lightweight aggregate industry needs percentage

depletion. Only special shales, clays and slates areexpansi-

ble to as much as several times their original size when they

are subjected to high temperatures for use as lightweight

aggregate. Discovery and development of a deposit of suitable

raw material for lightweight aggregate is a difficult and

expensive project. Deposits that are suitable for cement or

brick and tile are not ordinarily suitable for lightweight

aggregates. To determine the suitability of deposits for

production of lightweight aggregates, samples cannot be

appraised by chemical analysis alone. The samples must be

actually processed in laboratory or pilot plant equipment

to determine If bloating characteristics exist and the firing

range id acceptable. The raw mineral may bloat too little

and be too heavy or it may bloat too much and lack the neces-

sary strength and stability. Bloating may also occur within

a narrow temperature range which results in production
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problems and makes it difficult to obtain a product of uniform

quality. If a material appears to give good results in lab-

oratory and pilot plant tests, then samples of concrete made -

from the aggregate must be tested for compressive strength,

durability under freezing and thawing, modulus of elasticity

and many other characteristics to make certain that the aggre-

gates will give good results in actual service.,

Even though a deposit of raw material is suitable

as to quality, it may not be suitable for development because

of other factors. The deposit 'mayV lie under an excessive-- ..

layer of overburden which makes mining too expensive or it may

not have access to the necessary water supply, electric power

and rail service. The deposit must be located where its pro-

duction into lightweight aggregates does. not violate zoning

or other government regulations. If all other factors are

favorable, a deposit may still not be economically attractive

if it is not within a satisfactory market area.,

A depletion allowance of 5 percent based on a pre-

kiln cutoff does not offer a satisfactory Incentive for the-

efforts and expenses needed to seek out shale, clay and slate

deposits suitable for lightweight aggregates and to make

these deposits available to the public with the consequent

benefits in the quality and costs of construction materials.
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By virtue of their light weight, aggregates made

from expanded shales, clays and slates effect substantial

savings in reinforcing end structural steel. In the con-

struction of the Chesapeake Bay Bridge, for example, spanning

4.3 miles of open water, lightweight aggregate was used for

the concrete deck. The lead weight of the deck was thereby

reduced more than 3 million pounds per mile, as contrasted

with ordinary concrete, resulting in a great saving In steel.

Prudent National policy indicates that alone these

savings in steel are Justification for not reducing light-

weight aggregate's percentage depletion allowance. The

lightweight aggregate industry should be encouraged in

order to make these economies generally available in peace-

time, and, of course, it is vital that these savings in steel

are available during periods of national defense emergency.

The recognition given iron ore in the House bill, under which

no reduction is proposed in its 15 percent depletion rate,

should also be given to lightweight aggregate because of its

beneficial effect on meeting the Nation's demands for steel.
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Burning or Sintering as a Mining Process

As a preferable alternative to continuation of

the 7 1/2 percent depletion rate, Code Section 613(c)(4)

should be amended to treat as a mining process the sinter-

ing or burning of clay, shale and slate used or sold for

use as lightweight aggregate. Justification for this pro-

posal was fully documented in materials made available to

Congress in 1965 and 1966, at the time the Senate Finance

Committee and the Senate voted for the same provision. The

reasons in favor of this proposal can be summarized as

follows:

1. Other competitive industries such as sand,

gravel and crushed stone get percentage depletion on the

selling price of their depletable mineral products. Light-

weight aggregate producers believe they should receive

similar treatment.

2. Other thermal processes including sintering

under some circumstances are allowable as mining under the

statute. Sintering of iron ore is basically the same as

sintering or burning of lightweight aggregate and is allowa-

ble under Revenue Ruling 184.

3. Burning or sintering of lightweight aggregate

expands and stabilizes the raw minerals. It does not effect

a significant chemical change or produce a finished or manu-

factured product.
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4. Treatment of burning or sintering as a mining

process will promote availability of lightweight aggregate

with consequent benefit to the public in quality and cost

of construction materials. It will also eliminate needless

controversies between the industry and the Internal Revenue

Service over the theoretical value of the raw mineral at the

pre-kiln cutoff point. Lightweight aggregate is a small

industry and the maximum tax benefit from a depletion allow-

ance of 5 percent on the selling price is probably no more

than $800,000.
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1. The ptreme Court and the ftreaury Deartment have log agreed on the puxoe of
this vise Cngressionl tax policy. Thua, the CMy Ppe industry recomends no

reduction of its current T.4 depletion allowance.

2. This smel I Industry ($1Wo m IlIJon annual sales) plays a vital role in the water
pollution control propa of the nation. It requires its depletion allowance to

assure a continued s1A3y at raw materials and to mintain modernization ot Its
production f cilities.

3. Oay certain kinds of clay my be used In the successful production of clay sever
pipe. ech clays do not exist everywhere and mat be prospected for on a coatiou-

InM basis. For example, not a siale clay pUpe plt eists in all of New Mland.
The plants themselves mist be located near the deposits., because a the low profit

margin in the industry. The history of the industry is replete with p]ant.
closings because f exhaustion or change at qalit of the raw materials.

4. Man clay pipe plants are approaching obsolescence. Ma Ion and modernization
are sorely needed, but risk capital is brd to find and would doubtless be les
than adequate with a further reduction in the percentage depletion alloemae.

5. Limestow A shale (ols), the principal ingredients used in the mnufacture of
ement, ave loft enjoyed a 1% depletion allomace while sever pipe clay has been
reduced. Cement pipe is clay pipe's severest coetitor. Also, refractory clay
purchased for maathcture of sever pipe, although 15% when mined, becomes 7.5%
vhen used in clay Pipe production. We seek an equitable adjustment in our allow-
anCe to eliminate these &ritry cqettive disadvantages.

6. Cay used in the a a sever pipe, sa ported by l8 I Mn, under
earlier law eJre a 15% allowance until it ns stmrily reduced in X960 to %.
Its subsequent Increase to T1/2% In 196 was merely a retr to % of its
oriUlml allowance. It is clearly unfair to reduce sain an alresW reduced
percentage on an across-the-board basis, cpared to other inern which Ive

not heretofore suffered a reductions.

T. Clay used in the mmufacture at sever pipe should be included with tha' clay which
is "used or sold for use for purposes dependent an its rdfctm prqprtta."
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CLAY PIPE INDUSTRY

DEPLETION COMMITTEE
&it* 210

1130 17th tre N.W. * Wablgi., D.C. 20036

CLARK BUTHE RLAND
chemm

I. B. EL.1
Secretay-Treawer

CIAY PIPE DIWSTM DEPL lN CCTI

TO WHE

CoUiTTEE ON nmicA~

UNI1 MTHTS 5EPTE

CEF.AIN FEATURES

THE TAX DW4 ACT CF 1909

hCa tr.an:

The Clay Pipe Inmetry Depletion Conaicteo represents nearly n:nety
percent of the vitrifted clay pipe mnufact;ere in the United Stutes.
We tske thi6 opportune ;y to present our views with respect to Section
501(b)(6) of H.R. 13270, the "Tax Refora. Act of 1' 9

.

Mintran o" tho

Depletion Coaittao
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The percentage depletion should be at last iintained at Its present rate for the

Vitrified Clay Pipe Industry. Th Clay Pipe Industry DepletIon Itt" bele

and reoaeais that there should be no dimintion of' the incentives for mineral

production provided by a wise Congressigml policy of ho years ot successful

application.

Relative to the nature and purpose of per atege depletion alimne, the

Court, in the Cannelton Seer Pipe CapM Duae 36k U.S. 76 (1960) em rsrted as
follows:

"Mineral depletion for tax purposes is an allowance fra Incooe for the

exhaustion of capital assets. ARMMS= V. M.V~Ml, 310 U.S. Wk0 (1940).

In addition, It is based on the belief that Its allowance encourages

* extensive exploration and incre sIng discoveries of addition uiners to

the benefit of the ecaaW and strength of the ation-".

The Treasury Interpretation outlined in a statement submitted to the U.S. Cimittee

on Wyesad w an by David A. Lindssy Assistant to the Secretary ot the U.S.

Treasury, a Nbroh 5, IM (1) states:

"....it Is apparent that the percentage depletion aLluance INs provided

by Coness not only to perit recovery of the Invesmnt In the astIs

asset but also to provide Incentives for e3plotion necessary for

replenlet of the wasting asset by the discovery and develment of

additional deposits."

It would appear that the Suprem Court and the Treasury are In agement on tha

nture and basic purpose of perentage depletion. Te m Oacturers of vitrified

clay pipe sumort thes view and hereby msn't the following augments to support
our contention that there should be no dimnuttion of the incentives for mineral

production In our Industry.

The Cay Pipe Industry is a mall an, asured ainst any one of the giant car-

pozatio of America. Total seas in 1968 anted to-t $100 million

(DUVeau Of 0enss). But# Our Industry Pls A vital role in the national prn01aI
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to control the plUutlon besetting our ration's voters by supply an essential

Ingredient - lon-life wage facilities. This is particularly true in urban areas,

since m cities recmmed clay pipe for sanitary swerage system. This isa nec-

essary, highy specialized, ow-profit industry. Curtailment at the current

percentage depletion alloyed the manufacturers f claUy pipe woud cause severe

disruption of an Industry which provides an indispenable feature in the nation's

housing and construction program.

WAMCWM AND 131UMRAC

Cla sever pipe must have the necessary strenth, chemical resistance, lack of

porcsityp dimensional control., and other product characteristics to meet the *noting

requirements Ct Federal and A&M Specifications.

only a restricted mmber of clays hve the properties and purity to sake an acesptable

clay sever pipe. Anm the mz qualities necessary in the clay mix is sufficient

refractoriness so that the pipe does not defom at the high temperatures necessary

to product vitrification. Nka other essential cbracteristics such as plasticity#

and the ability to dry and fire into a salable product all impose restrictions on

acceptable clas for sewer pipe manufacture. Contrary to vldelU-held and arr neaus

views, such clays are not available just aaqhere for the taking. 2here is not, for

ample, a silnLe vitrified clay pipe plant extant in all of Nev b8Iand, for the

simple reason that this great region possesses insufficient refractory cla deposits.

Te Importance of proper and adequate raw materials for a clay sever pipe plant

cannot be over.emphasised. Upon the quality and quantity of this supply is based

the ability to produce a marketable product at a profit. Upon this factor is based

the investment ot the plant and equipment costing million of dollars. ClY sever

pipe plants are ighly specialized but not highly profitable operations and are not

readily convertible to other tyes of nufctuwing.

ta order to be sure that this investment Is secure clay sever pipe companies maintain
exploration departments to prospect for new depoits. The' are staffed by mn skiled

in the science of finding clay beds (in xmW areas a difficult task), in recognizing
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the potential cermic prqpties and in detenming the qulity and patntity of

materials present in the deposits. hi dete .atio ususlr involves core drilling,

elaborate and costly selling procedures and dozens ot laborstory tests on a single

deposit.

Test & lss mat be subjected to all of the processes of pipe making. It the Inborn.

tory tets and all of the other factors spear favorable, plat runs mst be made In

several sies o pipe under standard mnofacturim conditions. This Is the ultinte

criteria. Thee plant runs ym cost acre then all, the prospecting, drilmg ad

labortoy testing procedures before thum, and yet my fiull Indicate that the use

ot the deposit Is not feasible.

A modern clay sever pipe plant is a hihly speci&sed mumfecturef facility which
is inescapably wedded to its ,lq deposits. The characteristic of Its grinding and

screeoni equipment, extruiom equipment and dles, the heat and lbmidity cycles of

its drers, and the recirculation, burning and cooling methods in Its kilas are all

besd on the characteristics of the raw mterial upon which it must feed.

It the clay deposit must be chased for another or Its eamic properties chang the

rsultant costs in adeptin the plat's facilities are enormous. When the clay

s 8Py Is e lasted, the plant has lost its value unless another source can be

located here the clay can be obtained at eqmlly low cost. Because of the low

profit margin in the Industry, it is mprcticable to ship cla into the facility

at aW great distance under nomel conatitive conditions.

The histor7 of the Industry Is replete with cnmples ot clay product plats closing

because of a lack or a change of their ra materials.

Depletion Is an Incentive to plant expansion to help met the health and pollution

control needs of the ktion. ,my clay pipe plants r approaching obsolescence by
today's standards. Ransion and modemntlo are definitely needed In this er of
expanding population but becau" e the low profit potential it is difficult to

tn risk capital and ploughed back sarning have not alwas been adequate to

met the needs for eMsion in the United States.
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In .aOW metropoltan aeaes In the, I0t4 mt..e sanita;7r condile arn deoral

The Business and Defense Service Aftnat'atim ot the V.S. DepgrtmntO ot COPOcq
estimates that sOn. 40 million people eed mew or lPovd seinge colect on grstms.

The clay pipe industry is highly essential to the health and velftri ot our p Il.
Emers of the industry are well awe t the need for new plants to increase produc.
tios for tOrow's needs & an ig fard in that directic vitbin't eir
Iftitid t iancal ability to do so. Ccntionnti'on a the alliance for percentae
depletion under the law as no written W1l. provide our tavepayes with sm th
funds which will be needed totiem exanion and nodernisation and eploratio.

AnftIMIL RCI~( C W~M ADMWBUF

Vs understand and concur In the diffiut eforts of the Omnite to revise our
memo tax laws so that all mo stare in -the. burdens fairly. It is in this spirit
that we invite the attention of the Cciittee to the discriviletion inherent in the
present provisions which authorize for limestone (used in the manuhoture o, oement)
a percentage depletion of 100% where the llsone for olay (used in the mamoufc-

ture of swer pipe) is ons.halt that amnt. We do not protest the higher rate; we
believe that the availability and cost of reocover7 of utural resources should be
the major factors in the deteaination of the all ble rate. Ievertbhle9s, we do

believe that equitY Is not served by a double allowance for clay's major conptitor
(concrete pipe made free cement) producing its product in all 50 states while sewer

Pipe clay is mined in less than halt that M er. 1urtenrores the Ccamittee shoud
be aware that the shale (cly), which forms another basic Ingredient of cement, is

also entitled to a cueu nt 1% alloace. This ftt of tax life adds one more weight
to the eQpetitive Isllance Which tavor$ 0lay pipe's CopetitOrs.

Under earlier law, refractory and fire clay used In the manufeture of clay pipe wa
allowed the 15$ rate, just as even no refractory cUy used in mkJ tire brick is
ebbed the higher rate. Plese refer to aterml Revenue Ruling 5 59 which defined
refsactory clay and included this sentelce: "n this connection, tire clay used to
eable owee pipe to retain its shope sad diumosiO under extremely high tageaturee

required for vitrification Is cemidered to be used as refractory fie cly.0
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Subsequent legislation unfail and probably inadvertently reduced cloy pipe's

allomance through fai to recognize the esentility or retractoz7 clay to the

inmafacture of clay seer pipe Uhereby Ithad obtained its oriiinl standing with

refractory clay at 15%. It is also of Int.rest to observe the singular Inequity

which arises In those instances where clay pipe manLuacturer purchase fire clay for

use in the manufacture of clay pipe. Although fully entitled to the 15% depletion

allomme In the possession of the seller,"the rate on this 6elf-mae material dro

dmatically to 7.5% when put to use in the production at vitrified clay sever pipe.

We believe the United States Senate Committee on Finance wlfl welcome this opportunity

to correct a lo-standing inequity by restoring the depletion allowance at clays

used In the manufacture of vitrified clay sewer pipe through revision of Sections

501(b)(6) and 5O1(b)(4)(B) of H.. 13270 to include in the latter a specific reference

to vitrified clay sewer pipe.

Page 22 of Hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means, Homse of Representative

Eighty-Sixth Congress, first session, on the legislative proposal of the Treasury

Department specifying the treatment processes which shall be considered mining for

the purpose of computing percentage depletion In the case of mineral products,

rch 5, 6, 9, 1o en Ui, 1959.
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PART B-ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS



September 26, 1969

Statement by the
National Association of Marble Producers

and the
Mrble Institute of America

to the
Senate Finance COmittee

Title V, Section 501. Natural Resources
Percentage Depletion

H.R. 13270

The National Association of Mrble Producers is an association

of American marble producers (quarriers) of approximately 95 percent

of the natural quarried domestic marble and travertine production.

The Marble Institute of Amarica is the American marble industry's

national trade association of companies engaged in producing (including

almost all the members of the National Association of Marble Producers),

importing, wholesaling, manufacturing and contracting for approximately

85 percent of domestic marble sales.

Marble production in the United States is a declining industry at

a time when production of most other non-precious minerals is growing

at a pace comparable to that of the growth of the Gross National

Product. This decline is due partly to unlimited importation of

foreign fabricated marble and partly to the increased use of simulated

marble and other manufactured competitive materials.

Unlike the gigantic oil and gas industry, the marble producing

industry enjoys no protection from foreign competition. There is no

quota for Imported fabric&'d marble, such as the oil and gas industry

has, and which enables that industry to keep prices artificially high.

The tariff on imported fabricated marble was only 21 percent ad val

and lowered further by the GATT agreement at 10 percent per year to

* SuItted I Jon A. !{srrich, Exec-ltive Arector, Marble Institute of
America.
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10.5 percent by December 30, 1973. This rate is so low that it plays

no effective part in protecting the marble producing industry in the

United States from foreign importn.

For exaape Italian marble can be .zurried. fabricated, and

shipped to the United States for about 40 percent of the cost of U. s.

produced marble of a oMoparable quality shipped to the same building

site.

The total United States sales of marble in 1966 increased to

48 percent above 1956, while the sales of domestically fabricated

marble decreased 2 percent. During the same period, the United States

sales of Imported fabricated marble increased by 534 percent. This

staggering gain in sales of Imported fabricated marble was made possible

by the 40 percent cost differential and the lowering of tariffs.

The presently authorized depletion rate for marble is 15 percent.

In 1968, this amounted to approximately $1,900,000. The Tax Reform

Act of 1969, as passed by the House, would cut this rate to 11 percent,

a reduction of more than 26 percent, about the same as that of the

ulti-billion-dollar quota-protected oil and ga industry.

The additional tax revenue from marble production represented by

the proposed change would amount only to approximately $530,000.p

assuming continuation of production at the 1968 rate, a doubtful

assumption. Oontrasted with this drop-in-the-bucket benefit to the

Treasury, the amount represents a crucial decrease in the after-tax-

revenue of the domestic marble producers. There is a desperate need

on the part of the American marble industry to find new deposits of

sound quality marble more easily quarried, to devise and perfect new
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means of more efficient quarrying of known deposits in order to

cope to some extent with unchecked foreign competition. Such ex-

ploration, research and development is costly, but promise to

keep alive an old, honored and specialized industry, which makes

an aesthetic and quality contribution to building construction at

a time when the need for such a contribution is evident to every

eye.

The National Association of Marble Producers and the Wrble

Institute of America oppose the proposed reduction in the existing

15 percent depletion rate for marble. The action of the Whys and

Means Comittee was not based on study of the marble industry, or

of the mining industry generally. The action appears rather to

have been based on covc1usions reached from examination of the

special circumstances of the oil and gas industry, rich in itself

and highly favored by tax laws even with reduction in the depletion

allowance.

The effect of the Meys and Means Womnittee action would be to

sake the poor poorer. It is submittod that if the policy reflected

by the Tax Reform Act of 1969, indeed is the tentative policy of the

Congress, the proposed change should be the subject of a thorough-

going study of its effect, rather than by a decision reached without

consideration of the effect on the subject industry.

###
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Statement

of the

Florida Phosphate Council

on H.R. 13270

by

Maywood W. Chesson
President

Florida Phosphate Council

to the

Senate Committee on Finance

September 22, 1969
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT

1. In the original drafting of H.R. 13270, no considera-

tion was apparently given to the impact of a decrease in percentage

depletion on individual minerals. This kind of "across the board"

treatment, without recognizing the characteristics and economic

condition of each mineral, is patently unfair.

2. Phosphate and other minerals directly related to the

manufacture of fertilizer for the production of food for U. S. and

world populations (sulfur, potash, limestone and dolomite) deserve

special consideration.

3. Phosphate reserves in the United States are smaller

than those in competing countries, and the grade of deposits in the

U. S. is generally lower than that of foreign reserves.

4. Foreign competition for worldwide phosphate markets

is steadily increasing, in some cases aided and abetted by government-

managed industries not necessarily susceptible to normal cost and

supply-demand factors.

5. Proximity of foreign phosphate producers to foreign

markets and resultant favorable freight rates puts U. S. producers

in an even more severe competitive position.

6. Three successive bad-weather planting seasons in the

United States and foreign competitive factors forced phosphate

production declines in the U. S. in 1968 and has further driven

the U. S. phosphate industry, especially in Florida* into a serious

recession.

7. A decrease in the percentage depletion allowance

would amount to an added cost for U. S. producers which would be

a further detriment to our already precarious competitive position.

Continued on next page--
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8. As the world faces a long-term population surge and

an expected increase in demands for foods, fertilizers are playing

an ever-growing role. A reduction in percentage depletion on the

agricultural minerals named in number 2 above would seriously

damage the current economic position of these minerals and inhibit

their future development in the United- States.

9. We therefore urge that H.R. 13270 be amended to

restore the percentage depletion on phosphate, potash, limestone

and dolomite to 15% and sulfur to 23%.
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Mr. Chairman

As President of' the Florida Phosphate Council* 7 am

submitting to you 'for f4istribuiioi to your" committee the position

of the Florida 'hosphate council' on the provisions "o . 170

that are of particular concern to t~ie Phosphate mining industry.

The Ploiida phoA hate Council, 4ho'e meibere are t-ed

below, is a 'on-pofit trade asso~aion presenting most of the

firms mining and/or processing phosphate rock in the state of

Florida.

Agrico Chemical -Company
American Cyanamid Company
Borden, Inc. - chemical Division/Smith-Douglass
CF Chemicals,. inc.
Central Farmers Fertilizer Company/Central

Phosphates, Inc.
Farmland Industries, Inc.
W. R. Grace, & Co., Agricultural Chemicals Group
International Minerals & Chemical Corporation
Mobil Chemical Company
Occidental Chemical Company
Royster Company
Swift' Agricultural Chemicals Corp.
USS Agri-Chemicals

The Council is grateful for this opportunity to express

its views on tax reform, a subject of increasing concern on the

part of American business due to the heavy tax burden apd the

impact on the economy. We.believe the entire nation. shares this

concern. It is our hope that these hearings will aid in developing

a program of tax reform consistent with ,the economic needs of our

nation, with the least detrimental effect on taxpayers and on

economic growth.

The Florida Phosphate Council believes tbat attainment

and maintenance of a sound domestic mining industry requires
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recognition in the tax laws that certain minerals used in the

manufacture of fertilizers, uch as phosphate, hold a unique

position in the nation's and the world's welfare and economy and

deserve a degree of consideration that, unfortunately, was

apparently not givIen in the "across the board" reductions in

ptreontage depletion as proposed in this bill. Other minerals

in this agriculture category include potash, sulfur, liaestone,

and dolomite.

We submit that tax reform should take into account the

characteristics of each extractive industry and cannot be adequately

or equitably accomplished without close study of each mineral

industry. They are not all alike, and sweeping, class treatment

of them is patently unfair.

We can find no evidence that the singular merits of

each segment of the mining industry were recognized or considered

prior to the introduction of H.R. 13270. instead, a general form

of legislation has been proposed that is all-encompassing, placing

all types of natural resources into large groups, ignoring the

differences and uniqueness of each.

Therefore, we feel it is incumbent on this Congress to

fully examine and determine all the facts relating to each different

type of mining. Only then can a fair and equitable finding be

made and proper reform accomplished.

I will now direct my remarks specifically to the phosphate

industry and our strong and Justifiable opposition to the proposed

reduction in the depletion rate from 15% to 11% -- a 26.6%

differential.
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Phosphate rock is unique in that it -is the basic source

*of the element phosphorus, which is essential in the makeup of

every living cell* tissue and organism. Humans must have phosphorus

for survival -- they obtain it from the food consumed in their

daily diets. Therb is no substitute -- natural or synthetic.

Phosphate is indispensable in the manufacture of ferti-

lizers and plant foods used to feed the hungry people of the world --

both here and abroad, notably in the underdeveloped nations.

There are four major phosphate producing regions--in the

United States. Florida is the largest producer, followed by a

quadrangle of states in the West: Idaho* Montana, Utah and

Wyoming. North Carolina is a new producer, but growing in

importance. Tennessee is the fourth ranked phosphate mining

area of this country.

Production in these areas accounts for approximately

46% of the total world output of phosphate. In 1968 U. S.

production amounted to an estimated 40 million tons.

It must be considered, however, that despite this high

percentage of world production, the economically recoverable

reserves in the United States as a percentage of estimated world

phosphate reserves is considerably lower -- less than 30% of the

world total. This factor becomes even more critical when one

considers that much of the higher grade phosphate rock in this

country -- especially in Florida -- is being exhausted. This

means thtt in the future, exploration, extraction and processing,

of lower grade ores will substantially increase mining costs in the

U.S.
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on the other hand, much of the phosphate in Morocco, the

Spanish Sahara and other areas of the world is of higher grade than.

that found here and the reserves are much larger.

;Also consider the fact that much of the United States'

competition for international phosphate markets is either govern-

ment owned, dominated or supported. Such is the case in Soviet

Russia.-,- .econd. largest producer in the world -" and Morocco,,

third ranking producer and the world's largest exporter of,

phosphate rock. This means that prices from these competitive

sources may not reflect cost structures nor a supply/demand

circumstance.

The depletion allowance is one of the primary reasons

United States phosphate producers have been able to maintain a

fair share of world markets in the face of this adversity.

Still another factor in favor of foreign producers is

the decided delivery cost advantage which invariably enters into-

the overall cost of a high volume, bulk commodity such as phosphate.

Since more than one third of this nation's total phosphate

production is shipped to foreign countries, this factor is extremely

important. In reality, the cost of shipping a ton of phosphate

often is more than the price of the rock itself, which points up

the critical competition involved in selling to customers-in

western Europe and Great Britain. Morocco is closer to these

markets than we are. and can deliver cheaper. .

For example:. The ocean freight: rate from Tampa, Florida,

to Rotterdam on phosphate is $5.00 to.$5.25 per long ton, but the

rate from Casablanca, Morocco, to Rotterdam is about $3.25 per long
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ton. Morocco can ship to Italy in small vessels for about $3.00

per long ton, as compared to our rate of $5'.00 to the same ports

in Italy. The rate from Casablanca to Spain or Greece in small

vessels is about $3.00 to $4.00 per ton, comparable to a rate from

Tampa of $8.00 to $9.00 in the° Samoe size vessels.

These factors alone Justify the continuation"of the,

present 15% depletion allowance on phosphate. Any weakening of

our world-wide'marketing'abiiity would lead straight to economic

recession. it is not an understatement to affirm that any

reduction in the phosphate industry's depletion allowance would

place this industry' in a most hazardous competitive position in

the world markets.

There are, moreover, other unique features about the

phosphate industry which deserve your attention and consideration

before a decision on the depletion allowance on this mineral is

reached.

At this very moment, the United States phosphate industry

is in the throes of a most difficult period. In addition to the

rigorous foreign competition already described, domestic production"

in 1968 fell below previous years and indications are that 969

will be even worse.

The reason for this unfortunate condition is one that

neither government nor business can quickly remedy. Unprecedented

weather conditions that have prevailed over the major farming and

fertilizer consuming areas of the United States for the past three

years have drastically curtailed sales and'pushed inventories to

new highs. For 'the first tim6 in over 20 years, the 1969 planting

season showed a drop in the demand for domestic plant nutrients.
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As a result, prices have been slashed, revenues have

diminished further, and dwindling financial return to fertilizer

manufacturers is sinking even lower.

Adding to our problems is the fact that a tremendous

expansion program was initiated a few years ago, largely on the

basis of projected purchases for the AID program of our government.

Gearing production to meet these anticipated needs, our firms made

long-range commitments that were non-retractable when AID funds

were drastically reduced.

This combination of developments has resulted in employ-

ment cutbacks in the Florida phosphate fields from a high in

January 1967 of 10,400 workers to an estimated 9,000 today. Industry

payrolls which reached a record high of $71.7 million in 1966 have

sagged to $68 million in 1968, despite incremental wage increases.

Total earnings this year are expected to drop still lower.

I can tell you gentlemen quite frankly that nobody is

making money in the phosphate business today. The industry is sick.

I submit to this committee that the proposal for reducing

the depletion allowance on phosphate could not have come at a more

unfortunate time. And I cannot overstate the results which such

action would bring about.

It comes at a time when those companies which deal

primarily in fertilizer materials are struggling to survive.

H.R. 13270, as it passed the House, would reduce the

phosphate depletion rate from 15% to 11% -- or a reduction of

26.6%. This reduction would amount to approximately 130 for every

ton of phosphate rock mined. Now, what would this added cost of

130 a ton do to us?
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In the domestic market, the producer would be required

to absorb this additional cost on top of a dwindling profit margin --

or to increase prices. The latter is just not possible in today's

market picture. The former might vel put some of us out of

business.

if the U. S. producer adds 130 to foreign sale prices --

which already hang in balance on the basis of pennies a ton -- it

is safe to assume that a majority of this nation's phosphate rock

exports would be lost to foreign competition.

Should this occur, this nation would immediately lose

millions annually in balance of payments, phosphate miners in this

country would have no place for their production, and the eventual

result would be a depression on an already burdened phosphate mining

industry.

To this point my remarks have dealt primarily with

factors which are germane only to the phosphate mining industry

and may not apply to other extract£ie industries.

There are other types of mining which do have many

things in common, such as land reclamation requirements after

mining is completed, air and water pollution control installations

to protect the environment, and the very substantial tax load

which we are already bearing. The extractive industries are active

in all these areas.

with respect to taxes, in most of the communities where

we operate in Florida, the phosphate industry is literally the

backbone of the tax structure. Our companies paid more than $6.5

million in property taxes in 1968. In Polk County, Florida, center
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of operations, phosphate tax payments accounted for more than 20%

of the total county ad valorem tax roll in 1968. The phosphate

industry also is subject to the same .type of sales and use taxes

as other industries.

finally, let me sUmmarize briefly the justification for

continuing the depletion allowance on phosphate at 15% and the

other agriculture minerals at their present rates.

It has been recognized that minerals in the ground have

no usefulness to the people until someone has the courage and

persistence to expend substantial amounts of risk capital in

searching for, finding, acquiring, developing and making then

available to consumers.

Most of the advanced countries in the world today

recognize that their minerals and natural resources form the

basic foundation for economic strength and growth, and have pro-

vided necessary encouragement in one form or another for their

production.

The practical effect of percentage depletion is greater

production of minerals at a lower price, and an inducement for

increased use of the nation's natural resources.

Without recognition in the tax laws of the capital value

being depleted by production, taxes would be devouring the capital

of mineral producers and depriving them of the funds needed to

replace reserves in order to remain in business and continue to

supply essential minerals.

The extraordinary risks involved in searching for and

producing minerals, the long time lag between investment and
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production, and the possibility of a total loss of the investment

in unsuccessful ventures, with no possibility of converting to

another type of business, are among the factors that make percentage

depletion necessary. With the demand for natural resources to

meet the requirements of our advancing civilization, and the ever-

increasing risks and cost in replacing depleted reserves, it is

more essential than ever that we maintain the present tax treatment

of natural resources in order to assure the nation's economic growth.

Percentage depletion aids in keeping the mining industry

competitive with foreign mineral producers and provides funds for

use in mineral research and recovery methods, resulting in mineral

conservation it provides funds for exploration of continuing

mineral deposits and the development of mines, it provides the

funds for the construction of plants designed to give a better

and fuller use of the nation's natural resources.

With respect to the phosphate industry, specifically,

allow me to summarizes

--The phosphate industry is unique in its makeup. Little

or no attention was given to the specifics of this industry or to

the other agricultural minerals or to the total impact of a

reduction in percentage depletion on these minerals before the

introduction of H.R. 13270.

--Phosphate rock is an indispensable ingredient in the

manufacture of fertilizer for which there is no substitute, natural

or synthetic. It is truly a mineral of life, ,essential in the diets

of all mankind.
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--United States economically recoverable phosphate

reserves are smaller than those of foreign producers, and the

grade of domestic deposits is generally lower than that of

foreign competition.

--A reduction in the depletion allowance for phosphate

would severely damage United States producers from exporting to

international markets.

-- The phosphate industry in this country is in the midst

of a depressed period, and a reduction of the depletion allowance

would drive marginal producers to the brink of disaster.

-- The basic premise of the depletion allowance as

originally constituted makes it mandatory that this policy be

continued in order to assure orderly development of natural

resources, continued growth, and, hopefully, prosperity.

Taking all of the above into consideration, it would

seem to me most appropriate that the agricultural minerals -- such

as phosphate, potash, sulfur, limestone, and dolomite -- be

continued at the same percentage depletion allowance as now exists,

sulfur at 23% and 15% for the others, so that these vital ingredients

in chemical fertilizers can continue to survive and play their part

in providing the .necessary plant foods, so that farm crops, both

at home and abroad, might produce the bountiful foods to feed the

ever-growing population of the world. With the specter of a doubled

world population by the year 2000, this is certainly not the time

to impede in any way the reasonable growth of these .vital mineral

industries, and so I ask this Committee to consider most seriously

the restoration of these minerals I have named to their present

percentage depletion rates, for humanitarian as well as economic

reasons.
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Z an Charles 3. arady, Preident of mateial Sales oagny? ligburi

Porth Carolina. Material sales Company Is sles representatives for Wart-

site produced by bassees of S. V. Hedrick Gravel and Send Cqweny Wa1 W. i,

Bonsal Copany of Lilosville, orth Carolina an4 for Becker &nd sAi rravel

Company of Cheraw, South Carolina.

Quartuite is the mined raw material frop which the mtal stlicqn and ts

many alloys are produced. the metal silicon is not found as such in natu",

Quartsite is reduced in an electric furnace along with an ouidiziny agent to

produce the pure metal silicon. Son of the companies producing this yet4

ae Blectrometallurgical Division of Union Carbide Corporstlgn, glectrO"

metallurgical Division of Air Reduction Corporation, Interlake Steel

Corporation, Foote Mineral Corporation, Ohio Ferro-Alloys CorporatIot

Tennessee etallurgical Coapny. and others.

The metal silicon is not unlike alumnum in appearance. it is very

hard, has great tensile stre gth, is light, and highly heat resistant.

cause of these qualities It is used in alloys of Ivon (Ferro-SilLcons)

alloys of steel and manganeess alloys of stool and chrome, and it is esontalW

in the making of aluminum used in aut~cebiles, trucks, arplanest and S the

hundreds of other aluminum products. Silicon I# etremely important in %ims

of peace, and its use and importance mltiplies In time of naioa emer-

gencies.

The purity of the quartzite (SiO2 content) is essential in making the

rade of silicon needed to make the high quality alloys needed in modern

metallurgy. Consequently the prim source of this quartzite Is from Marlboro

County, South Carolina, and from Harnett and Anson Counties in north Carolina.

The quartzite produced from these sources by the aforementioned companies,

whom we represent, analyzes 99.5% 8i0 2 and better.
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coxalble physicaJly and esncroeally, are so scarce as to &w r nen-exietont

at thio m t. I urge you to enoura thi inawtq. inll In lue, but

of key i tanco to our ecooc,°

2tan you.
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